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ABSTRACT
This work is an effort to investigate and derive a simple equivalent circuit model to 
represent an electromagnetically coupled microstrip patch antenna. This provides a 
simple approach to the complicated electromagnetic coupling behaviour in the patch.
A simplified theory based on the broadside coupled line and improved transmission 
line theories is developed to derive the equivalent circuit of EM  coupled patch 
antenna. The design parameters are determined from the above mentioned theory. 
Computer programs are developed to provide a practical design of such antennas 
without involving complicated, time consuming, rigorous methods.
A number of sample patches are designed, made and tested to verify the theory. These 
elements are also incorporated into an array to evaluate their performance in an array 
environment. The impedance and pattern measurements are made for comparison 
with theoretical results.
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INTRODUCTION
Microstrip antennas are recently established as a new technology within the broad 
field of microwave antennas. Their popularity has increased considerably because the 
structure is planar and enjoys all the advantages of printed circuit technology. Initially 
microstrip patch antennas were used as individual radiators. Nowadays, their use in 
large fixed beam arrays as well as scanning arrays is very common.
A microstrip antenna is essentially a printed circuit board with all of the matching 
circuits, power dividers, phasing circuits and radiators, photo etched on one side of 
the board. The other side of the board is a metal ground plane which allows the 
application as conformai antennas on missiles and aircrafts. At microwave 
frequencies, this technique allows large scale printed circuit fabrications. At 
millimetre frequencies, the advantages of microstrip arrays are so enormous that a 
new technology, monolithic integrated antenna array has arisen. Such an array, has its 
active and passive devices all on the same semiconductor substrate.
There is a variety of feeding techniques available for microstrip antennas. Among 
them, electromagnetic coupling has attractive advantages due to its multilayer 
structure which allows the integrability of the antennas to the M M IC  devices. This is 
particularly very important since a new era has already started towards the integration 
of active feed circuitry with other M M IC  devices on the same substrate while the 
microstrip antennas are printed on a different substrate.
The methods to analyse various characteristics of microstrip antennas can be 
categorised basically in two groups; Simple analytical methods and rigorous 
numerical methods.
Exact mathematical formulations in rigorous methods involve extensive numerical 
procedures resulting in round-off errors which in turn are more or less of the same 
order of the correction being sought to the simple analytical methods.
Also in both methods final experimental adjustments are needed along with the 
theoretical results. Therefore it is recommended to use simple analytical methods 
which give a good intuitive explanation of the radiation characteristics of the antenna, 
combined with reasonably accurate mathematical formulations for its microstrip line 
aspect.
Based on this observation, a simplified theory is developed in this work in order to 
derive a simple transmission line equivalent circuit for the modelling of the EM  
coupled microstrip patch antenna.
This is a practical approach to the analysis of electromagnetic coupling between the 
patch antenna and its feed line. It allows an easy CAD simulation compared to 
lengthy and time consuming rigorous analysis. It can be a first step into the more 
elaborate practical design of active microstrip patch antennas or arrays.
The content of each chapter is summarised in the paragraphs below:
In the first chapter, a broad view of the general characteristics of microstrip antennas 
and the methods of analysis for those antennas is presented along with various feed 
techniques.
The second chapter is a summary of basic microstrip line characteristics. The methods 
for the determination of the line parameters are also presented.
Chapter three is devoted to the broad side coupled line theory. The electromagnetic 
behaviour of broad side coupled lines is analysed and its results are used to provide 
the simplifications in order to obtain an equivalent circuit for the EM  coupled patch. 
The set of formulas to be used for this simplified equivalent structure is also given in 
this chapter.
In chapter four, the improved transmission line method is presented. The 
simplifications of the previous chapter are combined with the improved transmission 
line model given here, in order to derive the final equivalent circuit for the 
electromagnetically coupled patch.
Chapter five deals with the material properties of dielectric substrates to be used in 
printing the patch antennas and printed circuit board techniques with microwave 
laminates. Tables presenting various characteristics of different dielectric materials 
are also given. Based on this information, the dielectric substrate suitable for the 
purpose of this work was chosen.
In chapter six the computer aided design results for various types of microstrip 
patches are presented to compare them with published theoretical results in order to 
verify the improved transmission line model.
VI
Then, the computer aided design results of electromagnetically coupled patch 
elements are presented. These patch elements are made and tested for input 
impedance and standing wave ratios. The measurement results are shown along with 
theoretical results for a comparison. The software written for computer programs is 
described in the chapter.
Chapter seven is on the array design using the electromagnetic coupled patch 
elements analysed in previous chapters. General informations on the array design and 
basic array parameters are provided first.
Feed networks for the excitation of the elements in the array are designed using 
Wilkinson power dividers. The power ratios at the outputs of the power divider are 
calculated for a specific amplitude distribution across the array. The design 
parameters for these feed networks are also presented. Two arrays of 2x4 and 2x8 
elements are made and tested for impedance performance. The results from the 
network analyser are given.
Chapter eight is the final chapter to conclude with the antenna pattern measurements 
of the arrays built. First, the requirements necessary to be met for a proper pattern 
measurement are discussed. The measurements are performed in an anechoic 
chamber, and the results are discussed by pinpointing various reasons which affected 
the performance of the array.
A critical view of the achievements reached in this work is given briefly in the 
discussion and conclusion. The appendices for some extra details and computer 
programs developed in this work are presented at the end of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1
PRINTED CIRCUIT ARRAY DESIGN 
METHODOLOGY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The general characteristics of printed circuit radiating elements in an array and 
various methods for modelling these elements are considered in this chapter.
1.2 PRINTED CIRCUIT ANTENNAS
Printed circuit antennas have been successfully used in many applications^ especially 
for radar purposes and direct broadcasting from satellite. There are mainly three types 
of printed circuit antenna elements:
« Printed dipoles 
® Microstrip patches 
® Printed slots
(a)
dielectric
substrate
ground plane
(c)
Fig. 1.1 Three different types of printed circuit antennas.
a) printed dipole b) printed slots c) micro strip patches.
The common advantages of these printed circuit elements can be summarised as 
follows [1]:
low cost 
light weight 
low volume 
low profile
directive element pattern 
variety of feeding methods 
integrability to monolithic devices 
conformability to surface mounting
capability of generating both linear and circular polarisations 
ease of construction and installation along with design flexibility
They can be easily combined on the same substrate as the integrated RF-EF (Radio 
frequency and Intermediate frequency) front-end solid state devices such as 
oscillators, amplifiers, variable attenuators, switches, modulators, mixers, phase 
shifters etc. Feed lines and matching networks are also fabricated simultaneously with 
the antenna structure. However, some drawbacks also exist such as:
• degradation of performance due to the variation in tolerances
• lower element gain and limited power
• narrower bandwidth when compared with conventional antennas
The power is limited by the thermal capacity of the substrate materials but the gain 
can be improved by constructing arrays of these elements.
1.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRINTED C IR C U IT
ANTENNAS
The main problem in printed circuit antenna design is the accurate determination of 
the input impedance which strongly depends on the accurate prediction of the current 
distribution on the surface of the radiating element. The correct determination of the 
input impedance is a key factor in designing the corresponding matching devices and 
power dividers in order to feed the array of these elements. The power division across 
the array in return w ill affect the current distribution in the elements which may result 
in a degradation in radiation characteristics such as side lobe levels and impedance 
bandwidth. The input impedance, however, is also a function of substrate material 
characteristics and has to be examined carefully.
Another critical point which needs consideration is surface wave propagation which 
seems to be one of the most degrading factors, especially in the millimetric wave 
band. The power coupled into these waves does not radiate into free space but 
remains on the surface of the antenna affecting the feed lines and other components 
around. It is therefore considered as a loss from the radiation point of view. For a 
finite-size substrate, surface waves w ill be diffracted from the substrate edges, 
possibly causing undesirable effects to sidelobe levels, polarisation or main beam 
shape. As the substrate becomes thicker more surface wave modes can exist and 
more power can be coupled into these waves, while they are less significant for 
relatively thin substrates. Surface wave propagation is also the cause for the 
phenomenon called scan blindness, which is a condition where no real power is 
transmitted or received by the array at certain angles.
Mutual coupling is another important factor especially for closely spaced array 
elements as it involves the transfer of power from one element to a nearby element 
and it can be responsible for an increase in sidelobe levels as well as a degradation in 
the main beam shape. Mutual coupling is mainly due to surface waves and therefore 
is less significant for thinner substrates. A detailed study of substrate properties can 
be found in Chapter 5,
1.4 METHODS FOR MODELLING PRINTED ANTENNAS
A general classification of several design methods used in modelling printed circuit 
antenna elements is considered in two main categories as follows:
• Numerical methods
• Analytical methods
Numerical methods where rigorous mathematical formulas are stated in the first 
place, yield useful results if  some approximations and simplifications have been made 
along with numerical analysis. Numerical methods give a very good accuracy in 
determination of the input impedance of printed circuit antennas, but involve heavy 
computations, therefore they can be a drawback from the practical design point of 
view. Some of the essential numerical analysis methods can be classified as follows:
• Wire grid model
• Finite element, finite difference methods
• Integral equation technique coupled with moment method
• Spectral domain method
In the analytical methods, the circuit is modelled regarding the physical aspects of the 
radiation phenomena. This leads to some useful approximations in order to 
characterise the antenna with simpler analytical formulas which are easy to interpret 
and to compute, and therefore suitable for practical design. The most commonly used 
two models are:
® Transmission line model 
e Modal expansion cavity model
These models have been successful to some extent for calculating the input 
impedance and radiation pattern of the antenna. However, they do not rigorously 
account for the presence of the surface waves on the antenna substrate and for mutual 
coupling between closely spaced antenna elements. Therefore the prediction of 
radiation characteristics may not be as accurate as desired. Finally there is a trade off 
between the accuracy of the results and the simplicity of the model. The numerical 
methods then, become more important if  more accurate results are needed like in the 
monolithic integrated circuits where the circuits are no longer tuneable once they are 
fabricated. The monolithic systems which combine antenna elements or arrays on the 
same substrate as the active devices for phase shifters and amplifiers, need extremely 
accurate models.
1.5 NUMERICAL METHODS
Some of the more important numerical methods are summarised here. Among them, 
the integral equation method and the spectral domain method, had been extensively 
investigated during the literature survey stage. A numerical code in FORTRAN was 
written in order to simulate the patch radiator, with the integral equation method on a 
personal computer, but the accuracy of the results were not satisfactory, therefore they 
were abandoned at the early stages of the study.
1.5.1 W IR E  G R ID  M O D EL
The wire grid model of a rectangular patch antenna is explained in reference [2]. The 
ground plane is replaced by the mirror image of the antenna, then the main radiator, 
its image, and the field probe are represented by a fine wire grid structure completely 
immersed in the dielectric as shown in fig. 1.2a.
patch
2V( image
(a)
lo t f— 'AO-
(b)
Fig.1.2 a) Wire grid model of microstrip patch on a grounded dielectric slab.
b) Antenna structure represented by collection of n overlapping dipoles [2].
Image theory is applied with the assumption of a large and perfectly conducting 
ground plane. The dielectric slab is taken into account using frequency shift and 
impedance scaling which are obtained with the aid of the measurements as quoted in 
reference [2]. The wire grid model is assumed to be made up of n overlapping linear 
and/or V  dipoles as shown in fig. 1.2b. Each of these overlapping dipoles carries a 
PWS (piecewise sinusoi dat) current that goes to zero at the ends and has a complex 
terminal value. A set of n linear equations is obtained using the method of moments 
(see Appendix A), for these n overlapping dipoles. Solving this set of n linear 
equations for the n unknown complex terminal values of the dipole currents and then 
approximately adding the dipole current shared by a segment, the current over each of 
the wire grid segment is calculated. Once the segment currents are known any antenna 
property can be calculated.
A very common and well known main frame numerical code for wire grid modelling 
is called NEC (Numerical Electromagnetic Code) which is a method of moments 
program written in FORTRAN 77 and dealing with the currents on interconnected 
wires and patches. Although NEC offers a reasonably complete capability for 
modelling wire structures it is weak in modelling surfaces and offers nothing for 
penetrable volumes [3]. M IN IN EC is another version of NEC for use in personal 
computers.
1.5.2 IN TE G R A L EQ U A TIO N  M ETH O D
In the integral equation method, the problem of microstrip antennas embedded in a 
dielectric substrate is analysed by deriving an expression for the scattered 
electromagnetic field from the surface of the radiating element. This is a rigorous 
method providing a model including radiation losses and mutual coupling due to the 
surface waves.
There are two types of integral equations which can be used in this technique. The 
first is the electric field integral equation which is based on the boundary conditions 
that the total tangential electric field on a perfectly conducting surface of an antenna 
is zero. The second is the magnetic field integral equation which is expressed in terms 
of the known incident magnetic field and based on the boundary condition that 
expresses the total electric current density induced at any point on a conducting 
surface [4].
The method aims at finding the solution of the unknown induced current on the 
radiator, using the electric integral equation where the unknown induced current 
density is part of the integrand.
An array of NxN identical radiating patches is shown in fig. 1.3 where L and W  
represent the patch leng and patch width, respectively.
Fig. 1.3 NxN Array of microstrip patches.
The steps to follow in order to apply the integral equation technique to this array of 
NxN patches, are summarised as follows:
s(epl
A unit current source dl is located at a point (xo,yo) on the surface of a dielectric 
substrate as shown in fig. 1.4.
z
xo,yo
dielectric substrate
Fig. 1.4 Unit current source located at point xo,yo [6].
A left handed orthogonal set of Cartesian coordinates is used in the above diagram to 
be consistent with the reference. The exact Green function representing the electric 
field E^(x,y) due to this unit current source is first derived as given in references[5-6]:
dk^dky (1.1)
where
with
/ ji. \ cos(t,A) + *  ) sin (/:,/;)
 ^ [k^  cos(kih) + Jk2  sin (kyh)\e^k2  cos(k^h) + jk^  sin {k^h)]
/Cl —
- j ^ k , ^ + k . / - e X ^ . ( k ,^ + k ^ ^ )> z X
(1.3)
k^  =
-J^ K ^ + ky^ -K ^  {K^ +  * / )  > K ‘
(1.4)
k , = 2 K y f ^  and Z. = (1.5)
Q{k^,ky) is a quantity formed by the superposition of TE (transverse electric mode)
and TM  (transverse magnetic mode) on the z plane waves due to the unit current 
source at (xo,yo). The poles of this function correspond to the cut-off frequencies of 
TE and TM  surface wave modes.
The complex wave numbers in the dielectric substrate and in the air are denoted by 
and k2  , respectively, and k  ^ and ky are the corresponding Fourier transform variables 
whereas k^ is the free space real wave number.
Z q is the free space wave impedance while Eq and p.Q are the free space permittivity 
and permeability, respectively, and is the relative dielectric constant of the substrate.
step2
The unknown electric current density J(x,y) on the surface of each radiating element 
is represented in terms of N orthogonal specific basis functions which are also called 
expansion modes and denoted by Jj,(x,y):
=  (1.6)
n=l
where is the nth basis function and is its unknown amplitude.
A very good approximation for J(x,y) can be obtained by properly choosing the basis 
function representing it. A judicious choice of the basis function can lead to good 
results even when only one mode is used. This is called single mode approximation 
[7]. The microstrip patch for instance is a highly resonant structure, and near 
resonance, especially when radiating elements are not too closely spaced, the current 
distribution on the patch can be well approximated by a single properly chosen mode. 
The comparison of the results when single mode or more modes are used also 
supports this argument.
One of the choices among various distributions gives piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) 
variation along the x axis and uniform variation along the y axis and it is expressed as 
follows [5,6]:
s in [^ ^ (/-|x -x„ |)l I I I I
 Wsinikj)  \ y - y , \ < w ! 2  (1.7)
where / is the mode length /=L/(N+1) and (Xjj,y„) is the centre point of the expansion 
mode n. The wave number of the expansion mode k  ^is given as
K = K ^ i e ^ + l ) / 2  (1.8)
The layout of the current distribution on a single patch is shown in fig. 1.5 for N=3. 
For single mode approximation /=L/2 and ( x j , y j) is the centre of the radiator.
J(o,y)
A J(X,0)
patch
I I  12 13
x l x2 x3 
y l y2 y3
Fig, 1.5 Layout of 3 PWS current modes on a microstrip patch.
step3
The Green function is weighted by the electric current density and integrated over the 
surface of the patch to obtain the following integral equation:
J E^{x,y)J{x,y)dxdy (1.9)
From the boundary condi-tion that the total tangential electric field on the surface of 
the conductor must be zero, the tangential field on the patch surface is found to be
( 1.10)
stepA
The moment method (see Appendix A) is applied to this electric integral equation by 
weighing each side with the basis function J
=~Jmix,y)^E^{x,y)J{x,y)ds (1.11)
and integrating over the surface of the patch to obtain
= E ^ {x,y)J {x,y)dsds ( 1.12)
After substituting equation (1.6) for J(x,y) in equation (1.12), the following is 
obtained:
N
j j J x , y ) E ^ d s  = -jjyy, (%, y ) J E^  (z, y ) ^  y)dsds (1.13)
/i“l
After further rearrangements equation (1.13) becomes
N
j  Jm(x.y)E^ds = j  JJx,y)E^{x,y)Jy,(x,y)dsds (1.14)
S n = l s S
An impedance matrix element and a voltage vector element can thus be 
defined as follows:
^ m n = - j j  JJx,y)E^(x,y)J,^(x,y)dsds (1.15)
s
and
=  (1.16)
step 5
The expression for given in equation (1.1) is substituted in equation (1.15) to 
arrive at the following expression for :
Z», *{k„ky)dk^dky (1.17)
0 0
where is the Fourier transform of the nth basis function and * represent its 
conjugate:
10
step 6
In this way the integral equation of (1.9) is reduced to a linear algebraic matrix 
equation:
[Z ] =  [/][V^] (1.19)
where the current vector [I] is the unknown of the problem. [V] is the voltage 
excitation vector and [Z] is the impedance matrix of the array where the elements Z^^ 
represent the mutual impedance between two basis function m and n [6]. The 
unknown currents are then solved using numerical techniques for matrix inversion.
Once the current distribution in the microstrip radiating element is known then the 
radiation properties of the antenna can be determined. This involves, however, very 
lengthy numerical computations which can be a drawback from a practical design 
point of view. Further studies related to this method can be found in references[8-14].
A very extensive work was performed in order to simulate the integral equation 
method to dipoles and patches on PC Atari 286. The double integrals involved in the 
mutual impedance between the modes m and n were evaluated using the 
integration subroutines from PC NAG Library. Due to the singularity of the function 
Q(x,y), the integral lim it was divided in three intervals around the two poles. Single 
mode approximation was used for simplicity. A brief summary of this work is given 
in appendix B.
However, the accuracy of the numerical results was not satisfactory enough. It is 
thought that this is due to the rather larger patch size in the frequency of operation (S 
band) since this method was proven to give good results for patches above X  band. 
Therefore the method was abandoned at the earlier stages.
1.5.3 SPECTRAL D O M A IN  APPROACH (SDA)
This is a Fourier transform version of the integral equation method applied to both 
open and enclosed structures of microstrip or other printed circuit lines. In this 
approach the Galerkin moment method is used to yield a homogeneous system of 
equations to determine the propagation constant and the amplitude of the current 
distributions from which the characteristic impedance is derived for a multilayer 
structure of different substrates. ^
11
By virtue of the Fourier transform domain analysis and Galerkin method, the SDA 
has several features such as easy formulation in the form of algebraic equations and 
numerical efficiency. One of the limitations is that it requires infinitesimal thickness 
for the strip conductor. It is also difficult to treat the structure with a strip having 
finite conductivity. No discontinuity in the substrate in the sideward direction is 
allowed. In spite of these limitations this method is one of the most popular and 
widely used numerical techniques [8].
1.5.4 F IN IT E  ELEM EN T AND F IN IT E  D IFFERENCE M ETHO DS
The finite difference and finite element methods are somewhat similar to each other. 
The region of interest in both cases are subdivided into small areas or volumes with 
mesh points around. The potentials at these mesh points are the unknowns of the 
problem. The finite difference model is the least analytical one and can be applied to 
a wide variety of structures including those with odd shapes. The disadvantage here is 
the numerical inefficiency [8].
1.6 ANALYTICAL METHODS
Two analytical methods are widely used for the design of microstrip patch radiators, 
they are summarised below.
1.6.1 S IM PLE TRANSM ISSIO N L IN E  M O D EL
The transmission line method is a simple analytical one where the microstrip patch is 
modelled as a resonating line of length L with radiation taking place at the open- 
circuited ends at the edges of the patch as shown in fig. 1.6.
Feed line
Fig. 1.6 Linearly polarised microstrip patch connected to feed line.
In order to simplify the problem, the radiating element is considered as two slots 
separated by a transmission line of length L with a low characteristic impedance. The 
patch length is approximately half a wavelength to reverse the fields in the slots. The 
geometry of one slot is shown in fig. 1.7 where s denotes the slot width.
12
yFig. 1.7 Geometry of a radiating slot [16].
The components of the field parallel to the ground plane add in phase to give a 
maximum radiated field normal to the element while the vertical components cancel 
since they are out of phase in the two slots. The slots are characterised by their 
radiation pattern, directivity and equivalent admittance. A considerable amount of 
work is presented in the literature using this method [15-18]. Although it is relatively 
simple, the model suffers from some important shortcomings. It can only be used for 
rectangular patch radiators and it does not take into account the surface waves and 
the mutual coupling between the antenna elements.
1.6.2 M O D A L EXPANSIO N C A V IT Y  M O D EL
This model has been analysed widely in the literature and useful practical results have 
been published. The model provides more accurate formulation than the simple 
transmission line method, for the input impedance and resonance frequency for both 
rectangular and circular patch radiators. The following assumptions are made in this 
approach:
® substrate thickness is much smaller than the wavelength.
® the electric field has only z component and the magnetic field has only transverse 
components in the cavity.
® fields do not vary in z direction.
Based on these assumptions the region between the patch and the ground plane can be 
considered as a cavity bounded by electric walls on top and magnetic walls on the 
sides as shown in fig. 1.8.
13
w patch conductor
Î ground plane
Fig. 1.8 Cavity model for microstrip patch.
The field in this region is expanded in terms of a series of cavity resonant modes. 
Once the field in the cavity is known the induced magnetic current in the magnetic 
sidewalls are immediately found and the radiated field in the half space above the 
patch is calculated using image theory, i.e., the magnetic currents are doubled while 
the conductors are removed [19]. Such a cavity will support quasi-discrete TM^^j, 
modes where m is the mode number associated with the y direction and n is the mode 
number associated with the x direction. The electric field of a resonant mode in the 
cavity under the patch can be expressed as follows [20]:
E^{x,y) = E, c o s f-^ ^ jc o s |^ ^ ^ where m = n =  0,1,2,...(1.20)
where is the constant amplitude of the field.
A general network representation of the input impedance is shown in Fig. 1.9a and 
network model of an isolated TM,g mode within a narrow bandwidth is shown in 
Fig.l.9.b where Ly represents the net series inductance.
TM 00
TM
R.
10
Roo
10
— —
Lio-■w-
'00
- i l -Cio
- Zin
(a)
TMoi 
 —
11i r
1^ 10 
 —
JL11Cio
.Zin.
(b)
Fig. 1.9 a) General network model representing microstrip antenna, 
b) Narrow band equivalent network [21].
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The input impedance can be written in this model for narrow band equivalent network 
shown in fig. 1.9b as follows [21]:
z,-. = y x ,- y(to/c,„) (1.21)
where
and
(m .+ m .y  =  m ,/( l +  y/(2,o)
Qo =^C ^cos \ -KyJb)
(1.22)
(1.23)
X l represents the series inductive reactance and co is the angular frequency. Q^q is the 
quality factor for TM^q mode, cOiq is the angular frequency at resonance and is the 
capacitance at resonance. Qc is the dc (direct current) patch capacitance given as:
Cdc =
The series inductive reactance at the feed location XQ,yo is given by 
-(l/coC ^) +
I^ dc /wi»slO mm #00
M
(1.24)
(1.25)
where is
^  _  sin(«7trf^ /  L) sm[rmzdy /  iv )
n n d J L  nm d^l'W
and is
(1.26)
1 w = 0 and .n =  0
y =  •" V2 m = 0 and rt = 0
2 w vt 0 and n ^ O
(1.27)
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In the expression given for and dy are the dimensions of the feed in x and y
directions, respectively. For coaxial feeds d^=dy and the cross section area d^ dy is set 
equal to the effective cross section area of the probe. For patches fed by a microstrip 
line at yo = 0 the dimensions of the feed is; dy = 0 and d^  is the feed line width [21].
The input conductance is also given in terms of radiation and cavity losses [21]:
G ,„= G „, + G„+G^. (1.28)
where
(1.29)
1^0
(1.30)
G^ = <aC,„tanS (1.31)
with
= .^ |ico /2a  (1.32)
where G^^ j is the conductance which represents the radiation effect. G^  ^represents the 
copper losses and Gj| represents the losses in the dielectric substrate with loss factor 
given as tanô. Rg is the surface resistivity of the conductor which has a conductivity a  
and |X is the permeability of the medium. The efficiency of the antenna is then 
expressed in terms of radiation conductance and input conductance:
r\ =  ^  (1.33)
Further details on cavity model can be found in references [22-24].
1.6.3 IM P R O V E D  TRANSM ISSIO N L IN E  M E TH O D
It is based on the transmission line method but further improved expressions for the 
line parameters are inserted in order to account for dispersion effects. The theory is 
presented by Van de Capelle [25-26] and the experimental results are in very good 
agreement with the numerical methods results and cavity method results. It provides 
an easy understanding of the radiation mechanism and requires less computational 
efforts compared to the numerical methods, therefore it is a suitable choice for 
practical antenna design. This method is investigated in detail in Chapter 4.
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1.7 FLAT FOLDED DIPOLES
As an alternative structure to microstrip patch, the flat folded dipole was also 
investigated during this literature review. The flat folded dipole was first introduced 
by Dubost [27-32] as an original radiating source and its characteristics are 
represented in a number of papers published by him and his co-workers. A theoretical 
model equivalent to several lossy and uncoupled transmission lines operating in a 
quasi TEM  (Transverse Electromagnetic) mode is presented in order to explain the 
bandwidth and the radiation admittance of the flat folded dipole. The theory is 
improved when coupling between the two equivalent radiating lines of each slot is 
taken into account [27]. An illustration of the flat folded dipole is shown in fig. 1.10.
windows.
feed lines
ground plane or 
reflector
(a) section view
window
feed lines
folded arm
main arm
(b) top view
Fig. 1.10 Flat folded dipole [32].
The flat folded dipole is printed on the surface of a triplate stripline formed by two 
superposed substrates. The dipole is surrounded by a copper free area called window. 
The lower substrate sustains the microstrip feed lines which are the central conductors 
of the stripline. The lower substrate has only one metallic surface which is the ground 
plane or lower conductor for triplate stripline. It is also used as a reflector for the 
radiating element.
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The windows must be of sufficient size to avoid spurious coupling between the folded 
dipole and the upper conductor of the triplate feed stripline. The distance h between 
the radiating dipole and the ground plane is chosen about quarter wavelength at the 
centre frequency in order to keep close to the standard values in microwave printed 
circuits.
The flat radiating dipole itself is formed by two main arms 1 and 2 separated by a gap 
s and two folded arms (a-a ) and (b-b') joined on the dotted line as shown in fig. 1.10. 
No direct connection is necessary to couple the central microstripline feed conductor 
to the radiating metallic part of the folded dipole.
The coupling between the radiating element and the feed line can be realised by 
means of a quarter wavelength opened stripline which results in a zero impedance 
between the gap. The two main arms of the folded dipole are fed in opposite phase 
from the gap. Thus the dotted line where the folded arms (a-a') and (b-b') are joined is 
at zero potential. It is then possible to short circuit these points to the reflector plane 
without any disturbance to electric properties.
An approximate theory is presented in reference [27] in order to provide the 
necessary formulation for the computations. This theory is based on the sinusoidal 
current distribution where the currents are supposed to flow around the radiating 
slots.
1.8 FEED TECHNIQUES
There are many ways of feeding microstrip patch antennas. Some of them are 
outlined below:
0 Edge feeding 
« Inset feeding 
a Coaxial probe feeding 
a Electromagnetic coupling 
® Aperture coupling 
* Gap coupling
The first three types of feed use direct connection to the patch, while in others the 
patch is placed at a close proximity to the feed line. The configurations for these feed 
techniques are illustrated in fig. 1.11.
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tmicrostrip feed 
line
W
inset
feed
line
(b)
W
patch
substrate ■y
Icoax pin
(c)
coax
connector
patch
feed line 
(d)
feed hne
(e)
W
patch
\f
/
aperture
(f)
Fig .l. 11 Various feeding techniques
a) edge feeding
b) inset feeding
c) coaxial probe feeding
d) electromagnetic coupling
e) gap coupling
f) aperture coupling
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Edge feeding is the simplest type since the feed lines and the patches are printed at 
the same time on the same plane, therefore it is also called coplanar feed. The direct 
connection of the microstrip line to the patch, however, results in a considerable 
amount of mismatch since the input impedance of the patch is usually much 
higher than 50 ohm feed line impedance.
In order to reduce this effect, an impedance matching device such as a quarter wave 
transformer can be inserted between the feeding line and the patch. This in turn, w ill 
increase the total length of feeding lines as well as decreasing the spacing between 
the patch elements in an array environment. As a results of this, the mutual 
impedance between the patches w ill increase, especially if  the spacing is not chosen 
large enough.
Another important drawback in coplanar feeding is that the feed lines also radiate 
into the space as well as the main patches and this may degrade the radiation 
performance.
Coaxial feed or inset feed may be an alternative to the mismatch problem. The 
variation of input impedance across the patch length is sinusoidal, reaching very high 
impedances at the edges and zero impedance in the middle of the patch. This provides 
two match points for 50 ohm somewhere along the patch width. Both transmission 
line method and cavity model are capable of predicting the locations of these match 
points. Therefore by extending the microstrip feed line further inside the patch to the 
match point or by connecting a coaxial pin at this match point the problem of 
mismatch can be avoided to a great extent.
Coaxial feed seems very practical but it is not desirable for planar array design since 
it involves mechanical soldering of coaxial pins to each and every patch element in 
the array. The process becomes very cumbersome especially in large arrays.
Inset feeding has other disadvantages such as the inset feed line may cause undesired 
coupling to the patch itself and the spurious radiation from the feed lines w ill affect 
the radiation pattern of the array.
Gap coupling is another form of coplanar feeding without any direct connection to 
the patch. Quite strong coupling can be achieved with narrow gaps, but there is a 
lim it set by the cWiing accuracy for the particular substrate and metallisation 
thickness.
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In order to avoid some of the drawbacks mentioned above, aperture coupling or 
electromagnetic coupling seem quite promising. Since the feeding lines in these cases 
are not on the same plane as the radiating patches, the problems encountered in the 
coplanar feeding are thus avoided.
Besides, the coupling of the feed lines to the radiating patches is through the 
electromagnetic waves therefore no direct connection such as soldering of the coax 
pins is needed. The latter advantage is very important since it provides a great facility 
when preparing the printed circuit boards without any extra connection.
Further advantages of each type of feed technique can be found in detail in 
reference[33],
1.9 CONCLUSION
After a detailed survey of the above mentioned methods and various printed circuit 
elements the improved transmission line model is found to be the most suitable 
method since it requires less complicated formulation and provides reasonable 
accuracy for a practical design of the patch antennas without involving very lengthy 
computations. Electromagnetic coupling w ill be used for feeding the patches due to 
its important advantages in the patch array design. Electromagnetic coupling theory is 
explained in detail in Chapter 4 along with improved transmission line theory.
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c h a p t e r 2
MICROSTRIP LINE ANALYSIS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Microstiip transmission lines have been extensively used as the basic element in 
antenna design. It is therefore thought to be useful to examine first their 
characteristics and the methods of analysis to determine such characteristics. This is 
done in this chapter.
2.2 MICROSTRIP LINE STRUCTURE
A microstrip line structure consists of a dielectric material placed between a 
microstrip conductor and an infinite ground plane as shown in fig.2.1.
microstrip
conductor/
ground plane 
dielectric substrate
Fig.2.1 Microstrip transmission line structure
The electromagnetic field configuration is shown in fig.2.2 [1]. Most of the field lines 
are confined to the dielectric substrate and a small fraction of them is confined to the 
air region.
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Fig.2.2 Electric and Magnetic fields in a microstrip line.
In a transmission line where the conductors are completely surrounded by a uniform 
dielectric media, the fundamental mode of propagation is called TEM  (Transverse 
Electromagnetic). In a microstrip line, however, the dielectric media is not 
homogeneous and therefore a pure TEM  mode cannot exist, A small part of the 
energy propagates in longitudinal TE (Transverse Electric) and TM  (Transverse 
Magnetic) modes alongside with TEM  mode. Due to this hybrid nature of the 
fundamental mode, the principal wave in a microstrip line is referred as quasi-TEM.
2.3 METHODS FOR MICROSTRIP LINE ANALYSIS
There are various methods to analyse the basic characteristics of microstrip lines. 
Some of them are outlined as follows:
conformai mapping 
variational method 
integral equation method 
finite difference method 
finite element method 
spectral domain approach
A ll of the methods are considered as full wave analysis and therefore require specific 
numerical codes to evaluate them. However, simple closed form expressions are 
derived based on the conformai mapping results and using static field analysis for low 
frequencies (below 4 GHz). In this frequency range the dominant mode of 
propagation approaches that of a pure TEM  wave. The fields are considered quasi- 
TEM  and the microstrip line can be represented in terms of its distributed capacitance 
and inductance. In this case, static field analysis can be applied to obtain the basic 
characteristics of microstrip line with good approxiination. This is called quasi-static 
approach and presented in section 2.5.1.
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When the frequency is further increased, the non TEM  behaviour of microstrip line 
becomes more prominent due to the hybrid modes appearing alongside with TEM  
mode. This effect is known as dispersion. The basic characteristics of the line become 
frequency dependant. The upper frequency lim it above which dispersion can no 
longer be neglected is given by [2]:
/.= 0 .9 5
1/2
(GHz) (2.1)
where is the characteristic impedance of the microstrip line. Among various types 
of dispersion models planar wave guide model provides good accuracy and simplicity 
and is further explained in section 2.5.2.
When the frequency is further increased to the millimetric wave band then dispersion 
models become inefficient. A full description of the hybrid modes is impossible with 
low frequency approaches. One has to introduce time varying electric and magnetic 
fields and solve the wave equation in order to determine the characteristics of the line. 
A very detailed survey of numerical techniques used for full wave analysis can be 
found in reference [3].
2,4 DEFINITION OF MICROSTRIP LINE PARAMETERS
The basic characteristics of a microstrip line are represented by its so called ' 
parameters' which can be grouped in two categories:
9 Dimensional parameters 
9 Electrical parameters
The dimensional parameters are (see fig.2.1):
® microstrip conductor width: W  
« copper thickness: t 
9 relative dielectric constant (permittivity):
« substrate height: h
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The electrical parameters are:
• Characteristic impedance
« Propagation constant 7 p
® Phase velocity Vp
Phase velocity and propagation constant are given as follows [1]:
V = (m/s) (2.2)
Y p — OG+ vP (2.3)
where a  is attenuation constant, P is phase constant, c is the velocity of light in free 
space and is the effective permittivity of microstrip line embedded in an 
equivalent homogeneous medium as shown in fig.2.3.
W
^eff
Fig.2.3. Microstripline geometry within an equivalent homogeneous 
medium with effective permittivity 6^^.
2,5 DETERMINATION OF MICROSTRIP LINE P A R A M E T E R S
The frequency of interest in this project is within S band (2-4 GHz), therefore, the 
line parameters w ill be determined using the quasi-static approach results. The planar 
wave guide dispersion model, however, w ill be used to include the effect of 
frequency dependence for a better accuracy.
2.5.1 Q U A SI-STA TIC  APPROACH RESULTS
Approximate closed form expressions for microstrip line parameters have been 
developed [4-5], from conformai transformation. results, and tested [6-7] with 
numerical computations to prove an accuracy of 2%. Those results are presented in 
[8] for various ranges. The formulas are usually presented for synthesis: and
given, and analysis: w/h and e, given, of microstrip line. The most widely used
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closed-form expressions are given below. The copper thickness t of the microstrip 
conductor is generally of much lesser importance, therefore it is neglected in these 
expressions.
For analysis:
for W/h < 1 (2.4)
V *i/
■^{W lh+ \/m +Q .6S 7 \n (W lh -\\.A H )]
For synthesis:
for W /h < 2 (2.6)
W /h>2 (2.7)
where
A = (2.8)
5  = 377ît (2.9)
e_ + l e . - l  1 (2.10)
More elaborate expressions are also derived [8] accounting for copper thickness.
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2.5.2 PLANAR W A V EG U ID E  M O D EL
As previously mentioned this model provides good accuracy and simplicity in 
describing the dispersion effect in microstrip lines. In this model, a microstrip line is 
represented by a parallel plate waveguide of width and height h as shown in 
fig.2.4.
strip 
conductor W
--------------------
, T
-> ground plane
(a)
Weff
eff
. perfect electric conductors 
I (electric walls)
-perfect magnetic conductors (magnetic walls)
(b)
Fig.2.4 Planar wave guide model for microstrip line.
a) physical parameters b) effective parameters
The top and bottom plates are perfect electric conductors which correspond to a short 
circuit while the side walls are perfect magnetic conductors which correspond to an 
open circuit in terms of network theory. Between the walls, it is filled with a 
dielectric mediwwith effective permittivity .
When the frequency is increased the fields become more concentrated in the region 
beneath the strip thereby the fringing fields from the edges are reduced. Using this 
aspect, frequency dependent formulas for effective width Wg^^f) and effective 
permittivity 6gff(f) are deduced [8,9] in order to calculate the characteristic impedance 
and phase constant in terms of frequency.
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For the characteristic impedance.
(2.11)
and for phase velocity.
(2.12)
are the frequency dependent expressions.
Q U A S I-STA TIC  T E M  L IN E  PARAM ETERS:
The values at zero frequency of effective permittivity and effective width are 
determined from quasi-static TEM  analysis [10,11],
For effective permittivity at zero frequency:
(0) - (2.13)
where
\  W )  K .JWh (2.14)
49 [ (W //i)^ +0.432 J 18.7 1 +
W
18.1A (2.15)
6 =  0.564exp^- 0.2G, + 0.3 (2.16)
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For effective width at zero frequency:
(0) = 2 ity  Fin [hF/W+^l + (IhjW'f }1 (2.17)
r 471-V  AF  =  6 + (2 Jt -  6) exp<| — — j (2.18)
W ' =  W + -% 1 + (2.19)
The characteristic impedance at zero frequency is
Z M  = z.h (2.20)
FR E Q U E N C Y  B E H A V IO U R  O F  U N E  P A R A M E T E R S :
Various closed form expressions have been developed [9,12,13,14] to account for the 
frequency behaviour of microstrip line. The most recent expressions proved to be 
convenient up to millimetre frequency band are laid down as follows.
For frequency dependant effective permittivity [8,11,14]:
1 +  n / )
with
(2.21)
1.5763 (2.22)
P, = 0.27488 + {o. 6315 + 0.525/(1 + 0.0157/J "” }m -  0.065683exp(-8.7513w) (2.23)
F  = 0 .33622{l -  exp(~0.034426, )} (2.24)
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P3 = 0 .0363expM . 6 m){i -  e xp [-(/„ /3 8 .7)" "" ]} (2.25)
F  =1 + 2.751 l-e x p {-(e ,/1 5 .9 1 6 )^ }] (2.26)
and
f ^=  f ' h  [in GHz • mm]
u ^ { W  + { W ' - W ) l E ^ } / h
(2.27)
(2.28)
SefK^) and W  are given in equations 2.13 and 2.19 respectively.
For frequency dependent effective width [9,11,13];
(2.29)
where
and
(2.30)
fcl - (2.31)
After substituting K for f^ i in equation (2.29), the following is obtained :
where
W
w lW Q r(0 )-y
(2.32)
(2.33)
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5»=T— T7-^----------TT (2.36)
and fg is the operating frequency. The above formulas are valid within the following 
limits with an accuracy of better than 0.6 % [8 ], for all frequencies up to 60 GHz:
l< e , < 2 0
0.1<W /A <100 (2.37)
0<h/X^  <0.13
where Àg is the wavelength in free space.
2.6 OPERATING F R E Q U E N C Y  L IM IT A T IO N S
As the frequency is increased, a sdoiig coupling between the quasi-TEM mode and 
other lowest order modes on tlie microstrip line occurs to cause unwanted effects.
Two spurious modes are possible [8 ]:
•  lowest order TM  mode
• lowest order transverse microstrip resonance
When the microstrip line width is sufficiently large, a transverse resonant mode exists 
along with the quasi-TEM mode. In this case the transverse section of the line acts 
like a resonant transmission line of length (W+2d), where d accounts for the side 
fringing capacitance: d=0.2h [8 ]. The lim it on the operating frequency is therefore 
determined by the cut-off frequencies of these unwanted modes [8 ].
The cut-off frequency for the lowest order TM  mode is
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The cut-off frequency for lowest order transverse resonant mode is
Surface waves can be excited beneath the surface of dielectric substrate materials to 
propagate away from microstrip discontinuities in the form of a range of TE and TM  
modes. They are typified by a field that decays exponentially away from the 
dielectric surface. Since the lowest order TM  mode has a zero cut-off frequency, the 
surface wave in this mode w ill always be excited to some extent. However a lim it 
frequency, fg, is defined [2 ], at which substantial coupling to the surface wave may 
occur.
Coupling to the surface mode is avoided by always operating at frequencies below f^. 
These limits should be checked before starting any microstrip line design procedure.
2.7 LOSSES IN A MICROSTRIPLINE
Basically two types of losses exist; conductor losses and dielectric losses. Conductor 
losses include the strip conductor loss and the ground plane loss a^ g . Dielectric 
loss constant oCj refers to the dissipation in the dielectric material of substrate.
Skin depth and surface resistance are two factors involved in the loss expressions. At 
microwave frequencies, the current flows through a thin layer on the outside surface 
of the microstrip conductors. The thickness of this layer is determined by the 
exponentially decaying field into the conductor when it decays to e-^  ; and called skin 
depth. Surface resistance is defined as the input wave impedance seen by a wave 
travelling from the surface into an infinite thickness of the conductor [2 ].
The losses in a microstrip line are represented in the attenuation constant a.
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a  = a ^ + a „ + a ,^ (2.41)
The formulas for the loss expressions are laid down as follows [11]: 
For dielectric losses:
« j =  0.5p Er E ^ ( / ) - l
_ G , - l  _
• tan 5 (Np/m) (2.42)
where tanô is the loss tangent with argument Ô representing the skin depth.
Ô =  ( 2  /  copa)’^  ^ (pm) (2 .4 3 )
For conducting losses:
(Np/m)
(Np/m)
(2.44)
(2.45)
where Rg represents the surface resistivity of the conductor with conductivity a  
[Siemens] and given as:
= V < M ^  (Ohm/m) (2.46)
Other parameters involved in the equations (2.44) and (2.45) are expressed as:
= 1____ f3 2 - (W " /* y’ 4%AZX0) (32  +  (W /A ): (2.47a)
(X_ =
2?1Æ^(0)
M/'/A , O'667 WyA
W'/h + lA44 W'/h>l (2.47b)
=  1+—arctan{l.4(/?^Aa)^} (2.48)
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(2.49)
where A is the r.m.s surface roughness. (1 Neper s  8 . 6 8 6  dB).
2.8 VARIATIONAL METHOD
To illustrate one of the methods of full wave analysis, the variational method is 
summarised briefly here. This method is based on the calculation of the line 
capacitance by the static field theory to analyse the multilayered structures in 
inhomogeneous media. A shielded double layer microstrip line configuration as 
shown in fig.2.5 is considered in order to derive analytical expressions for the 
characteristic impedances corresponding to three cases [16]:
® shielded microstrip line 
• double layer microstrip line 
® single layer microstrip line
ground plane
t
ground plane
hi
Fig.2.5 Shielded double layer microstiip line.
In TEM  Transmission line theory the characteristic impedance in free space is given 
by
(2.50)
where , is the distributed line capacitance in free space. When the medium is filled 
with a dielectric material, the distributed line capacitance within the dielectric 
medium is different from C .^ Therefore, the characteristic impedance of the line 
within a dielectric medium has to be expressed in terms of this new line capacitance 
denoted by C .^
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z. =
< ^  \V2
V^L )
(2.51)
The line capacitance is formulated as a variational integral of potential distribution 
on the strip, in the Fourier transformed coordinates, and derived as follows in [16]:
/(P )  is the charge density distribution on the strip conductors, is the constant total 
charge expressed as:
Q , =  \ f ( K) dK  (2.53)
For the parameters involved as integrand, i.e., g(p) and h(P) they are given as
follows in [16]:
J ^ ______________________ezc°ih(|p|fe^)+ e, coth(|p|fc, )
iPll^z coth(|P|/i2)[E; coth(|p|A;)+e, coth(|p|/i,)] +  Ei[ei +63 coth(|p|A,)coth(|p|A,)]}
(2.55)
(2.56)
The line capacitance and Q  are numerically evaluated from equation (2.52). To 
calculate the following is replaced in equation (2.55) and (2.56):
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G)— Gg— Eg— 1 (2.57)
For each of the cases shown in £ig.2.6, the expression in (2.55) is further simplified.
W ±1
w 3^
h.
(a) (b)
hi
(c)
Fig.2.6 Three different microstripline structures a) Shielded microstiip line
b) Double layer microstrip line c) Single layer microstrip line.
A ) S H IE L D E D  M IC R O S TR IP  L IN E
It corresponds to the case where hi=0, therefore g(P) is simplified as:
1
|P |[e 2 coth(|P|/%2 )  +  Eg co th (|P |A g  ) ] (2.58)
B) D O U B LE  LAYER M IC R O S TR IP  L IN E
In this case hg tends to infinity and 8 3 = !. Thus (2.55) and (2.56) are further simplified
as:
^(P) = ^ { l  + exp(-|p|f)} (Z59)
g(P) = E2 coth(|p|/î2 ) + Gi coth(|p|/ii)|P|{g2 coth(lp|/i2 )[l + e, coth(|P|/ij )] + Ej [ej -f- Ei coth(|p|/i, )]} (2.60)
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C) S IN G LE  LAYER M IC R O S TR IP  U N E
In this case h^  tends to infinity , £ 3  =1 and h, =0. Therefore (2.55) is simplified as;
As seen from the complexity of the above formulas, the use of a numerical code is 
necessary to achieve the computations.
2.9 CONCLUSION
The set of formulas is compiled in order to determine the microstrip line parameters, 
which form the basis of the antenna design with patch radiators. These results w ill be 
used in the following chapters extensively.
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CHAPTERS
COUPLED LINE THEORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to present a brief summary of broadside coupled line theory 
which w ill be used as a basis for the assumptions to investigate more intricate 
structures having asymmetrical and inhomogeneous properties, without actually 
involving very detailed analysis. A simple theory is developed in this work to allow 
the use of these structures in order to model the electromagnetic coupling of feed 
lines to the radiating patches.
3.2 GENERAL COUPLED LINE THEORY
In general there are three types of coupled lines as shown in fig.3.1, which are named 
according to the line position within the dielectric media.
• edge (planar) coupled stripline
• parallel coupled microstripline
• broadside coupled stripline
2h
(b)
ground plane
conductor strips 
<  ground plane■•s* y-s »
(c)
Fig.3.1 Different types of coupled transmission lines.
a) planar coupled b)parallel coupled c) broadside coupled
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In cases (a) and (c) the dielectric medium is homogeneous, i.e., the dielectric 
constant is the same at each point in the medium whereas in case (b) the medium is 
inhomogeneous due to the presence of the air. Therefore, a pure TEM mode 
propagation exists in lines in configurations (a) and (c) while the propagation in 
microstrip lines in (b) is quasi-TEM.
If  a pure TEM  type of propagation exists in the lines then the electrical characteristics 
of the coupled lines can be completely determined from the effective capacitances 
between the lines and the velocity of propagation in the line [l:pp.417-18]. The 
equivalent capacitance network for a coupled line is shown in fig.3.2 along with its 
odd and even mode representations.
% 2Cn 2Cn
_ [  II ] _  _  _L J_ I II J- IH
Qi =1= -j-Czz — ^  -pQ z +  -r<^2
Ç  ^
(a) (b) (C)
Fig.3.2 a) Equivalent capacitance network of coupled lines [1] 
and its equivalent for b) even and c) odd modes.
C i2  is the capacitance between the two strip conductors in the absence of the ground 
conductor while and C2 2  represent the capacitance between each strip conductor 
and the ground, in the absence of the other strip conductor. I f  we assume that the two 
strip conductors are identical in size and location then, Cn = C2 2  .
Any arbitrary excitation of a coupled line can be expressed as a linear combination of 
two special typesof excitations called even and odd modes. These are two orthogonal 
TEM  modes propagating in coupled lines.
For the even mode, the voltages and the currents on the two striplines are equal and of 
the same sign. No current flows between the two strip conductors where a magnetic H  
wall can be imagined. This results in an open circuited C 1 2  in the equivalent 
capacitance network.
The resulting capacitance of either line to the ground for the even mode is
Lee “ L}} = C2 2  (3.1)
4 2
and the characteristic impedance of the line to the ground when equal currents are 
flowing in the two lines, i.e., the characteristic impedance for the even mode is 
expressed as:
For the odd mode, the voltages and the currents on the strip conductors are equal but 
of opposite sign. A voltage null exists between the two strips. This can be imagined as 
a ground plane through the middle of . In this case the effective capacitance 
between each strip conductor and the ground is given as [1]:
(3.3)
The characteristic impedance Z^^  of one line to the ground when equal but opposite 
currents are flowing in the two lines, i.e., the characteristic impedance for the odd 
mode is expressed as:
Coupled lines in homogeneous dielectric media propagate purely TEM  modes. In this 
case the even and odd mode phase velocities are equal. When the dielectric medium is 
inhomogeneous the coupled lines have unequal phase velocities due to the quasi-TEM 
mode propagation in these lines.
For coupled lines with purely TEM  modes, analytical techniques such as conformai 
mapping can be used to evaluate the capacitances per unit length of line and the even 
and odd mode characteristic impedances can then be determined.
For coupled lines with quasi-TEM modes, numerical methods such as variational 
method, or approximate quasi-static techniques can be used.
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3.3 BROADSIDE COUPLED LINES
Broadside coupled configuration as shown in fig.3.1c is more suitable for strong 
coupling than parallel or planar coupled configurations. If  the strips are embedded in 
an inhomogeneous and/or anistropic dielectric media, this layered structure prevents 
pure TEM  mode propagation, and therefore deviations from equality of phase 
velocities appear. However, the longitudinal components of the E and H fields may 
be neglected when compared to the transverse field in order to assume a pure TEM  
mode.
The general structure for broadside coupled lines is shown in fig.3.3. The field 
distributions corresponding to the even and odd modes are shown in fig.3.4. The 
structure shows a symmetry around the horizontal dotted axis between the strips.
/N
2b
\ /
%
-^-------  g
1
------- 2s <—
'  - # * i 1--------
ground plane
ground plane
Fig.3.3 General structure of broadside coupled line.
elcctnc wallmagnetic wall
Fig.3.4 Field distribution on broadside coupled lines [2] a) even b) odd modes.
Basically three types of broadside coupled lines can be derived [2] according to the 
dielectric constants of the media they are embedded in:
• Homogeneous Broadside coupled Strip Line (HBSL) 
where £ 2  = £,= 8^  •
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® Broadside coupled Suspended Microstrip Line (BSML) 
where £j = £, and £ 2  -
® Broadside coupled Inverted Microstrip Line (B ÏM L) 
where £2 = £r and £j = 1.
For the even modes, both strip conductors are at equal positive potential which results 
in no current flowing in between. Therefore a magnetic wall can be considered 
parallel to the conductors at the plane of symmetry.
For the odd modes, both the strip conductors are at equal potential but of opposite 
sign. The plane of symmetry is at ground potential hence an electric wall can be 
considered in between.
The characteristics of broadside coupled line structures can be evaluated by 
calculating the even and odd mode capacitances. For HBSL, conformai mapping 
results can be used whereas for BSML and B IM L, which constitute an 
inhomogeneous case, conformai mapping results need to be modified. Variational 
method, however, is a general method dealing with all the cases numerically. These 
methods are explained briefly in the following subsections.
3.3.1 C O N FO R M A L M APPIN G  RESULTS FOR HBSL CASE
Conformai mapping is a technique based on the transformation properties within the 
complex plane. By means of one or more transformations in the complex plane, the 
boundary of the coupled line cross section is transformed into a simpler boundary for 
which the solution to the Laplace's equation is known. Then, due to these special 
transformation properties, the capacitance and the characteristic impedance of the 
original boundary are set to be equal to the respective quantities of the transformed 
boundary [3],
The odd and even mode characteristic impedances determined from the results of 
conformai mapping are laid down here [4]. The dielectric medium where the strips 
are embedded in, is considered to be homogeneous with a dielectric constant £^  as 
shown in fig.3.5.
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2b
\ /
" ,
-  ground plane
±
2s
T
ground plane
Fig.3.5 Homogeneous broadside coupled lines.
For the even mode characteristic impedance:
Z. .= 188.3/yi,W/b
l - s / b
(3.5)
For the odd mode characteristic impedance:
where
188 .3 /7 i7
W/b
l - s / b
(3.6)
Cu 1- ^  = 0.4413 + -  e n In ^ l - s / b j  l - s / b In b/s (3.7)
f^o _  bjs 
e n In l - s j b (3.8)
Cfe and Cfo represent the fringing capacitance per unit length for even and odd 
modes, respectively, and £ = £g£^ . These fringing capacitances must be added at each 
edge of the strip to the parallel-plate capacitance. The above formulas are valid within 
the following limits:
W /iàO .35  and - ^ ^ > 0 . 3 5l - s / b (3.9)
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3.3.2 M O D IF IC A TIO N S  FOR BSML AND B IM L  CASES
Conformai mapping results derived above can also be used for inhomogeneous cases 
such as BSML and BIM L, after replacing the layers of different dielectric constants 
with an equivalent homogeneous dielectric medium with effective dielectric constants 
corresponding to each mode. Asymmetrical half of BSML (or BIM L) is shown in 
fig.3.6.
2W 1 - ^ ■plane of symmetry
ground plane
Fig.3.6 Symmetrical half of the broadside coupled line 
£ 1= 6  ^for BSML and £2 = £^  for BIML.
even modes
For the even mode case, the characteristic impedance is
Z. = 188.3/Ve,W/b
\ - s / b
(3.10)
where Cf^/e in equation (3.7) remains the same and written here again for 
convenience:
‘'U 1-A = o.4413 + -  e K In l - s / b l - s / b  s (3.11)
An expression for the even mode effective dielectric constant £^ g is given in reference
[2 ], using the logarithmic regression of spectral domain results:
e „ = 0 . - (3.12)
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where the coefficients and bj are
ai ={0 .8145-0 .05824 ln(5 /b)}*
b, ={0.7581-0.071431n(s/b)}*
(3.13)
(3.14)
odd modes
For the odd mode characteristic impedance, a simple but accurate analytical model is 
developed in reference [2 ], based on the quasi-static analysis of shielded microstrip 
line case. The similarity of one half of a broadside coupled suspended (or inverted) 
line with the shielded microstrip line is shown in fig.3.7.
I t ground plane
e = 1 2W air Wline <------------ >2 <------------ >
mmmw— mmww ! e .
^  electric wall at IL shieldground potential at ground potential
(a) (b)
Fig.3.7 a) Symmetrical half of broadside coupled line structure in odd 
mode case, b) Shielded microstripline.
Assuming that the side walls of the shield are at a far distance from the microstrip line 
as the dielectric layer extends to very large sizes, then, the field distribution in both 
configurations will be similar. The characteristic impedance of a shielded microstrip 
line is given in reference [5] as follows;
(3.15)
where Z ^ “ represents the characteristic impedance of an open microstrip line with 
air dielectric when the covering shield is at infinite distance. AZ^" represents the 
correction factor to account for the effect of the shield (superscript 'a' denotes air).
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and are given in terms of the physical dimensions shown in fig, 3.7a
(3.16)
AZ_" =
WP for  - - ^ 1 / 2s
WPQ for — >1/25 (3.17)
where
f ^P = 270|1 — tanh 0.28 + 1.2./-^—^V 5 J (3.18)
and
<2 = 1 -  tanh-1
0.48. 2W - 1
( ■ * ¥ )
(3.19)
The odd mode effective dielectric constant is expressed as follows:
-  —(^r +  l) + <7(Cr “  l) /  2 (3.20)
where q is the filling factor and it can be broken into three components [5]:
(3.21)
® qoo is the filling factor with infinite shield height and zero conductor thickness.
® q-p is the correction for finite conductor thickness.
® q^  is the correction for shielding effect.
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The filling factor is given as:
V w ;
where
<7_ = |1 + — I (3.22)
with u=2W/s and,
0.053fe _ o  9 I0(8,) = 0 . 5 6 4 p— (3. 24)I e, + 3 J
The filling factor q^  is given as:
= tanh(l.043+0.12lf— • ) - 1 . 1 6 4 f - ^ l |  (3.25)I \  s J \ b - s ^ )
and finally the filling factor q, is given as:
q r = - ~  (3.26)7C VM S
3.3.3 V A R IA T IO N A L M E TH O D
This method is already presented in section 2.8 for single lines in multilayered 
structures. It can also be applied to coupled lines in general. The essential of this 
method is that the mode impedances in coupled lines can be calculated from the mode 
capacitances between the lines within the multilayered structure. The formulation is 
given here without involving the detailed theory.
The computations are simplified when the symmetry of the coupled line geometry is 
used. One symmetrical half of the broadside coupled line structure is shown in 
fig.3.8.
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—— ^ plane of symmetry
i   ground plane
Fig.3.8 Symmetrical half of the broadside coupled line [6].
The characteristic impedances for odd and even modes, respectively, can be
represented in terms of the corresponding capacitances of coupled lines within the 
dielectric medium [6]:
Z„  =  c 4 c „ C ,;  (3.27)
where C^ g and are the even and mode capacitances, respectively, in the dielectric 
medium, while Qg* and are the same capacitances in the air (subscript ' a ’ 
denotes air).
The phase velocities Vp^  , Vpg for the odd and even modes, respectively, can be 
expressed in terms of corresponding effective dielectric constants as:
where the effective dielectric constants and e„ are in turn expressed in terms of 
odd and even mode capacitances, respectively, in the dielectric and air.
The results from the variational method for the even and odd mode capacitances Q  
and CgQ are given as follows [6]:
1 1 7 ____________7^(P)^(P&)____________
e^e^ oo '^oQc o (tanh(p^)} " + 0 2  coth(p(ft- 5))j(pb)
(3.30)
[-1n = for even modes |  +1 for odd modes/
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where/(P )  is the Fourier transform of the charge distribution f (K ) on the strip 
conductor while %  is the total charge on the strip. The ratio /(P )/Q . is given as:
7(P)^. gTsinpir', 2.4 [  ^sin(piT) sin^(pVT/2)l
pw +77rr7Tlcos(plV)-2 „ ' +  (3.31)(pW)' pW (plV/2)'
The integral in equation (3.30) can be evaluated numerically using available 
softwares for integration. To obtain the capacitances in the dielectric, the integral is 
calculated for the even modes and odd modes by putting n=-l and n=+l, 
respectively. Then, the computation is repeated, this time for the capacitances in the 
air, by putting £j = =1. Finally, those capacitances are substituted in equation
(3.27-3.29) to find the characteristic impedances, effective dielectric constants and 
phase velocities for the odd and even modes.
3.4 ASYM M ETRICAL BROADSIDE COUPLED jiSTRIPLINE
In this section, an asymmetrical broadside coupled microstripline structure as shown 
in fig.3.9 will be examined with an intuitive and approximate approach in the light of 
broadside coupled line theory. Such an attempt for this approach is needed in order to 
be able to use the set of formulas already derived for symmetrical configurations.
2 W
6o ^
2s'
h plane of symmetry
'—  ground plane
Fig.3.9 Asymmetrical broadside coupled microstripline structure.
The structure is not only inhomogeneous yielding a quasi-TEM mode of propagation 
but also asymmetrical around the horizontal dotted axis due to the absence of upper 
ground plane, and therefore true odd and even modes will not exist. In the true odd or 
even mode case the field distributions taken at any plane along the structure, at any 
instant, will either be alike or opposite.
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One can assume, however, that an even and odd mode excitation is still possible to 
provide an electric and magnetic wall between the strips. The field distributions may 
then be derived intuitively as in fig.3.10, from the analogy to broadside coupled 
stripline configuration given earlier in fig.3.3. and fig.3.4, by assuming the upper 
ground plane at infinity and replacing the upper dielectric medium by air.
air air
Ei 'V- h- ■
upper strip
(a) magnetic wall (b) electric wall
Fig.3.10 Intuitively derived field distributions on the asymmetrical 
structure of fig.3.9, a) even mode b) odd mode.
Upper strip conductor in even modes
For the even mode case, there is no current flow between the strip conductors, 
therefore a magnetic wall is imagined at the plane between the strips. The upper strip 
conductor may then be considered as an open circuit for the even modes.
Upper strip conductor in odd modes
For the odd mode case, an electric wall at ground potential is imagined at the plane 
between the strip conductors. The upper strip conductor above the electric wall can 
be modelled as an open microstripline on a grounded dielectric substrate. The lower 
strip conductor can be modelled as the symmetrical half of a broadside coupled line.
The similarity of the upper strip conductor in the odd mode case to the open 
microstrip line on a grounded dielectric substrate is shown in fig.3.11.
2W
electric wall at 
ground potential
(a)
2W
ground plane
(b)
Fig.3.11 a) Upper strip conductor in odd mode case.
b) Open microstripline structure on a grounded substrate.
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The odd mode impedance of the upper strip conductor can be calculated as the 
characteristic impedance of the open microstripline which is determined in terms of 
the planar waveguide parameters given earlier in section 2.5.2. The modified 
expressions are laid down here once again for convenience.
The characteristic impedance is
The effective dielectric constant is
=  ( 3 . 3 3 )
with
P  =  P , P ^  { ( 0 . 1 8 4 4 + />3 ■ ( 3 . 3 4 )
/ ’, = 0 . 2 7 4 8 8 + { 0 . 6 3 1 5 + 0 . 5 2 5 / ( l  +  0 . 0 1 5 7 / „ ) “ } « - 0 . 0 6 5 6 8 3 e x p ( - 8 . 7 5 1 3 m )  ( 3 . 3 5 )  
P2 — 0 . 3 3 6 2 2 { l - e x p ( - 0 . 0 3 4 4 2 6 , ) }  ( 3 . 3 6 )
P3 =0.0363exp(-4.6M ){l-exp[-(/^/38.7)'^-^]} (3 .3 7 )
/>4 =  l  +  2 .7 5 l[ l-e x p {-(e ,/1 5 .9 1 6 )']l (3.38)
with
[in GHz] (3.39)
and
u = { 2 W  +  { W ' - 2 W ) l e . ^ ] l s  (3.40)
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The effective dielectric constant at zero frequency is
e^ff (()) — { ^ 1  + 1  +  (e, — 1 ) C }
where
(3.41)
y 2WJ TI ,J2W. (3.42)
0  =  1 + 1 ,J(2WA)^+VTV(52i)n . I . I', /  21V7T“M  T!—1—X---------------- f T------------- 149 " ‘ I  (2iv /i)" + 0.432 j  ' 18.7 V 18.15 (3.43)
6 = 0.564 exp i  —{ £, +  0.3 (3.44)
The effective width is
where
2W (3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
K = ( P J + Q J ‘)1/2
=
(3.48)
(3.49)
The effective width at zero frequency is
WCf (0) =  27C5y/|^  In [s F /W '  +  4^ +  ( 2 s / W ' f } (3.50)
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F  =  6 + (2 tc -6 ) e x p j- (3.51)
1 + 111(4 /  ^ (t /s f  + (l/n)V(2W '/r 4k 1.1)' ) (3.52)
Zgg can also be calculated from the results given in equation 3.15 by simply 
neglecting the effect of the shielding, i.e., by putting AZq^ , = 0.
Lower strip conductor in even and odd modes
The lower strip conductor is similar to the symmetrical half of the broadside coupled 
line. Therefore, the odd and even mode characteristic impedances for the lower 
conductor can be calculated in the same way from the conformai mapping and 
variational method results. The lower strip conductor below the electric (or magnetic) 
wall is shown in fig.3.12.
2W
' '
Fig.3.12 Lower strip conductor in asymmetrical case.
The variational method results are repeated here for convenience. The odd and even 
mode capacitances are calculated numerically from the expression given below:
^______________________
^oQc  ^ o |^e,{tanh(p5 )} " + 6 2  coth((3(/z))j|i(6 + 5 ))
(3.53)
{-1  for even modes |
+1 for odd modes]
where
m
a
= 1.6 sinpw 'l 2.4
V J i m
cos(pVF)-2 sin(pw) ■ sin"(piV/2)■ + ( p w/ i y (3.54)
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Then the odd and even mode impedances are calculated from the odd and even mode 
capacitances as follows:
(3.55)
3.5 D IFFERENT STRIP CONDUCTOR W IDTHS
In order to simulate the electromagnetic coupling of a patch conductor to its 
microstrip feed line, the upper strip conductor width in the asymmetrical case is made 
larger than the lower strip conductor as shown in fig.3.13.
Wu upper strip
ground plane 
-  lower strip
Fig.3.13 Asymmetrical broadside coupled lines with unequal widths.
A further assumption is made in this case to simplify the determination of the mode 
impedances. The odd and even mode field distribution is assumed to be confined to 
the very narrow vicinity of the lower strip. Beyond this area, however, the field 
distribution is assumed to be similar to the open microstripline case. On the basis of 
this approximation, the odd and even mode representation can be derived as shown in 
fig.3.14.
+ + + + +  +
2s
h
(a)
h'
(b)
2s
h
Fig.3.14 Field distributions a) even modes b) odd modes.
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For the case where Wy »  , the effect of the fields around the lower strip can be
neglected. The structure can be simulated as the open microstripline case as shown in 
fig.3.15.
W.. w
h'
(a) (*’)
Fig.3.15 Equivalence between a) asymmetrical coupled line in case 
Wy »  W l b) open microstrip line.
The inhomogeneous medium formed by two different dielectric layers (e, and £2 ) is 
replaced with an equivalent dielectric (e^q) where its dielectric constant is expressed 
as (see appendix C):
25 £ 2  + e, (3.56)
This approximation provides a practical and reasonably accurate expression for the 
equivalent dielectric constant in inhomogeneous media.
In this case, the characteristic impedance can be calculated from the same 
formulas given earlier (3.32-3.52) after substituting £, with , 2W with W„ and h 
with h' in those formulas.
For the narrow lower strip in fig.3.15a, the odd and even mode impedances 
can be calculated by evaluating the variational method formulas (3.53-3,55).
3.6 A IR  GAP BETW EEN TH E LAYERS
A new structure is shown in fig.3.16, where a thin layer of air gap is inserted 
between the upper dielectric slab and lower strip. This is done in order to simulate the 
effect of air gap when the actual dielectric layers supporting the patch antennas and 
its electromagnetically coupled microstrip feed lines, are clamped together without 
any bonding. In this case there would be a thin layer of air (A = 0.5 mm) between the 
plates and since its thickness is almost one third of the dielectric substrate to be used, 
it is reasonable to assume that it affects the results.
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A : :
Fig.3.16 Air gap between the strip conductors.
The inhomogeneity is further increased in this way. In order to find the corresponding 
equivalent dielectric constant for the region above the lower strip conductor, £, in 
equation (3.56) is substituted by (£i+£o)/2 . This is expressed as follows:
-
[(e, + Eq) /  2 ] £2 (/i2 + ^ ) W, ^
^[(E, + £ o ) / 2 ] + £2 /Ij (3.57)
This simplification is done in order to approximate the characteristic impedance of 
the upper strip with the formula given in (3.32), by simply inserting this equivalent 
dielectric constant to replace the effective dielectric constant. For the characteristic 
impedance calculation of the lower strip, however, there is no need to go for such a 
simplification since the variational method can still be used in this case for the strip 
between two different dielectric media.
3.7 CONCLUSION
The approach intuitively derived and argued here in order to determine the 
characteristics of the asymmetrical and inhomogeneous broadside coupled structures 
will be used in order to simulate the electromagnetic coupling of patch antennas to its 
microstrip feed line, as explained in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER
ELECTROMAGNETICALLY COUPLED PATCH 
ANALYSIS
4.1 INTRO DUCT IO N
The electromagnetic (EM) coupling of the feed line to the patch antenna is considered 
advantageous from the point of view of radiation and matching network 
performances, when compared to other types of feed techniques. The simplified 
theory based on the broadside coupled lines is combined here with the improved 
transmission line method in order to provide a practical design for EM  coupled patch 
antennas without lengthy computations involving numerical analysis. A detailed 
exposition, clarification and development of the improved transmission line method is 
first presented. Then, the equivalent circuit for EM  coupling of the patch is derived. 
The line parameters for even and odd mode impedances of the coupling line section 
are determined form the simplified results for asymmetrical broadside coupled lines 
given in section 3.4.
4.2 IM PRO VED TRANSMISSION L IN E  M ETHOD
As a result of an extensive literature survey which is summarised earlier in Chapterl, 
the improved transmission line method is considered to be the best choice for a 
practical and accurate design of microstrip patch antennas.
The improved transmission line circuit model of the radiating patch is based on the 
equivalent slot concept and open end concept. The method uses improved frequency 
dependant expressions for the determination of the line parameters as well as the slot 
admittances. The mutual admittances between the slots are also accounted for in the 
model. This method provides accurate determination of the input admittance of a 
microstrip patch radiator for the feed locations along the patch length.
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4.2.1 R A D IA T IO N  FROM  A M IC R O STR IP  PATCH CONDUCTOR
Two concepts are available to explain the radiation of a microstrip patch conductor;
• the open end concept
• the equivalent slot concept
Detailed examinations of these two concepts are given first before introducing the 
improved transmission line model.
OPEN END CONCEPT
The electric fields at the open end of a microstrip line are distorted by the abrupt 
termination at the edge, resulting in fringing electric fields from around the end of the 
line to the ground plane as shown in fig. 4.1.
-ground plane 
substrate
Fig.4.1 Open end effect at the edge of a microstrip line.
These fringing electric fields can be interpreted as an electrical lengthening A/ of the 
line, which implies an amount of stored electrostatic energy. This extra stored energy 
can be modelled by a capacitance termination Cp called fringing capacitance which is 
equivalent to A/ in distributed parameters [1]. This equivalence is shown in fig.4.2.
< -
f \> w V —  Cp
(a) (b)
A /
w E field
(c)
Fig. 4.2 Equivalence for the open end effect in a microstrip line [1].
(a) The open end of microstrip line, (b) its equivalent representation 
in terms of fringing capacitance, (c) extra lengthening A/.
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The input impedance of an open circuited lossless line of length A/ is
Z.„ = -yZ^ cot((3A/) (4.1)
The capacitive reactance due to Cp is
Equating these two we obtain
coCp tan(pAf) (4.3)
Since Al«X^, where A,g is the wavelength in guided transmission line, the small angle 
approximation for tan(pAl) =  gAl can be applied with pA/ expressed in radians.
coCp pA/ 2tzAI
QWhen = — p =  is substituted in the above formula then.
■
coCp ( o A l . ^ (4.5)
and finally.
is obtained. The equivalent extra length Al has all the propagation parameters 
applicable to the main line. It is an exact continuation of the main transmission line, 
with the same , W/h and identical , from the physical end plane to the final 
electrically open end plane. An accurate closed form expression for Al is given in [2] 
as follows:
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Al =  h ^ , U s / ^ 4  (4.7)
where
=0.434907f V " j;0 :2 G l(W /A )°™ + 0 .2 3 6
-0 .189  j  (,W /hf ‘^  +0.87 (4.8)
0.5274 arctanfo. 084 (H '/A )'” '"/^ ’ }
3^ = 1 +  0.9236 (4-10)
^ 4  =  1 +  0.0377aix;tan{0.067(H'/ft)“'“ } . { 6 - 5 exp[0.0 3 6 (1 -8 ,)]}  (4.11)
£j =  l-0 .218exp(-7 .5H '/A ) (4.12)
with the effective permittivity e^ ff given in (2.21). The accuracy of this expression 
compared to the theoretical results at 1 GHz is stated [1] to be better than 2.5 % for 
relative permittivities and geometries in the range of
l^ e ,  ^ 2 . 6
0 . 0 1  1 0 0  ^
For line lengths of L  »  h, the effect of Al can be neglected, but for those cases 
where the susceptance of a parallel connected line of Ig  /4 long or a A.g /2 resonator 
is being computed, Al should be taken into account. A further simplified expression 
for Al/h with 1% accuracy, is given in [1] for materials based on polystyrene 
substrate and over the ranges of
2 . 2  < e , < 2 . 6  
0.04<  W //*<10 (4.14)
5
- — =  A,, x' +  (2.4 -  8, )(0.022 +  0.008 /  A) (4.15)
1=0
where
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;c -  \n(Wlh) 
and for 9.6 < 8, < 10
h i=0
where A and B coefficients are shown in table 4.1.
(4.16)
(4.17)
Table 4.1 A B Coefiicients
i Ai Bi
0 0.3817 0.3173
1 0.1038 0.07592
2 0.00879 -0.00201
3 -0.00073 -0.00288
4 -0.00068 -0.00030
5 -0.00019 -0,00004
EQUIVALENT SLOT CONCEPT
Let us now consider a slot aperture of width A/, cut in an infinitely large perfect 
electric conductor plane as shown in fig.4.3.
infinite slot
finfinite conductor surface
Fig.4.3 Infinite slot cut in an infinite perfect electric conductor.
The electric field vector Eg in the slot, is assumed to be uniform across the width and 
it is expressed in terms of slot excitation voltage Vg :
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(4.18)
where iy is the unit vector in y direction. The slot voltage Vg is applied through the 
two wires transmission line at the centre point across the width. The current flow is 
not only confined to the edges of the slot but equally spread over the conductor plane. 
Thus, radiation occurs due to those currents from both surfaces of the plane.
In practice, however, an infinite slot is impossible. Therefore a slot radiator of length 
L in a large metal sheet as shown in fig.4.4 will be considered instead. The electric 
field Eg, is assumed to be the same as in the case of an infinite slot.
 >x
slot
metal sheet
Fig.4.4 Slot cut in a finite metal sheet.
These two concepts are used to model the patch radiator with the two slots separated 
by a transmission line of length L as shown in fig.4.5.
We
\K
We
w
-e»- X
ground plane
(b)
Fig.4.5 Equivalent slot model for the patch radiator, 
(a) top view (b) side view.
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The slots are formed due to the electrical lengthening Al at the edges of the patch. 
The effective patch length Lg is therefore larger than the physical length L. The open 
end effect across the patch width is also accounted for by replacing W  with the 
effective width of the patch.
Using these two concepts, the following assumptions are made [3]:
® The radiation of the patch is originating from the tangential electric field in 
the plane of the patch.
9 In the fundamental mode, only the contribution from the two open ends is 
significant.
9 The source of radiation can be limited to those narrow slots along the open 
ends of the patch.
9 The field in these two slots is the same as the field in two slots in an infinite, 
perfectly conducting plane.
® For the fundamental mode the tangential field in these slots is assumed to be 
uniform.
® A slot with a uniform excitation field can be considered as a part fi*om an 
infinitely long, uniformly excited slot.
4.2.2 THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT WITH UNIFORM CHARACTERISTIC 
IMPEDANCE ALONG THE TRANSMISSION LINE
Based on the two concepts mentioned above and using transmission line theory, the 
equivalent circuit model of the rectangular patch radiator is given below starting with 
fig.4.6. The patch length L  is represented by a transmission line of characteristic 
admittance , terminated with slot admittance Yg at both ends.
Il
+
Vi
L ^  I-,1 '
Yp . Yc 1 ,
Fig.4.6 Transmission line equivalent of the patch radiator.
This model was further improved by Van de Capelle [3,4], by inserting the voltage 
depending current sources in the equivalent circuit design to account for the mutual 
admittance Y „ between the slots as shown in fig.4.7.
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Also the line length is divided in two sections in order to accommodate the coaxial 
feed location at OO' plane. The microstripline feed can be connected at AA' and BB'.
1-2=L-L j
+
I3 ïp .Yc Y m V i®  Vs
Fig.4.7 Equivalent circuit for the improved transmission line model 
of rectangular patch radiator [3:chpt.lO].
The admittance matrix of this three-port model is given as [3]:
m=
y,-t-y,coth(YpLi) 
- Y ^  C S C
~Y^ CSC
Ys +  ^  co th (Y p£^ ) -  Y^  CSC /z ( Y ,A  )
- Y^  CSC A (Y p 4  ) ^  c o th (Y ^ A  ) +  Y^  c o th (Y ^ 4  )
(4.19)
where coth(K) and csch(K) are the hyperbolic cotangent and cosecant functions of 
arbitrary argument K, respectively. Two possible feed points are considered, coaxial 
and microstripline feed. I f  there is only one feed point then an input admittance can 
be defined. In the case of coaxial feed, with the assumption of I^  = Ig = 0, the input 
admittance is given by:
Y_ =2Y„ Y /  + Y /  -  Y,^ +  2Y.Y,coth(YpL) -  2 Y ,  Y,csch(Y,L)( r /  + r /  -C )c o th (Y ,i.)+ (r / - r /  + Ocosh(2Y,A)csch(y,L) + 2 r,r,
(4.20)
where
A  = (4.21)
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In the case of microstrip line feed, this corresponds to I2  = I 3 = 0, then the input 
admittance is given by:
„  Y /  + Y /-y J + 2 Y .Y ,c o th (y ^ L )-2 Y „Y .c s c h (y „L )
y . o o M y r ) ^ Y ,
The partial covering of the open-end termination by the feed line results in a 
discontinuity which causes parasitic effects. This can be accounted for by 
reformulating the input impedance as follows:
Y  ' ,y  , Y /  - Y j  +Y,Y,coth(Y„L)-2Y„Y,csch(YpL)
r.coth(Y L) +  n  ^
where.
W..r  =  l — (4. 24)  Vr.
with W,i„e being the width of the feed line.
The characteristic admittance Yg is calculated from the planar waveguide model 
given in section 2.5.2.
The expressions for Y^, , Yg can be expressed in terms of real and imaginary parts:
where Gg and Bg are the self conductance and self susceptance of one slot, 
respectively. and B^ are the mutual conductance and mutual susceptance 
between the slots, respectively.
CALCULATION OF SELF CONDUCTANCE Gs
The equivalent slot concept is used to determine the self conductance Gg. It is derived 
from the electric field in the slot aperture:
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The Fourier transform of the electric field Eg is defined as:
(4.27)
where
sin kW ^/2)sin  (*,A«/2)
iKW J2) [ k M / l ) (4.28)
The complex power radiated by this slot is given in terms of the Fourier transform of 
the aperture field :
K^)\ #  +
where,
(4.29)
+(A:^  -  ~  ) for  ^ k^ +
+ ky^  -  k  ^ for k} < k^ +  ky
(4.30)
The complex power can also be expressed in terms of network analysis as follows:
(4.31)
From the equivalence of the equations (4.29) and (4.31), and after some mathematical 
manipulations, an approximate closed form expression is derived in [3,4] for the self
conductance Gg :
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1
(4.26)
G =- 1 wSi ^^-+cos (w)“ 2w
s~ \ f l  COS (w) sin (w)'V - ’ , , ^ 24 ; 12V 3 w (4.32)w
where, w is the normalised slot length, w=kQ\Vç., and s is the normalised slot width, 
s=koA^, and.
5i(w) =  J sin(w) du (4.33)
The effect of the side slots along the length L  and the influence of the finite length of 
the main slots are not considered in these expressions since it has been shown in [3] 
that their effects cancel each other out almost perfectly.
CALCULATION OF SELF SUSCEPTANCE BS
The open end concept is used to determine the radiation susceptance Bg instead of the 
equivalent slot concept. The main reason for this, is that the susceptance of a radiating 
aperture is much more sensitive to the precise form of the aperture field distribution 
than is the conductance and therefore the approximate uniform field distribution is not 
appropriate for this purpose. The susceptance Bg models the stored energy in the slot 
and there is no information available on the appropriate choice of the aperture 
distribution to represent this field. The open end effect is already explained in detail 
previously in section 4.2.1 and the expressions for B^  are reformulated here.
cot(PA/) (4.34)
where Al is calculated from equations (4.7-4.12) and, and (3 from equations 
(2.11-2.12) given in section 2.5.2.
CALCULATinN QE THE MUTUAL SLOT ADMITTANCE YM
The expressions for the mutual admittances between the two slots of a patch radiator 
is derived from the mutual admittance between infinite slots. Approximate closed 
form expressions for G,^ and B„j are derived in terms of self conductance Gg and self 
susceptance Bg as follows [3]:
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= GsPg (435)
where
f ;  =  / „ w + — (4. 36)24  —5
with s = kQAC and è-k^L^  being the normalised slot width and the equivalent patch 
length, respectively, /q and / j  are the Bessel functions of the first kind of order 0 and 
order 1, respectively. For the mutual susceptance a similar expression is given:
(4.37)
where
K y = \ -  exp(-0.21 w) (4.39)
withFo and being the Bessel functions of the second kind of order 0 and order 2,
respectively. 0^=0.577216 being Euler constant. The first and second kind Bessel 
functions are expressed in [5] as follows:
Yn+i (x) = ~ y „ ( x ) -  (%) (4.40)
(x) =  ^ J ^ ( x ) -  (x) (4.41 )
for n = 1 the expressions for Bessel functions of thyfirst and second kind become
1^2 (x) = -^ (x) -  Yq (x ) (4.42a)
J2(x)=^J i (x) - J q{x ) (4.42b)
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4.2.3 T H E  EQ U IV A LE N T C IR C U IT  W IT H  TRANSMISSION L IN E
SECTIONS OF D IFFERENT CHAR AC TER ISTIC  IM PEDANCES
The transmission line representing the patch is formed by two line sections with 
characteristic admittances and Y ^.2 corresponding to the electrical lengths 8^  and Bj, 
respectively, as shown in fig.4.8.
Fig.4.8 The transmission line equivalent of the patch with line sections of 
different characteristic impedances Y^j and Y^ g .
The derivation of the input admittance at port 3 is presented in the following steps. 
The flow diagram for the currents at ports 1,2,3 are shown in fig.4.9.
Fig.4.9 Flow diagram for the currents.
The current matrices are derived for each of the line sections shown in fig.4.9.
T 1 - c Q iI d  ^
/
Y d /I
Ic 3 <
/|T
% -9-  Ic2
%2 V2
(a) (b)
Fig.4.9 Split up transmission lines.
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The equations for the currents at nodes 1,2,3 are written as follows:
(4.43a)
(4.43b)
(4.43c)
'4 . '
M .
cothGj
csc/z0 j
T i^ cschQi 
Y^  ^coth6 i_ (4.44a)
' h f % 2  coth0 2 — Y^ 2 CSC M g -1 ^ - (4.44b)
J c 2 . 7^ 2 CSC hQj -F^jCOthe,
The expressions for and are deduced from the matrices (4.44a) and
(4.44b) and substituted in the current equations (4.43) to obtain
A = +  cothe^v; ~Y ,^ csche.V, (4.45a)
A =  ^ 2  CSC hQ^ V^  +  $ ^ 2  c o t h ( 4 . 4 5 b )
A =  K 2  coth 0 2 ^ 3  -  CSC /?.0 2 V2 -  A:i CSC /7.0 JVj “  coth 0 1 ^ 3  (4.45c)
After rearranging for the voltages
A =  (Xs +  Yci c o t h 0 , ) % - A » l A - Y,i CSChQ, V, (4.46a)
A = - A , ,  V;+(F,+F,2coth02)V^2-F,2Csc/i02 V3 (4.46b)
A =  — F^ i CSC A0;% -  F^ 2 csc/zGgl  ^+  ( 1^1 coth0i +F ^2 coth0 2 )!^ (4.46c)
The admittance matrix equation is finally obtained as follows:
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A +  Ai coth 0 1  
-An
-i;icsch0i
“ An A + Az coth 02  
— F].2csch0 2
“ Aicsch0i
-  F^ 2csch0 2  
F^ i coth0 , + 7 ^ 2  coth 0 2
(4.47)
In the coaxial feed case (Ij= l2 = 0  and I^ ^K)), the current equations are
A = (A + Al coth01 )v; -  V„y2 -  Ai esc he,v, = o (4.48a)
A  = “ A« A + ( A  +  A 2 c o t h 0 2 ) V 2 “ A 2 C S C M 2 F3 = 0 (4.48b)
A  =  ( - 7^1 CSC M l ) Kj -  7 ^ 2  CSC M% + ( Ai coth 0 1  +  7 ^ 2  coth 0 j ) (4.48c)
Then these currents are divided by V 3 to obtain the following ratios:
■^=fccothe,+yj-;f-r„-|i-n,cscfte,=oV3 F, (4.49a)
^  -  An 5" + ( A 2 coth 0 2  -1- A  ) ^  -  7,2 CSC M g  = 0K (4.49b)
~  — —Al CSC M ]  — 7 , 2  CSC M 2 4-(Ai coth Bj - I-1 ^ 2  coth 0 2  ) (4.49c)
’A
where the latter gives the input admittance .
The ratio V^/Vg is obtained from equation (4.49b) in terms of V^/Vg as
% _ Al CSC Ml
^  A + 7 ,1  coth 0 1  7 ,+  7 ,1  coth 0 1  1/3 (4.50)
The voltage ratio V^/Vg is replaced in equation (4.49a) to find V^/Vg as:
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Vi _  CSC A 8 , +  CSC A 0 2 (y ;  +  c o th  8 ,  )
^  ( Z + K z  c o th 8 jk + ) ; ,  c o t h e , ) - r J (4.51)
The input admittance Y-^  in equation (4.49c) is therefore expressed in terms of the 
voltage ratios V^/Vg and V 2/V 3 given in equations (4.50) and (4.51), respectively.
4.3 SHORT CIRCUITED QUARTER WAVELENGTH PATCH
A further extension of the improved transmission line theory is developed in this 
section. The same theory is applied to a quarter wavelength short circuited patch 
antenna. The equivalent circuit model for this antenna is presented and the necessary 
formulation for the input impedance is derived from the admittance matrix set for the 
corresponding circuit model.
The short circuited quarter wave antenna can be easily obtained by short circuiting 
one of the radiating edges of the patch in the transmission line model and setting the 
admittance matrix accordingly. In half wavelength patch antennas, the impedance 
values at the middle of the patch across its width are theoretically zero, thus a 
conducting plane replaced at this position would not change the electrical properties 
of the antenna. When the patch antenna is made quarter wave length long with this 
conducting plane at the edge, the configuration shown in fig.4.11 is obtained.
L=m
patch
short circuit plane
Fig.4.11 Quarter wavelength short circuited microstrip patch.
The transmission line equivalent of this configuration is shown in fig .4.12 where port 
2 at BB' is short circuited, i.e., V 2  = 0 and L = À/4.
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Lt =L- l
Fig.4.12 Transmission line equivalent of a quarter wavelength patch.
The admittance matrix in this case can be written as follows:
T, +Y^ coth 0 1  
0
- F g  CSC /z0 i
0
+ Y^  coth 0 2  
~Y, CSC /z0n
~Y^  CSC A01 
-Y ^  CSC A 02
Y^  coth 0 1  +Y^ coth0 ;
(4.52)
MfCROSTRIPUNE FEED CAfiR
In this case, it is assumed that I 3  = 0 and V 2  = 0, therefore the current equations can 
be written as:
coth 0 1  ) V; -  Y^  CSC A0 1  V3 (4.53)
/g =  -Y^ CSC /i0, Vi +  ( î '  coth0; +  Y^  coth 0^) (4.54)
and the voltage at port 3 is
v ,= ---------------- V.coth 0 1  +  coth 0 2 (4.55)
After replacing Vg in the equation for 1%, the input admittance is derived
- ^ = ( r . + y, coth 8 , ) —VJ (coth 0 1  + coth 0 2 ) (4.56)
/j _  T,(coth0 1  + coth 0 2 ) + coth^ 0 1  + Y^  coth0 1  coth 0 2  -  Y^  esc/z^0i
% coth 0 1  4-coth 0;
(4.57)
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Using the following trigonometrical identities from [5]:
coth  ^0 1  -  CSC A^0i = 1 (4.58)
1 + coth0 1  coth 0 2  =coth(0i + 0 2 )(coth0 i 4-coth0 2 ) (4.59)
leading to
/i _  1^  ( coth 0 1 4- coth 0 2 ) 4- 4 - COth 0 1 coth 01
Vi coth 0 1  4-coth 0 2
the input admittance is simplified to:
(4.60)
^ ■ = r.+ r,c o th (0 ,+ e 2 ) (4 .6 i)
M
where
0 i = Y A  0 2 = Y p ^  (4.62)
COAXIAL FEED CASE
In this case, it is assumed that I j  = 0 and V 2  = 0 . The current equations are
A =  i^s + K  coth 0 1  ) VJ -  CSC A6 1  V3 =  0 (4.63)
4  = -Y^ CSC A0 1  Vi 4- {Y^  coth 0 1 4- Y^  coth 0 2  ) (4.64)
The voltage at port 1 is
After replacing V j in the equation for I 3  , the input admittance is obtained as:
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(4.66)
Using the same trigonometric identities given in (4.58) and (4.59) and after some 
manipulation the input admittance for coaxial feed is found to be
é-=î;(n+ncothe)
f   ^ I coth 0 2   ^
coth0 ,
V
Y + - coth 0 1
(4.67)
The short circuited quarter wave length patch antenna may be used as an alternative 
to the half wave patch antenna. This extension of the improved transmission line 
theory provides the necessary formulas for the calculation of its input impedance.
4.4 EM  COUPLING THEO RY
EM  coupling of a microstrip line to a radiating dipole and patch can be modelled 
using the broadside coupled line and transmission line theories. In this section the 
equivalent circuit for EM  dipole is first derived using the simple transmission line 
equivalent for the dipole. The equivalent circuit model for EM  patch is then derived 
based on the analogy to the EM  dipole, using the improved transmission line 
equivalent for the patch. The odd and even mode impedances for coupling section 
between the radiating element and its feeding microstrip line are determined from the 
simplified theory results given in section 3.4 for asymmetrical broadside coupled 
lines.
Some of the advantages of EM  coupling technique are presented first before 
proceeding into the modelling. These are as follow:
e No physical connection between the feed line and the patch is needed.
® Greater bandwidth and efficiency is possible due to the larger spacing between 
the patch and the ground plane.
® Spurious radiation from the feed lines such as bends, junctions and other 
discontinuities, is drastically reduced.
® A corporate matching network can easily be integrated on the same board as feed 
line.
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4,4.1 EM COUPLED DIPOLE ANTENNA
An EM coupled dipole structure is shown in fig .4.13 where a microstrip feed line is 
embedded in the dielectric substrate in the vicinity of the dipole. The distance from 
the edge of the dipole to the measurement plane is L^ .
dipole 1
r - A #y
1 1 
A' B'
measuremet
plane
substrate microstrip feedline
Fig.4.13 EM  coupled dipole structure (side view).
The radiating dipole is modelled by a transmission line terminated with radiation 
resistances R1 and R2 at both ends as shown in fig .4.14. and 0 are the 
characteristic impedance and the electrical length, respectively.
(a)
0
=  R1 I j  Z . ||| R2
(b)
Fig.4.14 a) Microstrip dipole on dielectric substrate £,
b) The transmission line model equivalent circuit.
The equivalent circuit model for EM  dipole is shown in fig.4.15.
A
Rl
Zc
I Zoo aZoe
Lx
Zoo _  b Zoe
A'
A .
]Zo
Fig.4.15 Equivalent circuit model of the EM coupled dipole in fig .4.13.
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The coupled section of dipole with microstrip feed line is represented in terms of even 
and odd mode impedances based on the broadside coupled transmission line theory.
and Zgg'' are the odd and even mode impedances, respectively, for the coupled 
microstrip feed line and, Z^ b^ and Z^ b^ are the odd and even mode impedances, 
respectively, for the coupled section of the dipole [6 ]. 0 i and 0 2  represent the 
electrical lengths of the uncoupled and coupled sections, respectively.
The transmission line equivalent of the coupled section (fig.4.16a) is shown in terms 
of odd and even mode impedances in fig.4.16b [7].
aZoo aZoe
1 — I
(a)
bZoo 0 Zo^ o
\
Zoe-Zoo
Zoo ^ Zoe
(1>)
Fig.4.16 a) Coupled line section b) Its transmission line equivalent.
This transmission line equivalent is inserted in fig.4.15 to obtain the final equivalent 
circuit model for the EM  coupled dipole fig.4.17.
R l
R2
1
02
b
Zoo ^  a Zoo
,  8, , .  02 _
B
Zc
a a Zoe-Zoo
A '' Rin B’
Zc Zo
Fig.4.17 The equivalent circuit for EM  coupled dipole.
For 0| = 0 2 = X/4 , a further simplification is obtained as shown in fig .4.18.
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R2
Zoo
LxX/4 X/4
Zoe-ZooR l Zo
Measurement
planeRin M'A" B'
Fig.4.18 Further simplified equivalent circuit for the 
EM coupled dipole ( Gj = 0 2  = V4).
is the input impedance at the coupling plane AA' looking towards left on the 
picture.
4.4.2 EM  COUPLED PATCH ANTENNA
The configuration of the EM  coupled patch is shown in fig .4.19. This may be 
regarded as microstrip patch on a double thickness substrate sharing a common 
ground plane with the feed line.
<—  feedline
t —  patch
dielectric ^  
substrate
(b)
<—  feedline
ground plane
Fig.4.19 EM coupled patch radiator a) top view b) side view.
The EM  coupled patch can be modelled using the analogy of the EM  coupled dipole 
case. The equivalent circuit model for the EM coupled dipole (fig.4.15), is modified 
to represent the equivalent circuit for EM  coupled patch antenna.
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The transmission line equivalent for the dipole is replaced by the improved 
transmission line equivalent model for the patch shown in fig.4.7. The radiation 
resistances R l and R2 of the dipole are replaced by the slot admittances and voltage 
dependant current sources as shown in fig.4.20.
A a ,  B
Zoo Zde ,
Ys ©  Ym Vls 0 Y m V 2
Yin
Fig.4.20 The equivalent circuit for the EM  coupled patch shown in fig .4.19.
The coupling feed line is represented by its odd and even mode impedances denoted 
with superscript (a), whereas the coupled section of the patch is represented by odd 
and even mode impedances denoted by superscript (b). The trmissnission line 
equivalent for the coupled section is inserted as shown in fig.4.21.
YmVi
Z o oZoo
Zoe-Zoo Zo
B'A*
Fig.4.21 The equivalent circuit model for EM  coupled patch.
The feed point location is at AA’ which is the middle of the patch but, in theory it 
could be anywhere along the line. Due to the coupling effect, the characteristic 
admittance of the coupled section of the patch is different from Y^. Therefore two 
different characteristic admittances, and Yj.2=l/Zoo^, w ill be considered for
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each line section corresponding to Gj and 0 2 , respectively. The input admittance is 
expressed as the ratio of I 3 fW  ^ and determined from the equation (4.49c),(4.50) and 
(4.51) which were derived in section 4.2.2.
4.5 CALCULATION OF THE MODE IMPEDANCES
The odd and even mode impedances shown in the equivalent circuit diagrams are 
determined from the simplified theory for asymmetrical coupled lines developed in 
section 3.4. The cross section of the coupled feedline to the patch is shown in 
fig.4.22.
W^atch
2 s
h %
Fig.4.22 Cross section of the microstrip feed line coupled to the patch.
The formulas (3.32-3.52) derived from planar waveguide model, are used to calculate 
Zqo*’ by simply replacing 2W with and are determined from the
variational method results given in equations (3.53-3.55) by replacing 2W with 
^line-
4.6 CONCLUSION
An equivalent circuit model mdeveloped to represent the electromagnetic coupling of 
the microstrip feed line to the patch antenna using the improved transmission line 
model for the patch equivalent and broadside coupled lines for the coupling section. 
The simplified results for asymmetrical coupled lines given in section 3.4 are used to 
determine the even and odd mode impedances of the coupling line section. This 
equivalent model w ill be used to design the array of EM  coupled patches in the 
following chapters.
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CHAPTER
MICROWAVE LAMINATES AND PRINTING 
CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The structural features and properties of the microwave laminates are examined in 
this chapter in order to provide a basis for the understanding and proper design of 
microstrip lines which are printed on them.
5.2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
A microwave laminate is like the printed circuit dielectric board of low frequency 
circuits, however, it provides more than just a mechanical support for circuit tracks. 
It is an integral part of the circuit it supports. The characteristics of the laminate 
determine the lengths and the widths of the tracks which form the design pattern [ 1 ]. 
A microwave laminate consists of a dielectric material sandwiched between two 
metal plates as shown in fig.5.1. In the standard data sheets the value given for the 
height h of the laminate does not include the copper thickness t.
copper cladding
Fig.5.1 Microwave laminate.
The choice of the laminate and its evaluation is an essential part of the design and 
involves several considerations as follows [2 ]:
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• Dielectric constant and its variations with frequency and temperature
• Loss tangent and its variations with frequency and temperature 
« Anisotropy
9 Thermal Expansion Coefficient 
9  Operational temperature range 
9 Dimensional stability 
9  Structural Strength 
9 Flexibility 
9  Machinability 
9  Strain relief 
9  Peel strength 
9  Moisture absorption
The most important parameters of microwave laminates are:
9 Dielectric constant 
® Dielectric thickness 
9  Loss tangent
The loss tangent, which is also referred to as the dissipation factor, is the ratio of 
energy dissipated by heat, to the energy stored in the dielectiic material.
^^^^g^^energyd iss ipa^ (5.1)
energy stored
The dielectric material has a distributed capacitance. In a lossless case it behaves like 
an ideal capacitor where there is a phase difference o f +90° between the current and 
voltage. An amount of capacitively stored energy is dissipated as heat during the 
charging and discharging process. This results in a deviation from the ideal 90° phase 
difference. This deviation is represented by the loss angle 6  [3]. The dielectric 
constant 6  ^ is the relative permittivity of the material and constitutes the real part of 
the complex relative permittivity given as:
^  = e , - y - e , t a n ô  (5.2)
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5.3 BASIC FEATURES OF MICROWAVE LAMINATES
There are two basic features; copper cladding and the dielectric material itself. They 
are examined in this section.
5.3.1 COPPER C LA D D IN G
The dielectric material is covered on both surfaces by copper, hence the term double 
sided copper clad is used. Single sided copper clad is also possible when only one 
side of the laminate is cladded. Two pieces of informations are needed when copper 
cladding is to be specified:
1 . the weight of copper to be used on the laminate
2 . the way to deposit it on the laminate
The weight of 1 square foot of copper and its corresponding thickness are used for 
standard values  ^shown in table 5.1.
05
Table 5.1 Standard values for copper cladding.
Weight for 1 sq foot Cu 
[oz]
Thickness of copper layer 
[|im]
0.5 17.5
1 35
2 70
A comparison between these standard copper weights are given in reference [1] as 
follows:
2 OZ COPPER
good for high power applications 
undercutting occurs on narrow gaps and lines 
narrow lines are inconsistent along a long length
1 QZJC.0P.FER
« used for medium power applications
® less undercutting occurs on narrow lines
* a very common value for a variety of microstrip circuits
0.5 OZ COPPER
® used for low power applications 
® excellent for narrow gap and line etching
There are two methods of fabrication for copper cladding:
• Electrodeposition
• Rolling
Electrodeposition (ED) is a standard method. It is done by a chemical process where 
the copper particles are electrically deposited to form the desired sheet thickness. 
Rolled copper is obtained by compressing a copper block by a pair of rollers which 
are being rotated and forced together to obtain the desired thickness. In this way, the 
copper is much more evenly distributed and consistent than ED copper, hence it is 
used for more critical applications.
5.3,2 D IE L E C T R IC  M A TE R IA L
There is a large variety of dielectric materials available on the market today. Among 
them F IF E  (Poly Tetra Fluor Ethylene) is the most exceptional for its:
® chemical inertness
« non-flammability
® non-toxicity
® ease of processing
® machinability
® good copper adhesion
® relatively low dielectric losses
® long term resistance to thermal degradation
® availability in large sheets and various thicknesses
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PTFE materials reinforced with woven glass fibres, random glass fibres or ceramic 
filling are the most commonly used types of plastic laminates. Teflon fibreglass is a 
trade mark for PTFE manufactured by Dupont.
WOVEN CmLASS IPTFE
It has a woven pattern of fibreglass strands imbedded into PTFE. Due to the 
uniformity of this woven pattern, the parameters such as dielectric constant and 
dissipation factor are also very uniform and consistent throughout the material.
RANDOM GLASSlPTFE
It has a structure where glass microfibres are individually encapsulated with PTFE 
and evenly dispersed throughout the material with random orientation in the x-y 
plane of the laminate sheet. This material is smother and softer than the woven type.
CERAMIC FILLED PTFE
It has a high dielectric constant and good loss characteristics. It is suitable to be 
machined and drilled. The dielectric constant can be increased by increasing the 
amount of glass content in the material. But this would add more impurity to the 
relatively low loss pure PTFE material. This increases the loss in the material and a 
higher dissipation factor results.
Other types of materials used as microwave laminates are, Ceramic, Sapphire, 
Aluminium Oxide (Alumina). These materials however are very difficult to machine. 
Alumina which is widely used has an excellent thermal conductivity. Semiconductors 
such as Germanium, Silicon, GaAs are used for integrated microwave circuits. These 
substrates have high dielectric constant values.
5.4 PROPERTIES OF MICROWAVE LAMINATES
Some of the properties of microwave laminates are outlined below [1]:
PEEL STRENGTH
It is the amount of force required per inch to separate the copper cladding from the 
laminate. As the glass content is lowered in the laminates the peel strength decreases 
since there is more Teflon in the material and most materials do not adhere well to 
predominately Teflon surfaces.
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Peel strength is also important when soldering to a copper-clad laminate. Materials 
with a low peel strength w ill have a tendency to have the copper lift away frotn the 
laminate when it is applied. Therefore high peel strength materials should be 
preferred.
MOTSTURE A RSORP>TION
It is a measure of percentage of moisture absorbed by the material when it is soaked 
in water for 24 hours at a temperature of 23 °C .
AmsomoPY
When the fill materials (ceramic, glass etc.) are added to a pure material (PTFE) to 
obtain dimensional stability in the substrate, the material is no longer completely 
consistent in all directions. The value of relative permittivity varies depending on the 
direction of the electric field with respect to the axes of the material. This is called 
anisotropy and defined by the ratio of relative permittivities on different axes. Thus, 
the anisotropy along the z axis is represented by the ratio 8  ^ /E^ , where 8  ^ is the 
relative permittivity on the z axis while 8  ^ is the relative permittivity on the x or y 
axis. This ratio approaches 1 for low permittivities and increases with 8 , . This is 
due to the fact that materials with low 8  ^ have less filling which makes them more 
consistent.
Anisotropy produces additional fringing capacitance which has a prominent effect on 
resonator elements in narrow lines and in couplers using edge coupling techniques. 
Typical values of peel strengths, moisture absorption and anisotropy are shown in 
Table 5.2 for different laminates along with their appropriate dielectric constants.
Table 5.2 Properties of various PTFE materials
Laminate Relative
permittivity
Er
Peel
strength
lbs/in
Anisotropy 
ratio 8 / 8 g
Moisture
absorption
Woven glass PTFE 2.33-2.20 8 0 . 0 1  %
Woven glass PTFE 2.45-2.17 1.090,1.160 0 . 0 1  %
Random glass PTFE 2.33-2.20 15 1.025,1.040 0 . 0 2  %
Ceramic loaded 
PTFE
1 0 .2 - 6 16
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5.5 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Some important environmental effects on PTFE laminates are considered below, 
HANDLING
Special care should be taken when handling microwave laminates since they are 
relatively soft and susceptible to chemical damage in storage. Individual packaging of 
panels provides some degree of protection but the storage area should have a room 
temperature atmosphere free of high humidity.
Shearing, sawing, and forming holes should be done with the protective plastic film  
on the panel, to avoid scratches dents and finger prints. Gloves of knit nylon or other 
non-absorbent material can be used for handling unprotected panels to avoid finger 
prints which contain acidic skin oils that corrode copper surfaces.
The protective plastic film  should be peeled off first before the etch masldng is 
applied. Residual adhesive on the copper surface due to the plastic film  can be 
removed by wiping the surface with a soft, lint-free cloth soaked in an alcohol 
solvent. Isopropanol at 70-100% concentration is preferred for its low toxicity and 
low flammability.
HAZARDS
Hazards peculiar to PTFE based material can be encountered in the machining 
process and in bonding operations at elevated temperature. They are avoided entirely 
by simple precautions by following good practice in the workshop. It is capable of 
producing toxic fumes at very high temperatures. It is flammable at 575°C in air and 
at 512°C in oxygen.
WEATHERING
PTFE based laminates show very good resistance to weathering such as moisture, 
temperature variations, and ultra-violet radiation. PTFE-impregnated glass fabric is 
well known for its long-term weathering resistance as the roof material in inflatable 
buildings and as a protective radome for steerable microwave antenna systems.
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RADIATION
PTFE is susceptible to nuclear radiation damage. Radiation affects the dielectric 
properties by embedding an electrical charge in the PTFE, which decays with time. 
The degree to which PTFE is affected by radiation is essentially a function of the 
amount of the energy absorbed regardless of the nature of the radiation; i.e., p,x, 7  
rays have about the same effect. The resistance of PTFE to radiation damage is better 
than that of solid-state electronic devices such as transistors and integral circuits.
HEATING
It has been shown by experiments [3] , that exposure to temperatures approaching the 
327°C PTFE melting point does not damage the peel strength if  the specimen is 
allowed to cool without applied stress. By avoiding shear or pulling forces and 
providing protection from ambient oxygen in the air, high temperatures close to the 
melting point can be used to attach the components on PTFE/conductor combination.
STRAIN RELIEF
The lamination of copper clad panels involves heating the substrate material and 
metal foil assembly and clamping them together. The clamping force is removed after 
the assembly is cooled down to room temperature. During the cooling process, an 
internal strain occurs due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between 
the substrate and the metal foil cladding.
The metal foil and the substrate are strained to dimensions different from what they 
would be if  they were not attached. When some or all of the metal cladding is 
removed by etching for production of a circuit board, some or all of the strain on the 
substrate is relieved by a change in dimensions.
Strain relief is an important concern for PTFE substrates which are laminated above 
the 327°C crystalline melting point.
5.6 FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
The steps to follow in fabrication of microwave printed circuits are outlined below.
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5.6.1 A R TW O R K  (M ASK ) PREPARATIO N
The artwork is the layout of the microwave circuit design which is going to be etched 
on the printed circuit board. A common way of producing artwork for microwave 
circuits is to cut the layout on a rubylith layer.
Rubylith is a trade name used for a photographic masking film  and it has become the 
accepted term for this type of film  throughout the industry. The film  consists of a 
mylar sheet covered with a peelable layer of soft transparent red material. Rubylith 
construction is shown in fig.5.2 along with its typical dimension values [1].
red film
mylar
H h
H  0 .005" 0 .0025"
0 .010" 0 .005"
Fig.5.2 Rubylith structure.
There are a number of available software packages to draw the artwork for 
microwave circuits. One of them is EESOF/Micad which is used in this project. The 
plot file produced using these packages can be cut on rubylith to obtain the mask 
which is then photographed directly to produce a negative film  for PCB (Printed 
Circuit Board) fabrication.
5.6.2 E TC H IN G  PROCESS
Etching is the process of producing copper traces on the laminate, corresponding to 
the conductors in the artwork. It involves four basic steps.
1. cleaning of the material
2 . application of the proper photoresist
3. placement and exposure of the artwork
4. actual chemical etching process
CLEANING
In the cleaning process two basic types of contaminant must be removed in order to 
achieve a good etch:
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• oil-based soils
• water-soluble soils
A solvent bath with a cleaning solution can be used first as a general cleaning 
process. Oil-based soils can be removed by vapour degreasing with trichlorethylene 
or freon. Water soluble soils are removed by using deionized water or high-purity 
alcohol. Baking may also be used at the end to remove any films that may be left 
from previous cleaning operations.
PHOTORESIST APPUCA TION
A  photoresist is a photosensitive plastic coating material which, when exposed to 
ultraviolet light becomes hardened and resistant to etching solutions. The process 
used for the etching of the copper clad laminates is called photolitography (or photo 
etching). There are two types of photoresist materials:
• Positive photoresist 
® Negative photoresist
Positive photoresist is an emulsion that is soluble in developing solvents when 
exposed to ultraviolet, hence the desired pattern is duplicated.
Negative photoresist is an emulsion that becomes insoluble when exposed to 
ultraviolet light. This causes the desired pattern to harden and resists the etching 
chemicals. Negative photoresist is applied to the copper, the negative mask is placed 
on top, and the entire set-up is exposed to ultraviolet light. The negative photoresist 
under the trace hardens and resists the etching chemicals during the developing and 
the etching process.
There are basically three ways of photoresist application:
® immersion 
® spraying 
® spin coating
The immersion technique consists of dropping the entire substrate into a resist bath in 
order to completely coat the unit.
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In the spraying technique the laminate is sprayed with the photoresist. The only 
disadvantage is that the resist can get too thick in one area or too thin in another area 
if a manual spraying is used. An automatic spraying system provides a much better 
coverage over the entire substrate.
In the spin coating process, the copper clad laminate is covered with the appropriate 
resist and the excess is removed by spinning it at a high speed.
EXPOSURE OF THE ARTWORK
After the spraying of the photoresist on the copper, the mask is placed on top with 
the emulsion side down so that the circuit impression will be in very close contact 
with the material to be exposed. A vacuum is used to hold down the artwork firmly in 
its place. This tight contact is necessary to produce a good line definition otherwise 
the light can get under the mask and causes the line sizes to deviate from its original 
when printed. The schematic diagram of the placement of different layers of the 
artwork and its exposure to the ultraviolet light is shown in fig.5 .3 .
track "^^violet light
i  &  i  | ,  \l' I  i  ^mask
— -—  photoresist 
copper
Fig.5.3 The placement of the artwork.
CHEMICAL ETCHING
The etching process removes the unwanted copper from a laminate, leaving the 
originally designed copper artwork trace behind. Copper can be etched by immersion 
or spraying.
5.6.3 BO NDING
PTFE boards can be clamped together and directly bonded by heating the assembly 
above the crystal line melt point of PTFE (372°C), so that the substrate material itself 
acts as the adhesive. Generally there are three ways of bonding:
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• Thermoplastic films 
® Thermoset systems 
® Direct bonding
Thermoplastic films have a low dissipation factor and the permittivity values nearly 
matching the PTFE laminates which makes them useful materials for bonding. They 
are clamped by pressure at bonding temperature for 15-20 min.
Thermoset resins may be used where higher dissipation factors can be tolerated. The 
parts to be bonded are interleaved with the thermoset resin, clamped then heated to a 
set point and held long enough to accomplish the cross-linking reaction in the resin 
system. The clamped assembly is then cooled. Oven baking may be desirable after 
making the assembly.
Direct bonding or fusion bonding is the third type of bonding. When PTFE is heated 
above its crystalline melt point (372°C), it continues to behave as a solid. Contacting 
surfaces of PTFE in this melt state w ill intermingle at a molecular scale to form a 
fused point. A melted PTFE surface contacting a clean copper surface w ill wet the 
surface to form a bond.
5.6.4 A TTA C H M E N T  OF CO M PONENTS
Basically there are two ways of attaching components to the laminates by; soldering 
or adhesion.
saw m im
Solder is a meltable metal alloy that joins two metal surfaces. The melting point of 
solder must be lower than that of the metals to be joined. The solders used for 
microwave application are termed soft solders because of their low melting points 
below 450°C. Common ordinary tin/lead (SnPb) solder melts at 190°C, and most 
indium solders, which are used where severe process temperature limitations exist, 
generally melt at 150°C or lower.
There are various soldering methods to attach components to laminates. Ultrasonic 
wire bonding, thermosonic bonding, parallel-gap welding, thermal compression 
bonding and solder reflow, are effective soldering methods for PTFE based 
laminates.
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ADHESION
Epoxy is a thermosetting material used for adhesive purposes. Two types of epoxy 
exist; one-component type which is already mixed, while the two-component type 
requires the mixing of the resin and hardener to form the final epoxy mixture. Both 
the resin and the hardener of the two component epoxy contain either silver or gold 
particles that must be distributed through the paste to ensure good electrical 
conductivity.
There is a specific time which epoxy takes to form a good electrical and mechanical 
connection. This is called cure time, it is determined by the composition of the epoxy 
and the temperature used for the curing process.
Cleaning is also important when making a microwave connection with epoxy. A  
freon bath from about 23°C to 36°C for 5 minutes w ill do a good cleaning job.
5.7 TABLES
The following tables are compiled from the data given in references [3-5] to provide 
a comparison between different materials and also to summarize various dielectric 
properties necessary for a practical design using these laminates.
Table 5.3 Relative dielectric constant and
Material Gr (tanô)xlO'^
Porcelain (dry) 5.04 78
Ceramic (A-35) 5.60 41
Polyethylene 2.25 4
Polystyrene 2.54 3.3
Teflon 2.08 4
Plexiglas 2.60 5.7
PPG* 2.55 1 . 6
Hexacell 1.17-1.40
Glassbonded mica 7.5 2 0
OSS tangent of different materials.
Poly Phenylene Oxide.
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Table 5.4 Typical properties of different types of PTFE materials.
Material Er (tan5)xlO'^ Peel Strength 
(N/mm)
Moisture 
abs. (mg)
XPS* 2.5 2 0
Glass XPS 2 . 6 2 0
Ceramic XPS 3-15 0.5-15
Woven Quartz XPS 2.65 5
Unreinforced PTFE 2 . 1 5 0 . 2
Quartz PTFE 2.47 6
Random glass PTFE 2.15-2.35 1 0 2 . 1 0 1
Woven glass PTFE 2.4-2.6 2 0 1.40 1
Woven high glass PTFE 2.15-2.35 1 0 1.40 1
Ceramic PTFE max 6.5 6 2 0 1.05
Ceramic PTFE max 11 9.8-11 2 0 1.40
* Cross linked Poly Styrene.
Table 5.5 Comparison of various properties of different materials
Material Gr
1 0  ^tanô 
at
10 GHz
Thermal
Conductivity
W /cm ^rc
Surface
Roughness
|Llm
Dielectric
Strength
kV/cm
RT Duroid 5880 (ED) 2.16-2.24 5-15 0.0026 4.25-8.75
RT Duroid 6010 (ED) 10.2-10.7 10-60 0.0041 4.25-8.75
Ultralam 2000 2.4-2.5 19
Epsilam-10 10-13 2 0 0.0037
Cu-flon 2 . 1 4.5
Sapphire 9.4 &  11.6 0.4-0.7 0.4 0.005-0.025 4x103
Alumina
99.5 % 1 0 1 - 2 0.37 0.05-0.25 4x103
95 % 9 6 0.28 5-20 4x103
85 % 8 15 0 . 2 0 30-50 4x103
GaAs (high resistivity) 13 6 0.3 0.025 350
Si (high resistivity) 1 2 1 0 - 1 0 0 0.9 0.025 300
Glass (typical) 2 0 0 . 0 1
Polyolefin 2.3 1 0 . 0 0 1 1 300
Quartz (fused) 3.8 1 0 . 0 1 0.006-0.025 10x103
Air 1 0 0.0024 30
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5.8 CHOICE OF LAMINATE
Two types of laminates are chosen for the design of patch antennas in this project:
® RT Duroid 5880
9 Ultralam 2000
The dielectric properties of these materials are well suited for the printed antenna 
design requirements. They are easily available in the market and the cost of purchase 
per sheet is less than other materials considered for the same purpose.
The standard values for different sheet sizes and available thicknesses of RT Duroid 
5880 and Ultralam 2000 are given in tables 5.6-5.9 along with various other 
properties presented in tables 5.10-5.11. This information is obtained from Rogers 
Company data sheets.
S h e e t  s i z e s  a n d  t h i c k n e s s e s  f o r  R T  D u r o i d  S 8 S 0
Ta )le 5.6 S leet sizes.
inches mm
Size 18x12 457x305
18x24 457x610
18x36 457x915
18x48 457x1219
Table 5.7 Thickness and tolerance.
inches mm
0.005 ±  10% 0.13 ±10%
0.010 ±7% 0.25 ±7%
0.015 ±7% 0.38 ±7%
0 . 0 2 0  ±  0 . 0 0 1 0.51 ±  0.03
0.031 ±  0.001 0.79 ±  0.03
0.062 ± 0 . 0 0 2 1.57 ±  0.05
0.125 ±0.004 3.18 ±  0.10
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SHKETMZES AND THICKNESSES FOR ULTRALAM 2000
Tab]ie 5.8 Sheet sizes.
Size inches mm
18x12 457x305
18x24 457x610
18x48 457x1219
Table 5.9 Thickness and tolerance.
inches mm
0.004+ 0.0004 0 .1 0 1 1 0 %
0.010110.0009 0 .2510 .02
0.01471 0.001 0 .3710 .03
0.0191 0 . 0 0 1 0.481 0.03
0.0301 0.001 0.761 0.03
0.06010.002 1.521 0.05
The advantages of RT-Duroid and Ultralam materials are summarised below: 
R T D u r o i d  5880
9 Tight tolerance of dielectric constant and dielectric thiclcness 
9 Excellent machining capabilities 
® High peel strength of copper foil to substrate 
® Very low water absorption, typically less than 0.02 %
U l t r a i ^ m 2 0 0 0
® Low tolerance in dielectric constant 
® Excellent mechanical stability 
® High copper peel strength
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Table 5.10 Properties of RT Duroid and Ultralam 2000 dielectric materials.
Properties
Relative 
dielectric 
constant 
at 
10 GHz
Loss 
tangent 
at 
10 GHz
Thermal 
Coeff- of £r 
0 to lOO'^ C 
ppm/K
Volume
Resistivity
(Mohm.cm)
Surface
Resistivity
(Mohm)
Thermal
Conduc­
tivity
(W/m/K)
Moisture 
Absorp­
tion (%)
RT Duroid 
5880
2 .2 0 +
0 . 0 2
0.0009 -129 2x107 3x108 0.26 0.015
Ultralam
2000
2.4-2.6±
0.04
0.0019 - 1 0 0 2x107 4x107 0.26 0 . 0 2
Table 5.11 Properties of copper cladding.
Copper
Foil
surface roughness 
pm
treated untreated 
side side
tensile
strength
MPa*
volume
resistivity
pohm.cm
peel
strength
N/cm
1.75 pm ED 1.9 0.4 207 1.82 2 1
35 pm ED 2.4 0.4 228 1.78 28
70 pm ED 2.9 0.4 228 1.78 32
MPa stands for Mega Pascal.
The laminates with copper cladding of loz (35pm) are thought to be useful for its 
photoetching simplicity. The low relative permittivities (8r=2.2,2.4,2.6) are suitable 
for radiation purposes. Therefore laminates of RT-Duroid 5880 and Ultralam 2000 
are chosen to be used in constructing the prototypes of patch antennas. The 
experimental results from these prototypes w ill be compared in order to arrive at a 
final choice of the material on which the array of patch antennas w ill be printed.
5.9 CONCLUSION
Suitable laminates have been reviewed, together with their relevant properties, the 
method of fabricating the patch and attaching components. The information is 
summarised to make the choice of laminate easy.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Two numerical codes PEACE.FOR and SELAM.FOR were written in FORTRAN in 
order to simulate the EM  coupled patch antenna. The codes are based on the 
equations derived for the improved transmission line method and for the 
asymmetrical broadside coupled lines. The steps for PEACE.FOR and SELAM.FOR 
are given in Appendices C and D, respectively. In this chapter, the basic functioning 
of these codes is presented. The theoretical results obtained from the computations 
using these codes are compared to the corresponding measurement results from 
various antenna prototypes. Both of these programs are compiled in Microsoft 
FORTRAN version 4.1 and run on DOS version 5 in an ATARI 286 personal 
computer with math coprocessor.
6.2 COMPUTER CODE FOR MODELLING THE PATCH
The program PEACE.FOR simulates the patch antenna modeled by the improved 
transmission line method explained earlier in section 4.2.2. The equations (4.20-4.23) 
are used to calculate the input impedance of the patch at an arbitrary feed point along 
the patch width as shown in fig.6.1.
W
plane for feed 
point locations
1
feed point
Fig.6.1 Feed point locations across the patch width.
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In this program, three different types of feed are considered:
® edge feed 
® coaxial probe feed 
« inset feed
For the edge feed case, the distance L j is zero since the feed point is placed at the 
edge of the patch. For the other two cases, the input impedance is a function of the 
distance L .^
The program calculates the input impedance values at a particular distance L j, for 
various frequencies within the 10% bandwidth, and the corresponding SWR 
(Standing Wave Ratio) values versus frequency. The impedance values are then 
located on the Smith Chart and SWR values are drawn in Cartesien coordinates using 
EESOF/ M IC AD software facilities.
The program also calculates the design parameters for a quarter wave transformer to 
match the input impedance of the patch in the edge feed case as shown in fig. 6.2..
y
50 ohm
patch
Fig.6.2 Quarter wave transformer for matching.
A square patch antenna fed by a microstripline after a quarter wave transformer was 
first designed and tested to make a comparison with the results given in [4]. The 
configuration is shown in fig.6.3.
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SMA connector
Fig.6.3 Microstripline fed square patch antenna [4].
The substrate parameters and patch dimensions - along with feeding line dimensions are 
shown in tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Table 6.1 Substrate parameters.
thickness h=0.031"
dielectric constant £,.=2.2
loss tangent tan5=0.0009
copper thickness t=0.018 mm
conductivity 0=0.556x10^ S/mm
surface roughness A=0.5x 10'3 mm
Table 6.2 Patch dimensions and line parameters ai 3 GHz
patch width W=33.165 mm
patch length L=33.147 mm
quarter wave trafo width w, =0.473 mm
quarter wave trafo length L ,=18.713 mm
feed line width w^=2.403 mm
feed line length L,=20 mm
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The theoretical results from PEACE.FOR for the complex impedance values where the 
first part is real, and the second part is imaginary, were found to be as follows:
The input impedance at the edge of the patch is 
Z,„ =  (276.8499,4.8009) Q 
The input impedance after the quarter wave transformer is 
Z,.„^  =(48.276,-3.18417) n  
The characteristic impedance of the quarter wave length line is
= 115.575 Q
The return loss at 3 GHz is
/?TL = -28.67 dB
The measured values for the input impedance locations versus frequency and the SWR 
cm*ve versus frequency are shown in fig.6.4 and fig.6.5, respectively. The theoretical 
results are also shown in fig.6.6 and fig.6.7. The measurements were made on Hewlett 
Packard Network Analyser 8510. There is a very good agreement between the results 
obtained with computer simulations and the measured ones.
A number of patch antennas with various sizes were simulated using PEACE.FOR 
program in order to verify the computer produced results by comparing them with the 
numerical methods results presented in the literature for the corresponding patch 
antennas.
Some of these antennas were also made and tested on Hewlet Packard Network 
Analyser 8510 to compare the measured results to the simulation results.
The simulations of various coaxial fed and microstrip .line fed rectangular patches give 
the results for the input impedance locations versus frequency as shown on the Smith 
Chart in figures 6.8 to 6.13. These results agree well with the numerical methods 
results published in the I i terature for the same configurations [1-4].
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6.3 COMPUTER CODE FOR EM COUPLED PATCH ANTENNA
Based on the code PEACE.FOR, a more elaborate program called SELAM.FOR was 
developed to simulate the EM  coupled patch configuration shown in fig .4.19 given in 
Chapter 4.
This program computes the impedance values at various planes across the coupling 
microstrip feed line as shown in steps in fig.6.14-16. The equations (4.^9c-45l ) were 
used for the computation of the input impedance in combination with the set of 
formulas given in section 3.4.
The routines from PC-NAG Library (Personal Computer Numerical Algorithm) were 
used in order to provide an accurate computation of the line parameters based on the 
planar waveguide model and variational method.
A special library called TLM  was created in order to accomodate these PC-NAG  
routines which are in turn called by the main code SELAM.FOR.
EES OF/Tôüch^W software packages were used to draw the results for the impedance 
and standing wave ratio values on the Smith Chart and in Cartesian coordinates, 
respectively. The program runs for two options:
® single patch configuration (step 1-2)
® double patch configuration (step3-4)
In single patch configuration, only the input impedance at AA' plane was calculated 
while in double patch configuration all the impedances at other planes were 
calculated.
The program is searching first for a distance L^ where an impedance point with a 50 
qhm resistance is found. This particular L^ value is then inserted in the input data file  
and the program runs again sweeping 10% of the frequency band to compute the 
impedances at various points on the Smith Chart.
In step 1 (fig.6.14), the impedance at AA' is quarter wave transformed over the line 
with characteristic impedance in order to reach an impedance with a 100 ohm 
resistive part at BE' as shown in step 2.
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w< >
'
'
J
î
ZIN Pl=50+jX  Q 
step 1
A'
ZINP2=100+jX Q 
B
step 2
Fig.6.14 First and second steps in impedance transformations.
In step 3 (fig .6.15), two symmetrical parts of a double patch configuration are joined 
together to give an impedance of 50 +JX/2 at CC.
C  f  ' C
ZINP3=(100+jX)/2 a  
step 3
Fig.6.15 Third step in impedance transformation.
Finally in step4 (fig.6.16), the imaginary part of jX /2  is cancelled out by attaching a 
microstripline stub of -jX /2  ohm with characteristic impedance of in order to 
match the final impedance to a 50 ohm microstrip feed line of lengl/i L f inserted at 
DD' plane.
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ZINP4=50+jX-jX ft 
-E"
ZINP5=50 Q
Fig.6.16 Final step in impedance ti'ansformation.
The input and output data files of SELAM.FOR program are summarized below: 
O U TP U T F IL E S :
The results for the impedances at each plane are stored in output data files ZINPx.SlP  
where x denotes the number of the corresponding impedance. The SWR values 
corresponding to those impedances are also computed and stored in SW RT.SIP  
output file. These output files in turn are used as data files in EBSOF/IcuclislonC 
software in order to draw the impedance locii versus frequency on the Smith Chart 
and the SWR versus frequency on the graph.
IN P U T  F IL E S :
The input information is given in INPUT.DAT file. Some of the input parameters for 
the design purpose in this project are constant and chosen as shown in table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Constant parameters.
FREOO 3.25 GHz
FREOU 2.5 GHz
FREOL 3.5 GHz
MR 20
Zc 50 ohm
Zee 71 ohm
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The input data file includes the following information:
Table 6.4 INPUT.DAT FILE
FREOO Resonant frequency at which patch antenna radiates.
MR Resolution coefficient for frequency sweeping.
EPSRl Dielectric constant of upper layer.
EPSR2 Dielectric constant of lower layer.
H I Thickness of upper layer.
H2 Thickness of lower layer.
HO Air gap thickness.
Zc 50 ohm feed line characteristic impedance.
Zee 71 ohm feed line characteristic impedance.
FQL Lower frequency limit for frequency sweeping.
FQU Upper frequency limit for frequency sweeping.
Ls Matching stub.
Lx Distance from the paVch edge to 50 ohm resistance point.
W ID TH Patch width.
LENGTH Patch length.
L fl Length of the 50 ohm feed line.
6.4 EXPER IM EN TA L W ORK
A number of single and double patch configurations were designed using 
SELAM.FOR code. The prototypes were built on different types of dielectric 
materials and tested using the Hewlett Packard Network Analyser 8510 to compare 
the theoretical results with the measurements. The design parameters obtained for 
various prototypes are presented below for single and double patch configurations. 
The theoretical and measured results are shown in figures 6.19-6.26.
SING LE PA TCH PROTOTYPES:
Single patch configuration is shown in fig.6.17.
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w
->
L
Measurement
planeSMA
connector (a) (b)
SMA
Fig.6.17 Single patch configuration a)top view b) side view.
P R O TQ l: It has been built on RT Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
Ej—€2 " 2 . 2  hj=h2 ~ 1 .5 V mm hQ=0.5 mm
W=31 mm L=31.5 mm Lx=11.25 mm Lov=15.75 mm
P R 0T 02 : It has been built on RT Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
£ 1=6 2 =2 . 2  hj=h2= 1 . 5 7  mm hg=0.5 mm
W=30 mm L=35.5 mm Lx= 17.25 mm Lov=17.75 mm
PR O T03: It has been built on RT Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
£ 1=€2 =2 . 2  h 1 —h2= 1.57 mm hg=0.5 mm 
W=30 mm L=34 mm Lx=32 mm Lov=17 mm
A foam material with similar dielectric constant was used between the layers to see if it 
would make any difference in the bandwidth. hg=l mm was used for the case with 
foam.
PR O T04: It has been built on RT Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
£ 1=6 2 =2 . 2  hi=1.57 mm h2=0 . 7 9  mm hg=0.5 mm 
W=30 mm L=35.5 mm Lx=18.25 mm Lov= 17.75 mm
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PROTQ5: It has been built on RT Duroid 5880 and RT Duroid 6010 with the 
following design parameters:
£ 1=2 . 2  £2 = 1 0 . 8  hj=0.79 h2=1.27 mm hg=0.5 mm 
W=30 mm L=35.5 mm Lx=17.25 mm Lov=17.75 mm
DOUBLE PATCH PROTOTYPES:
Double patch configuration is shown in fig.6.18.
Measurement plane
SMA
(a) (b)
Fig.6.18 Double patch configuration a)top view b) front view.
P R 0 T 0 6 : Based on proto3 model a double patch configuration has been built on RT 
Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
£ 1= £2 =2 . 2  h,=h2 = 1 . 5 7  mm hg=0.5 mm W=30 mm L=34 mm 
Lx+Lov=45 mm Ls=l 1.5 mm L fl =23 mm dH=77 mm lqp=ld=38.5 mm 
Z(.=Zgg=50 ohm with wline=4.83 mm
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P R Q T07:Based on proto2 model a double patch configuration has been built on RT 
Duroid 5880 with the following design parameters:
£i= £2 =2 , 2  hi=1.57 mm h2=0.79 mm ho=0.5 mm W=30 mm L=35.5 mm 
Lx+Lov=40 mm Ls=8mm Lfl=20m m  dH=77 mm lqr=ld=38.5 mm 
Zç,=Zçç=50 ohm with wline=2.4 mm
P R 0T 08 : It has been built on Ultralam 2000 with the following design parameters:
£ 1= £2=2 . 4  hi=h2=1.52 mm ho=0.5 mm W=30 mm L=34.5 mm 
Lx+Lov=38 mm Ls=10 mm L fl =25 mm dH=52.5 mm lqr=7.5 mm ld=45 mm 
Zc=Zgg=50 ohm with wline=4.5 mm
The programs PEACE.FOR and SELAM.FOR are presented in Appendix D.
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The scale of the theoretical charts are smaller than the scale of the measured charts. 
This should be accounted for when comparing the predicted curves to the measured 
ones.
Comparison of the measurement results in fig.6.19a to fig.6.19f shows that the 
impedance curve versus frequency is quite similar to the measured curve. The 
prediction of the impedance locations with computer results follows closely the 
measurement results. A good match with a real impedance around 40 ohm is found at 
3 GHz. The return loss is -20 dB within a bandwidth of 150 M Hz.
The ciuwes in fig.6.20a and frg.6.20c also are at close agreement for the impedance 
locations. The input impedance is measured to be 50+j51 ohm at 2.885 GHz. 
Fig.6.20d shows the retiun loss to be around -12 dB within a bandwidth of 100 M Hz 
at 2.82 GHz.
Comparing the results in fig.6.21a to 6.2l.b  and 6.21c to 6.21d shows that the 
prediction agrees very well with the measurements. However, the 50 ohm match point 
is not achieved for this particular sample.
In fig.6.22, fig.6.23 the samples give narrow bandwidth (35 M Hz) for SWR<2, 
although a match point can be obtained.
A  very good match point is achieved in fig.626a. The input impedance is around 
54 +j4 ohm at 3.37 GHz with a -21 dB return loss. The bandwidth for SWR<2 is 
60 M Hz.
Effects of using foam material between the substrate layers are shown in fig.626d. 
With single foam of 1 mm thickness, a return loss of -50 dB is obtained around 3.41 
GHz. With double foam, the return loss increases almost half to -22 dB at the same 
frequency. Without any foam, the return loss is around -21 dB but the frequency is 
shifted to 3.31 GHz.
6.5 CONCLUSION
The computer codes, PEACE.FOR and SELAM:FOR, gave excellent theoretical 
results for the improved transmission line model when compared to the measured 
ones and to the other published results. This proves the validity of the model as well 
as the accuracy of the code which simulates it.
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The theoretical results for the EM  coupled design, however, shows a slight shift in the 
frequency domain when compared to the measured ones. This might be due to the 
fact that the assumptions made in order to represent the equivalent model of the EM  
coupled patch antenna do not provide a very high level of accuracy. The variation of 
the theoretical curves, however, are pretty close to the measured ones. As a result, this 
model seemed very promising for use in practical EM  coupled patch antenna design 
and further refinement in the assumptions on which its theory is based can be made. 
This model w ill be used in the design of EM  coupled patch antenna array presented 
in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER
ARRAY DESIGN WITH EM COUPLED PATCH 
ANTENNAS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, some preliminary information for the array design is given first, 
followed by practical computer aided design (CAD) of arrays using EM  coupled 
patch antennas with design steps illustrated by two particular arrays of 2x4 and 2x8 
patch elements.
7.2 PRELIMINARIES ON THE ARRAY DESIGN
Some basic principles in array design are given in this section.
Field  pattern
A linear array of 2N+1 identical elements spaced on the array axis at both sides of the 
centre element is shown in fig.7.1. The vector f  represents the distance from the 
origin O to a distant point P in the far field.
-N
X
Fig.7.1 Linear array of 2N+1 elements.
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The far field pattern is in fact three dimensional but, it is often useful to represent only 
two sections from it in each one of the orthogonal principle planes xoz and yoz which 
are called H  and E planes, respectively. The angles 0 and (j) are shown in fig.7.1. The 
characteristic field pattern of an antenna in polar and rectangular coordinates are 
shown in fig.7.2.
OdB 
-3dB 
■10 dBa7 T7 ^T
P(0)
main lobe
side lobe
Î0=0
null null
(a)
P(0)
Half power beam width 
02 Beam width between the first nulls
(b)
Fig.7.2 Antennas field pattern.
a) in linear and decibel scale.
b) in polar and decibel scale.
The field pattern in any principal plane has a characteristic main lobe maximum in the 
direction of 0=0 and minor (or side) lobes in other directions as shown in fig.7.2a. 
Between the lobes are the nulls in directions of zero or minimum radiation.
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The angle between the points where the radiation power is reduced to half is called 
half power beam width (HPBW) and it is shown in fig.7-12b.
The array pattern in free space may be considered, assuming that the principle of 
pattern multiplication applies [1,pp. 128], as a product of the element pattern and an 
array factor given as [2]:
£(e.<t>)=/(e,<i>)s(e) (v.i)
where E(0,(|)) is the far field pattern expressed in terms of the ordinary spherical 
coordinates (0,(1>), f(0,(|)) is the element factor and S(0) is the array factor.
The array factor is expressed in terms of the current distribution across the array as: 
S(^)=  2  4  Gxp(yW„ sin 0 -  6 J  (7.2)
rt=~-N
where I„ is the current amplitude excitation of the nth element, d„ is the distance to 
element n from a reference point and is the phase of element n.
When the array elements are equally spaced and excited with uniformly progressive 
phases than the array factor becomes
N
^(0) =  % /«  &xp[jnkd{sm 0 -  sin Q^)] (7.3)
n=—N
where d is the equal inter element spacing and 0q is the desired direction of 
maximum radiation.
When a uniform current distribution across the array is assumed, i.e., =1, the array
factor becomes
^(0) =  ^  exp{ynW(sin 0 -  sin 0g) j  =  - ——  — (7.4)  
n = -N  l-e x p (jw )
where
M =  Â:d(sm0-sin0o) (7.5)
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Directive eain
Directive gain may be defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity at a particular 
direction (0,<j)) to the average intensity [2]:
Go (0, (])) = 4ji|£(e, (|))f /P„ (7.6)
where Pg represents the total power radiated by the array and is given
2n K
P„ =  J J|£(0,(l))f Sin(6)rf0rf(l> (7.7)
0 0
Directivity
The directivity of the array is the maximum value of the directive gain,
D =  G o ( 0 .O ) ^ . = l î l ^ } i f c l  (7.8)
Gain
The power gain of an antenna is defined as the radiation intensity in the direction of (0,(j)) divided by the total input power to the antenna and therefore it includes the 
power losses in the materials comprising the antenna.
It is also expressed in terms of directive gain as:
G =  Go»ti (7.10)
where T| is the antenna efficiency which is a constant less than unity.
An array of rectangular patches is shown in fig.7.3.
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XFig.7.3 The co-ordinate system for the array of rectangular patches [1].
The element factor is given by the following two approximate formulas [3], 
corresponding to the two major axes x and y of the patches.
In the E plane where <j)=7t/2 the element factor is 
/ ( 0 ) = cos TtL . _ - —sm 0
V ^0 ( 7 . 1 1 )
In the H  plane where <j)=0 the element factor is
. ( kW . sm --— sm0 \ A,
=  — W ------------- C O S 0
^ s in 0
(7.12)
For rectangular (planar) arrays as shown in fig.7.4, the far field radiation pattern of an 
M xN array with equal element spacings d^ and d„ respectively is represented by [3]:
(7.13)
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Ldm
Fig.7.4 Planar array of microstrip patches. 
The array factors in the principal planes are given by:
S(^ ) = X 4, exp[y(v„ - 5„)]
m=l
where
Siy) =  ^ 4  exp[y(¥„ ~ S j ]
n=l
¥m =  sm 0cos<{)A-o
\j/„ =  rt— dy sin 0 sin
(7.14a)
(7.14b)
(7.15a)
(7.15b)
Im represents the excitation coefficients across x direction while î„ represents the 
excitation coefficients across y direction. The far-field radiation pattern may therefore 
be derived in any plane, provided that the element factor can be defined in that plane.
For a uniform phase distribution across the array, i.e., when all the elements are at the 
same phase and with 8^ = = 0 , the array factors are further simplified as follows:
In the E plane where ^=n/2, cos(j)=0 and sin(|)=l leading to:
Vm = 0  and \(/„ = M -^ ^ d „s in 0
^0
(7.16)
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Substituting (7.16) in (7.14a) and (7.14b) leads to:
m=l (7.17a)
/l= l
d. sin 0 (7.17b)
In the H  plane where ({)=0, cos(j)=l and sin(j>=0 leading to:
V « = 0  and Ym = f% ^ ^ d m S in 0
^0
(7.18)
Substituting (7.18) in (7.14a) and (7.14b) leads to:
■S(x) =  5 )/„ e x p
m=l
 ^ 2%^ m—
\  ^0 7
d„ sin 0 (7,19a)
S { y ) ^ Y jn/l=l (7.19b)
In a practical microstrip airay, the overall gain measured in decibels will be made up of 
several factors [3]:
where
G =  10 log 10 (D r|) +  G^  -  otL -  M
'n=aperture efficiency (<1)
Gg-gain of a single element 
D=directivity
a=feeder loss in dB per wavelength 
L=length of the feeder in wavelengths 
M  represents miscellaneous discontinuity losses.
(7,20)
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Bandwidth
The bandwidth of an antenna is defined [4] as "the range of frequencies within which 
the performance of the antenna, with respect to some characteristic, conforms to a 
specified standard." The bandwidth can be considered to be the range of frequencies, 
on either side of a centre frequency, where the antenna characteristics such as input 
impedance, pattern, beam width, polarisation, side lobe level, gain, radiation 
efficiency, are within an acceptable value of those at the centre frequency.
Polarisation
It is conventional to describe the polarisation in terms of the E vector. In actual space 
above the earth, if  the electric vector is vertical or lies in a vertical plane, the wave is 
said to be vertically polarised; if  the E-vector lies in a horizontal plane, the wave is 
said to be horizontally polarised. This is called linear polarisation.
There is also circular polarisation where the E vector appears to be rotating around 
the direction of propagation. A circularly polarised wave results when two linearly 
polarised waves are combined, i.e., when they are simultaneously launched from the 
same antenna provided that the two linear polarisation's are at right angles to each 
other and their phase angle differ by Jc/2 radians. I f  these two linearly polarised 
components are of unequal amplitude or the phase angle is different from ljt/2l or 
both, then generally elliptical polarisation results [5].
7.3 EXCITATION OF THE ARRAY ELEMENTS
The current distribution across the array is represented in terms of the excitation 
coefficients I„ of the elements, A proper choice of current distribution w ill provide a 
better radiation performance with reduced side lobe levels. There are a number of 
standard distributions presented in the literature [6,7]. Among them the most widely 
used ones are
e Uniform distribution 
® Dolph Chebyshev distribution 
« Taylor distribution
Uniform distribution provides highest directivity and narrowest beam but high 
sidelobe level compared to the latter distributions which offer advantages of 
simplicity in the selection of the power division network.
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Dolph Chebyshev distribution provides the minimum possible beam width for a given 
maximum sidelobe level.
The continuous shape of these current distributions are discretized in order to provide 
more efficient distributions for arrays of discrete elements. An equivalent of a Taylor 
pattern for continuous apertures is developed for discrete arrays in [8] and 
summarised here briefly.
An array of 2N+1 isotropic elements spaced around z axis as shown in fig.7.5 is 
considered.
z
< —»-
-N
«  »-
-1 0 1
:r— ^  y 
N
Fig.7.5 Array of 2N+1 isotropic elements.
The discrete Taylor pattern across an array of 2N+1 elements is given as follows [8]:
s in g v ]  ^
sm I  2 ,
2'*'J
m=l
m2jt  ^ Y  m lK  \
sm
\}/ + 2iV +  l
where are discrete Taylor pattern zeros, Ym are Chebyshev pattern zeros and n is 
the number of sidelobes having equal amplitude. The argument \}/ is
2nm 
2N + 1 (7.22)
The far out sidelobes beyond n decay while the near sidelobes stay relatively constant 
at the design sidelobe level. The relation between Taylor pattern zeros and Chebyshev 
pattern zeros is given as:
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where
(7.23)
x =
(2A  + l)cos“^ ■cos
“o
(2 i ï - l ) _ZL (7.24)
with
and
«o=cosh|^In[5C + V x "“ l] (7.25)
¥m =2cos -1 cos(2m -l) j l I47/ ) (7.26)
X in equation (7.25) is a number related to the side lobe level (SLL) as follows:
_  1 r.SLLf70X = 1 0 5LL =  201ogioX [ ^ ] (7.27)
Array element excitation coefficients which yield a discrete Taylor pattern are given as 
follows [8]:
=  — -—  y  lexp+ U i V + U
/  pm lK^ - N < p < N  (7.28)
Using the symmetry around the z axis the equation in (7.28) is further simplified to
=
1
2A + 1 T(0) + 2 cos\2A^ + lJ - N ^ p < N  (7.29)
where
ÎT-1
(2N + l)J|sin*
<7=17 (0 ) =  — ^ --------------
n - " t 5 S ï î )
(7.30)
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and
- . f  „ ■  "  —  -   <” ■>Sin I
Once these coefficients are determined, the radiation pattern of an array formed by 
nonisotropic elements can be found by multiplying the array factor with the element 
factor of the corresponding array elements.
£ (\|/) =  S (\)/)./(e,(l)) (7.32)
where the array factor is
S (w )=  ]£«pexp(7/7\|/) (7.33)
p=—N
A computer program called PATTERN.FOR was developed in FORTRAN in order to 
calculate the array excitation coefficients for discrete Taylor distribution and to draw 
the theoretical pattern using those coefficients in the E and H  planes.
7.4 FEED NETW ORK FOR TH E ARRAY
Accurate determination of the antenna input impedance is very important in order to 
design efficient coupling networks that w ill give maximum power transfer to the 
antenna elements. The mismatch at the antenna input affects the overall antenna 
performances such as side lobe levels and bandwidth. Therefore a careful choice for 
feeding the antenna is necessary.
Among the various types of feeding techniques EM  coupling was chosen to be used. 
The input impedance for the EM  coupled patch antenna structure was examined in 
detail in Chapter 4. A power divider formed by microstiip lines coupled at their ends 
to the patch elements printed on the upper substrate was designed as a corporate feed 
network.
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A two way split tee Wilkinson power divider was thought to be more appropriate to 
be used in this corporate feed network. It can also be extended to N  way in order to 
accommodate N  elements in the array.
The essential features of this network is shown in fig.7.6. A resistor R is inserted to 
provide isolation between the ports. For the correctly chosen line impedances and 
with power entering port 1, the voltages at junctions a and b are equal. A resistor of 
an appropriate value placed between these junctions w ill therefore not absorb any 
power at the design frequency.
X/4
A/4
P I ZO 
1
Z1
X/4
r 1
- f
Z4
h r .
1
1
\ Z5
ZO P2 2
ZO P3 3
Fig.7.6 Unequal split isolated power divider [4].
I f  power enters port 2 or port 3, some energy w ill be dissipated in the resistor. The 
isolation between the output ports w ill be high and the reflection coefficient looking 
into any port w ill be low. The resistor is acting as a reflectionless load on the internal 
series ports. The network impedances for an output voltage ratio of K  are given as:
A = _ L (7.34)
(7.35a)
(7.35b)
Z , = Z , Æ
(7.35c)
(7.35d)
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Z ; = Z o / V k  (7.35e)
R = Z „ [(l+ /s :" )//f] (7.36)
The Wilkinson divider can also be generalised to an N-way divider which then could be 
used to feed N elements in an array. The power ratios at the outputs of the divider 
need to be known in order to calculate the characteristic impedances and 
corresponding widths of the microstrip lines forming the divider.
Now let us consider the voltage excitation coefficients V„ across an array of total 
2N+1 elements:
 n  V;  (7.37)
When these coefficients are normalised to the centre element coefficient V q, we 
obtain
V.„/V„ =  a . , .....  V.,/V„ = a ., =  \  V',/V'„ = a,
.... (7.38)
where
a ,= V J V ,  (7.39)
is defined as the normalised excitation coefficient.
The power distribution across the array elements is represented as:
P_  ^ P, P,......  P  ^ (7.40)
The total power is
N
Pm= =  +  ^ ................................................................... (7.41)
n=—N
Power distribution coefficients can also be expressed in terms of squares of the voltage 
coefficients as follows:
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P^ „ = v_/.p ,^ ... p., = vj.p,, p, = v,\p,, p, = K,\p„,
 Pn =  V^ \P^  (7.42)
These coefficients are in turn divided by the total power to obtain the normalised 
power ratios represented by
= (7.43)
* tot
and expanded as:
P.JP„, = V,^  ^ .... PJP., = v J  PJP ,^ = V,^  PJP.,=^V^
. . . . P f f j P (7.44)
The sum of these power ratios is
£  V-/ =  ^  +  ^ ......^  (7.45)
n=—N ^tot
Substituting (7.41) in the equation above we obtain
Z K '  = 1 (7.46)
n = -N
When both sides of the equation (7.46) are divided by leading to
n=-W *^ 0 Vq
and substituting (7.39) in (7.47) finally we airive at:
X V ■' (7 48)
n = - N  ^ 0
Now let us divide both sides of the equation (7.43) by V q^
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A . J . ( 7 .4 9 )
and replace l/Vg^ by the expression given in (7.48) to obtain
p ^tot n—~N (7.50)
Finally using (7.39) where /V q^  is replaced by ap  ^ we obtain
a.
n^ —N
(7.51)
where a  ^are defined as the normalised power ratios P„/P,ot and the coefficients ap are 
the normalised excitation coefficients given in equation (7.28).
A computer program called POW DIV.FOR was written in FORTRAN to calculate the 
characteristic impedances and corresponding line widths for N  way power divider 
where N=2" with n= 1,2,3,4. An example of N=4 way power divider is shown in 
fig.7.7. Another program called D IV ID ER .C  was written in C language to calculate 
the same parameters for a different configuration as shown in fig.7.8. This has the 
advantage of providing higher power ratios to reduce the possibility of impractical line 
widths.
Input
1 P
2 P,
3 P,
Fig.7.7 Power divider configuration for POW DIV.FOR.
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1 p
Input
p,
2 P.
Fig.7.8 Power divider configuration for DIVIDER.C.
7.5 ARRAY DESIGN W IT H  EM  COUPLED PATCH ANTENNAS
An array of EM  coupled patches can be formed using the double patch configuration 
which was presented in Chapter 6 and shown here again in fig.7.9 for convenience.
w
, t
* 1 
' 1 
' 1 ,
ZeeA.  JL_
Ld
(a) (b)
Fig.7.9 Double patch configuration a)top view b) side view.
The mask layout of this double patch configuration is also shown in fig.7.10.
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^ i
L
dH
vertical arms
'^ Iine2
"■ main feed line 
^linei
w
hit ^
h2l e
T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T T ?
Fig.7.10 Mask layouts for double patch configution.
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The feed section represented in the mask layout is formed by two vertical arms of 
total length L j and width wjingj. The distance of the left arm to the reference point O 
is covered by a line of length Lqj. and the distance of the right arm to the reference 
point O is covered by a line of length L j each having a width of Wiine2- The main 
feed line has a length of L fj and width w^nGl-
The reason for different line widths is that the vertical arms and the main feed lines 
have a characteristic impedance of 2^=50 ohm whereas the horizontal lines joining to 
the reference point O have a characteristic impedance of Zcc=100 ohm.
A practical design of 2x4 and 2x8 element arrays formed by these double patch 
structures was realised and tested. The requirements on the array performance is 
depicted by the array templates in the E and H  planes as shown in fig.7.11. The 
impedance bandwidth was aimed to be around 10% of the operating frequency. Side 
lobe levels (SLL) were designed to be 30 dB with first null occurring at 0^° and side 
lobe maximum at
The current distribution across the array elements was chosen to be discrete Taylor 
pattern of 30 dB sidelobe level and the N way power divider was designed to provide 
this distribution on the array. The 3dB beam width values in the E and H  planes 
determine the number of patch elements to be used in each plane, respectively.
OdB
-3d B
-30dB
■> 0  degrees
0E =7 degrees 0„ =15 degrees Qg = ig  degrees 
Fig.7.11 a) Array template in the E plane.
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P(0)
OdB
-3dB
-30dB
^  8 degrees
0n
Ofj =22 degrees 
0n =50 degrees
Fig.7.11 b) Array template in the H  plane.
The radiating patch elements and the feed lines of the coupling power divider are 
printed on two separate sheets of dielectric material then bonded together.
The dimensional parameters used in the design and shown on the mask layouts of the 
arrays are defined as follows:
L  Patch length.
W  Patch width.
Lqj. Quarter wave length.
L qv Overlapping line section of the coupling feed line.
Lx Uncoupled section of the coupling feed line.
L[ Total section of the coupling feed line.
L fi Length of the main feed line,
dx Distance between the patch edges in the H  plane,
dfj Distance between the patch centres in the H  plane,
hi Upper substrate height,
h2  Lower substrate height.
L j Three quarter wavelength.
Lf2  Line length joining to the power divider.
Ly First vertical arm of the power divider.
Lg Second vertical arm of the power divider.
L^ Main vertical arm of the power divider.
Lg Stub line length.
dy Distance between .the patch edges in the E plane.
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dg Distance between the patch centres in the E plane.
Wjinei Width of the feed line with characteristic impedance of 50 ohm. 
Wiine2 Width of the feed line with characteristic impedance of 71 ohm.
Some of these dimensions are expressed as follows:
h i  ~  h r
L ,  —
L  ~  dE — (Lyj +  L, ) — Li +  Lyj — Aco
-dE ~X ^^  1 2 - W,:linl
’/ I
A c o = W ,+ ~ ii^
dH — L^  ^+ L  ^ dE — L-{-L^+ Lyj +  
dx — dH — W dy = dE — L
The design parameters for the array of 2x4 patches are summarised in table 7.1. 
Table 7.1. Design parameters for 2x4 array of EM coupled patches.
Fo= 3.25 GHz Lov=15 mm
£ i =£2=2.2 Ls=15.792 mm
hi=h?=1.57 mm Lx=11.25 mm
Width=Length=30 mm Lt=26.25 mm
W linl=4.837 mm for Zc=50 ohm Ly=31.25 mm
Wlin2=2.75 mm for Zcc=71 ohm Lz=31.615 mm
^ff=65 mm Lw=39 mm
Aeff/2=32.5 mm Lqr= 16.25 mm
Xeff/4=16.25 mm Ld=48.75 mm
Xeff/8=8.12 mm Lfl=Lsp=16.25 mm
dH=65 mm dHAo=0.72 Lf2=45 mm
dE=74.25 mm dEAo=0.8 Aco=l 1.385 mm
The power ratios at the divider network ports are found to be as follows from 
PATTERN.FOR results for a 30 dB Taylor distribution:
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element no 1 15 % 
element no 2 35 % 
element no 3 35 % 
element no 4 15 %
These are not the exact values but rather the rounded ones for simplicity. These
values are entered as input data in the program POW DIV.FOR in order to calculate
the lengths and widths of the microstrip feed lines and their corresponding 
characteristic impedances to design the power divider network. The results of this 
program are given as follows:
POWER DIVIDER FOR 2X4 ARRAY 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SUBSTRATE HEIGHT=1.570[mm]
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT EPSR=2.200 
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE Z0= 50 [ohm]
LAMBDA FREE SPACE= 92[mm]
H PLANE DISTANCE= 65[mm]
E PLANE DISTANCE= 74.25[mm]
REFERENCE IS 100 % POWER INPUT PORT
POWER DIVISION AT UPPER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT
UPPER BRANCH 1 TO 2 Pl=50.00
LOWER BRANCH 3 TO 4 P2=50.00
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=  42.044820 W l= 6.216916
Z2= 59.460350 W2= 3.698680
Z3= 59.460350 W3= 3.698680
Z4= 50.000000 W4= 4.837272
Z5= 50.000000 W5= 4.837272
R= 100.000000
UPPER BRANCH 1 TO 1 Pl=15.00
LOWER BRANCH 2 TO 2 P2=35.00
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=  41.138400 W l= 6.409685
Z2= 92.828420 W2= 1.651059
Z3= 39.783610 W3= 6.714909
Z4= 61.796550 W4= 3.474267
Z5= 40.455330 W5= 6.560911
R= 109.108900
POWER DIVISION AT LOWER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT
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UPPER BRANCH 3 TO 3 P I =35.00 
LOWER BRANCH 4 TO 4 P2=15.00
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l= 41.138400 W l= 6.409685
Z2= 39.783610 W2= 6.714909
Z3= 92.828420 W3= 1.651059
Z4= 40.455330 W4= 6.560911
Z5= 61.796550 W5= 3.474267
R= 109.108900
IMPEDANCE VALUES ARE IN  U N IT [ohm] WIDTHS ARE IN  [mm]
50%
100%
Input port 
reference point
50%
15%
35%
35%
15%
Fig.7.12 Power ratios across the 2x4 elements array.
The current amplitude coefficients ap are calculated in PATTERN.FOR for the same 
power ratios in order to draw the antenna far field pattern in the E and H  planes. The 
results from PATTERN.FOR are given below:
PATTERN.FOR PROGRAM RESULTS FOR 2X4 ARRAY
S IDE LOBE LEVEL 30dB
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 4
* * * * * * *  NORMALISED COEFFICIENTS * * * * * * * * *
1 1.000000
2 4.290199E-01 
* * * * * *  POWER DIVISION COEFFICIENTS * * * * * * *
7.772343 % 
42.227660 %
-11.094480dB
-3.744030dB
TOTAL POW ER 100.000000
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NEW ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1 15.000000 % -8.239087ÜB
2 35.000000 % -4.559319dB
3 35.000000% -4.559319dB
4 15.000000 % -8.239087dB
VARIOUS BEAMWIDTHS IN  THE E PLANE VERSUS POWER IN dB 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DELTA= 23.400000 degrees at -4.290967dB
DELTA= 21.600000 degrees at -3.626639dB
DELTA= 19.800000 degrees at -3.025350dB
DELTA= 18.000000 degrees at -2.484200dB
DELTA= 16.200000 degrees at -2.000748dB
VARIOUS BEAMWIDTHS IN  THE H PLANE VERSUS POWER IN  dB 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DELTA= 39.600000 degrees at -3.551105dB
DELTA= 37.800000 degrees at -3.217147dB
DELTA= 36.000000 degrees at -2.902545dB
DELTA= 34.200000 degrees at -2.606604dB
DELTA= 32.400000 degrees at -2.32871 IdB
As seen from these results the 3 dB beam width in the E plane is around 20 degrees. 
In order to decrease it, the number of elements in the E plane needs to be increased. 
This is done in the design of second array formed by 2x8 elements. The 3 dB beam 
width in the H  plane is around 36 degrees meeting with the array template.
The theoretical patterns for the E plane and H  plane are shown in fig.7.13.
The mask layouts for the patch elements and the power divider network are shown in 
fig.7,14 and fig.7.15 respectively.
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Fig.7.13 Theoretical patterns with discrete Taylor distribution 
across the elements in 2x4 array.
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Fig.7.14 Mask layout for the patch elements in 2x4 array.
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L,
L
Mask layout of the power divider network for 2x4 array.
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The same procedure is followed to design the array of 2x8 elements. The design 
parameters for the array of 2x8 patches are summarised in table 7.2.
Table 7.2. Design parameters for 2x8 array of EM  coupled patches.
Fo=3.1 GHz Lov=15.75 mm
£j=£2“^*5 Ls=16.7 mm
hi=h9=1.53 mm Lx=11.25 mm
Length=31.5 mm Lt=27 mm
Width=31 mm Ly=30 mm
W linl=4.34 mm for Zc=50 ohm Lz=30 mm
Wlin2=2.44mm for Zcc=71 ohm Lw=68 mm
Xeff=66.7 mm Lq 1^16.7 mm
Xeff/2=33.4mm Ld=50.1 mm
^ff/4=16.7 mm Lfl=16.7 mm
A^ff/8=8.335 mm Lf2=50.1 mm
dH=67 mm dHA-0=0.69 Lsp=10 mm
dE=70 mm dEAo=0.72 Aco=l 1.385 mm
The power ratios at the divider network ports are found to be as follows from 
PATTERN.FOR results for a 30 dB Taylor distribution:
element no 1 
element no 2 
element no 3 
element no 4 
element no 5 
element no 6 
element no 7 
element no 8
1.38 %
6.51 %
16.69 %
25.4 %
25.4 %
16.69 %
6.51 %
1.38 %
These values are entered as input data in the program POW DIV.FOR in order to 
calculate the lengths and widths of the microstrip feed lines and their corresponding 
characteristic impedances to design the power divider network. The results of this 
program are given as follows:
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POWER RATIOS THE DIVIDER NETWORK FOR 2X8 ARRAY*************************************************
SUBSTRATE HEIGHT H=1.530[mm]
DIELECETRIC CONSTANT EPSR=2.500
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE Z0= 50 [ohm]
WIDTH=31.00[mm] LENGTH=31.50[mm]
LAMBDA FREE SPACE= 97[mm]
H PLANE DISTANCE DH/XO= 66.930[mm]
E PLANE DISTANCE DEAO= 69.840[mm]
REFERENCE IS 100 % POWER INPUT POINT
POWER DIVISION AT UPPER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT
UPPER BRANCH 1 TO 4 Pl=50.00 
LOWER BRANCH 5 TO 8 P2=50.00
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES 
Z l=  42.044820 W l=  5.600283
Z2= 59.460350 W2= 3.303894
Z3= 59.460350 W3= 3.303894
Z4= 50.000000 W4= 4.341931
Z5= 50.000000 W5= 4.341931
R= 100.000000
UPPER BRANCH 1 TO 2 P l=  7.90
LOWER BRANCH 3 TO 4 P2=42.10
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=
Z2=
Z3=
Z4=
Z5=
R=
38.855650
148.553600
27.866890
75.974640
32.905720
137.098600
W l=
W2=
W3=
W4=
W5=
6.257041
4.124028E-01
9.727041
2.158184
7.838340
UPPER BRANCH 1 TO 1 P l=  1.38 
LOWER BRANCH 2 TO 2 P2=6.51
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l= 39.260700 W l= 6.167455
Z2= 138.157000 W2= 5.193313E-01
Z3= 29.348850 W3= 9.102106
Z4= 73.648760 W4= 2.286247
Z5= 33.944900 W5= 7.520673
R= 131.527900
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UPPER BRANCH 3 TO 3 Pl=16.69 
LOWER BRANCH 4 TO 4 P2=25.41
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=
Z2=
Z3=
Z4=
Z5=
R=
41.815440
73.754520
48.463860
55.534470
45.017080
102.212300
W l=
W2=
W3=
W4=
W5=
5.644032
2.280227
4.551155
3.689121
5.075473
POWER DIVISION AT LOWER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT
UPPER BRANCH 5 TO 6 Pl=42.10 
LOWER BRANCH 7 TO 8 P2= 7.90
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=
Z2=
Z3=
Z4=
Z5=
R=
38.855650
27.866890
148.553600
32.905720
75.974640
137.098600
W l=
W2=
W3=
W4=
W5=
6.257041
9.727041
4.124028E-01
7.838340
2.158184
UPPER BRANCH 5 TO 5 P 1=25.41 
LOWER BRANCH 6 TO 6 P2=16.69
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES
Z l=
Z2=
Z3=
Z4=
Z5=
R=
41.815440
48.463860
73.754520
45.017080
55.534470
102.212300
W l=
W2=
W3=
W4=
W5=
5.644032
4.551155
2.280227
5.075473
3.689121
UPPER BRANCH 7 TO 7 Pl=6.51  
LOWER BRANCH 8 TO 8 P2= 1.38
NETWORK ELEMENT VALUES 
Z l=  39.260700 W l=  6.167455
Z2=
Z3=
Z4=
Z5=
R=
29.348850
138.157000
33.944900
73.648760
131.527900
W2=
W3=
W4=
W5=
9.102106
5.193313E-01
7.520673
2.286247
IMPEDANCE VALUES ARE IN  UNIT [ohm] WIDTHS ARE IN  [mm]
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1.38%
7.9%
50%
Input port 
100%  - —  
reference point
42.10%
42.10%
50%
7.90%
6.51%
16.69%
25.41%
25.41%
16.69%
6.51%
1.38%
Fig.7.16 Power ratios across the 2x8 elements array. 
(POW DIV.FOR configuration)
The same power ratios are entered in D IV ID ER .C  to find the results as follows:
Filename: div.datfor 2x8 array
Network file for power-divider network using cascaded 
two-way Wilkinson-Power-Dividers
Power-percentages of the antennas:
antenna 1 
antenna 2 
antenna 3 
antenna 4 
antenna 5 
antenna 6 
antenna 7 
antenna 8
1.38 percent
6.51 percent
16.69 percent
25.41 percent
25.41 percent
16.69 percent
6.51 percent
1.38 percent
Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 1 to 4 : 50.00 
Right side for antennas 5 to 8 : 50.00
network element values:
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Z I = 42.044821 
Z2 = 59.460356 
Z3 = 59.460356 
Z4 = 50.000000 
Z5 = 50.000000 
R = 100.000000
W = 5.600283 
W  = 3.303894 
W  = 3.303894 
W  = 4.341931 
W  = 4.341931
Power ratios in percent parted in divider 
Left side for antennas 1 to 3 : 24.59 
Right side for antennas 4 to 4 : 25.41
network element values:
Z1 = 42.043427 
Z2 = 60.438791 
Z3 = 58.501640 
Z4 = 50.408867 
Z5 = 49.594449 
R = 100.013266
W = 5.600548 
W  = 3.216176 
W  = 3.392888 
W = 4.288508 
W  = 4.395840
Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 1 to 2 : 7.90 
Right side for antennas 3 to 3 : 16.69
network element values:
Z1 = 41.331367 W  = 5.738029
Z2 = 87.942388 
Z3 = 41.602768 
Z4 = 60.289129 
Z5 = 41.466845 
R = 107.085568
W  = 1.618672 
W = 5.685048 
W  = 3.229396 
W = 5.711491
Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 1 to 1:1 .38  
Right side for antennas 2 to 2 ; 6.51
network element values:
Z1 = 39.260698 
Z 2 =  138.156976 
Z3 = 29.348855 
Z4 = 73.648757 
Z5 = 33.944904 
R =  131.527918
W = 6.167455 
W  = 0.519331 
W  = 9.102107 
W  = 2.286247 
W = 7.520674
Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 5 to 5 : 25.41 
Right side for antennas 6 to 8 : 24.59
network element values:
Z1 = 42.043427 
Z2 = 58.501640 
Z3 = 60.438791 
Z4 = 49.594449 
Z5 = 50.408867 
R =  100.013266
W  = 5.600548 
W = 3.392888 
W = 3.216176 
W = 4.395840 
W = 4.288508
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Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 6 to 6 : 16.69 
Right side for antennas 7 to 8 : 7.90
network element values:
Z l  = 41,331367 W  = 5.738029
Z2 = 41.602768 
Z3 = 87.942388 
Z4 = 41.466845 
Z5 = 60.289129 
R = 107.085568
W = 5.685048 
W =  1.618672 
W = 5.711491 
W = 3.229396
Power ratios in percent parted in divider: 
Left side for antennas 7 to 7 : 6.51 
Right side for antennas 8 to 8 : 1.38
network element values:
Z1 = 39.260698 
Z 2 =  29.348855 
Z3 = 138.156976 
Z4 = 33.944904 
Z5 = 73.648757 
R =  131.527918
W = 6.167455 
W = 9.102107 
W  = 0.519331 
W  = 7.520674 
W  = 2.286247
1.38%
7.90%
24.59%
50%
Input
100%
1
6.51%
16.69%
25.41%
25.41%
50% 16.69%
24.59% 6.51%
7.90%
-  2
-  3
-  4
-  5
-  6 
-  7
1.38% 8
Fig.7.17 Power ratios across the 2x8 elements array. 
(D IV ID ER .C  configuration)
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When these results are compared to the ones in flg.7.16, it is clear that the power 
ratios at the second step of division are quite high (7.9% and 42.10%). This might 
result in very thin microstrip line widths which w ill be impractical to realise. 
However, the power ratios at the second step in fig.7.17 (24.59% and 25.41%) are 
more practical to be realised with reasonable microstrip line widths. Therefore the 
results from DIVIDER.C are preferred to be used in the design. The power ratios in 
the later steps are the same.
The current amplitude coefficients ap are calculated in PATTERN.FOR for the same 
power ratios in order to draw the antenna far field pattern in the E and H  planes. The 
PATTERN.FOR results are given below:
PATTERN.FOR PROGRAM RESULTS FOR 2X8 ARRAYS 
SIDE LOBE LEVEL 30dB 
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS 8
* * * * * * *  NORMALISED COEFFICIENTS * * * * * * * * *
1 1.000000
2 8.119601E-01
3 5.187471E-01
4 2.622165E-01
* * * * * *  POWER DIVISION COEFFICIENTS * * * * * * *
1 1.721403% -17.641170dB
2 6.737114% -11.715260dB
3 16.505620 % -7.823681dB
4 25.035860 % -6.014375dB
TOTAL POWER 100.000000 %
NEW ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1 1.380000 % -18.601210dB
2 6.510000% -11.864190dB
3 16.690000 % -7.775436dB
4 25.400000 % -5.951663dB
5 25.400000 % -5.951663dB
6 16.690000 % -7.775436dB
7 6.510000 % -11.864190dB
8 1.380000% -18.601210dB
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VARIOUS BEAMWIDTHS IN  THE E PLANE VERSUS POWER IN  dB
*****************************************************
DELTA= 18.000000 degrees at -4.663040dB
DELTA= 16.200000 degrees at -3.761417dB
DELTA= 14.400000 degrees at -2.961102dB
DELTA= 12.600000 degrees at -2.259849dB
DELTA= 10.800000 degrees at -1.65574IdB
VARIOUS BEAMWIDTHS IN  THE H PLANE VERSUS POWER IN  dB
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DELTA= 41.400000 degrees at -3.609679dB
DELTA= 39.600000 degrees at -3.28567IdB
DELTA= 37.800000 degrees at -2.979416dB
DELTA= 36.000000 degrees at -2.690335dB
DELTA= 34.200000 degrees at -2.417908dB
DELTA= 32.400000 degrees at -2.161673dB
The 3 dB beam width in the E plane according to these results is around 14 degrees 
and, 3 dB beam width in the H  plane is around 40 degrees. In this way the 
requirements in thé array template for the beamwidths are satisfied.
The antenna pattern in the E and H planes for 2x8 arrays are shown in fig.7.18. The 
mask layouts for the patch elements and the power divider network are shown in 
fig.7.19 and fig.7.20 respectively.
The input impedance versus frequency and SWR versus frequency for 2x4 and 2x8 
arrays, are measured using HP 8510 Network Analyser and presented in fig.7.21-7.22 
and fig.7.23-7.24, respectively.
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Fig.7.18 Theoretical patterns with discrete Taylor distribution 
across the elements in 2x8 array.
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■ ■
Fig.7.19 Mask layout for the patch elements in 2x8 array.
• 188
Fig.7.20 Mask layout of the power divider network for 2x8 array.
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7.6 CONCLUSION
A practical design of a 2x4 and 2x8 element array of EM  coupled patches is 
presented. The 2x4 array is made on RT Duroid 5880 while the 2x8 array is made on 
Ultralam 2000 dielectric material both from Rogers Company. The programs 
PATTERN.FOR, POW DIV.FOR and D IVIDER.C  were developed and are given in 
Appendix D. The mask layouts are produced using EESOF/MICAD softwares.
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CHAPTER 8
ANTENNA PATTERN MEASUREMENTS
8.1 IN TR O D U C TIO N
Preliminary information on the far field radiation is given first followed by the 
antenna pattern measurements and evaluation of the results.
8.2 ARRANGEM ENT FOR PATTERN MEASUREMENTS
It is usually sufficient to measure only two patterns called principal plane patterns,
bisecting the main beam. I f  the antenna is horizontally polailzed xz and xy plane 
patterns of E<j, are measured. I f  the antenna is vertically polarized them xz and xy
plane patterns of Eg are measured. I f  the antenna is elliptically or circularly polarized,
both sets of measurement (4 patterns) plus the axial ratio data are required. Even the 
antenna is believed to be linearly polarized, measurement of four patterns plus axial 
ratios may be desirable to establish polarization purity [1]. The coordinates system 
representing the principal planes is shown in fig.8.1.
Fig.8.1 Coordinates system for principal planes.
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To summarize, the four patterns to be measured are [1]:
• pattern of (|) component of the electric field as a function of <j) in xy plane(0=9O°)
B,(0 = 9O‘>;(t>)
• pattern of (|) component of the electric field as a function of 0 in xz plane(<|>=0°)
£,(0;(|) =  O°)
• pattern of 0 component of the electric field as a function of (() in xy plane(0=9O°)
£8(e =  90°;<|))
® pattern of 0 component of the electric field as a function of 0 in xz plane((|)=0°) 
£e(0;(l> =  O°)
Usually, the transmitting antenna is fixed in position and the antenna under test is 
rotated on a vertical axis by the antenna support shaft.
Assuming that both antennas are linearly polarized, the E^(0 =  90°;(|)) pattern is 
measured by rotating the antenna support shaft with both antennas horizontal. To 
measure the E^(0;(|) =  0°) pattern , the antenna support shaft is rotated with both 
antennas vertical.
Distance requirement for uniform phase
For an accurate far-field pattern of an antenna a first requirement is that the 
measurements be made at a sufficiently large distance that the field at the antenna 
under test approximate a uniform plane wave. Consider a linear array of length L  as 
shown in fig.8.2.
r+ 5A
L
Fig.8.2 Geometry for distance requirement. e _ i
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At a finite distance r, the field from the edge of the array must travel a distance r +6 
and, hence it is retarded in phase by 360°5A with respect to the field from the centre 
of the array. If  6 is a large enough fraction of a wavelength, the measured pattern will 
depart appreciably from the true far-field pattern. Thus, the minimum distance r 
depends on the maximum value of Ô which can be tolerated. This distance is given by 
[1]:
r > k (8.1)
where k is a constant dimensionless factor. Maximum tolerable phase differences are 
shown in Table 8.1 with corresponding 5 and k values.
Table 8.1 Maximum tolerable phase 
differences for various Ô and k values.
Phase
difference=
360°5A
Ô k
5° V72 9
10° V36 4.5
22.5° V16 2
30° X/12 1.5
45° V8 1
For very low side lobe antennas (-30dB to -40dB), phase differences of 5° or less may 
be required to resolve near-in side lobes but for measurements of the far-out sidelobes 
22.5° is satisfactory.
Uniform field amplitude requirement
In outdoor measuring ranges, field variations can be produced by interference of the 
direct wave with waves reflected from the ground as shown in fig.8.3.
transmitting 
antenna
direct line
antenna under 
test
reflected wave 
y  7 ~ y  / - / -- ground
Fig.8.3 Interference of direct and reflected waves.
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The effect of ground reflection may be reduced by using a directional transmitting 
antenna and placing both antennas on towers or near the edges of adjacent buildings 
as shown in fig.8.4.
□N / _ J U ____□□ V □
Fig.8,4 Antenna far field arrangements for reduced interference from reflected waves.
With such arrangements the amplitude of the reflected wave is reduced since the 
ground reflection from the transmitting antenna is less and also since the path length 
of the reflected wave is considerably greater than the path length of the direct wave. 
To avoid the ground reflection, an indoor range called anechoic (no echo) chamber is 
used by completely covering all room surfaces with Absorbing material. In this way a 
nonreflecting environment like in outer space is provided except that the walls are at 
ambient (300K) temperature instead of 3 K. The room has the added advantage that it 
provides shielding from external electromagnetic noise and interference.
8.3 R A D IA TIO N  PATTERN MEASUREMENTS
Radiation pattern measurements for both the 2x4 and 2x8 element arrays were 
performed in an anechoic chamber at Matra Marconi, Porstmouth. The distance 
requirement for uniform phase was calculated from equation 8.1, for various Ic values 
and for X =92 mm wavelength at 3 GHz operating frequency. The length of the 2x4 
array is L=40cm and the length for the 2x8 array is L=80cm. The minimum range 
distances for these array lengths are shown in table 8.2 as r^  and rg, respectively.
Table 8.2 Minimum test ranges for various p
Phase
di fference=360°6A
6[m ] k r jm ] i; [m]
5° X/72 9 63 16
10° X/36 4.5 31 7.8
22.5° X/16 2 14 3.5
30° X/12 1.5 10 2.6
45° X/8 1 7 1.74
lase differences and k values.
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The test range of the anechoic chamber at Marconi was around 6 metres in length. This 
range is short of the minimum required distance for 2x8 element array even for a 
phase difference of 30°. This w ill affect the measurement results by giving higher 
side lobe levels than expected.
The uniform amplitude requirement is satisfied with the anechoic chamber which 
provides a reflectionless environment.
The pattern measurements of both arrays are examined next. The patterns for the 2x4 
array are shown in figures 8,4-8. 9 . The operating frequency for this array is 3 GHz. 
The amplitude distribution across the array elements is close to uniform distribution 
and phases are assumed to be also uniform.
The copolar pattern in the E plane is shown in fig.8,4: It shows a similarity to the 
typical uniform distribution pattern with -13 dB side lobe levels. The first side lobe 
on the left side of the main beam is well below -13 dB. On the right hand side, 
however, the side lobe level is somewhat higher than expected (-1 IdB).
The transmission lines in the feed network are grouped on the right side of the double 
patch configuration when the antenna is standing in the upright position. The spurious 
radiation from these lines might well be the cause of this slight rise in side lobe level 
on the right side of the curve.
The rise in side lobe levels beyond 45° is probably due to the grating lobes, thus 
restricting the operating range of the antenna between -45° and +45°. The 3 dB 
beamwidth is read from the main lobe to be around 20°.
The cross polar pattern in the E plane is shown in fig. 8.5. It gives fairly good result 
with a maximum level of -20dB. This shows that the antenna is linearly polarised in 
the E plane. The slight rise on the right side of the curve is again thought to be due to 
the radiation from the coupling transmission lines in the power divider network. 
Some improvement is obtained as shown in fig.8.6, by simply covering the open 
section of these transmission lines with absorbing foam material.
The copolar pattern in the H plane is shown in fig.8.7 It seems Lhàt the grating lobes 
occur very quickly even before the side lobes. The main lobe is not symmetrical 
around the z axis. Assuming a symmetrical pattern around z axis, the 3 dB beamwidth 
should be around 35°.
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The cross polar pattern in the H plane is shown in fig.8.;Si; it is a typical cross polar 
pattern with peak level at -10 dB. This shows that the linear polarisation in H plane is 
not very pure. This is further noticed when the axial ratio pattern is examined in 
fig.8.3 . The right side of the main lobe in the axial ratio pattern is thinner than any 
other parts of the curve. This means that the axial ratio of the two orthogonal E field 
vectors is close to unity (0 in dB). Therefore a circular polarisation results. This may 
be explained by the appearance of an adjacent mode along with the dominant mode. 
This is in turn due to the slight shifting in the exact positions of the feed points 
coupling to the patches. This is one major disadvantage of EM  coupling.
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The patterns for the 2x8 element array are shown in figures 8.11-8.18. The amplitude 
distribution across the 8 elements is discrete Taylor while the phase distribution is 
uniform. F the pattern results, the operating frequency seems to have shifted to 
2.95 GHz instead of the design frequency at 3.1 GHz.
The copolar pattern in the E plane at 2.95 GHz is shown in fig .8 .10. It is clear from 
the pattern that an amplitude distribution exists across the array elements. The desired 
pattern shape seems to be obtained when compared to the theoretical pattern in 
fig .8.11. The peak of the side lobe (-10 dB) is, however, far beyond the predicted 
level of -30 dB. The cross polarization level is also high ( lOdB) as seen from the 
cross polar in E plane pattern in fig.8.12.
The copolar pattern in the H  plane is shown in fig .8.13. The pattern shape is similar 
to what is required when compared to the theoretical H  plane pattern in fig .7.18 but 
with higher side lobe levels. Since there are only two patches in the H  plane the 
beamwidth is wider than the one in the E plane. The 3 dB beam widths in each plane 
are close to the predicted ones in fig.7.18 as:
in the E plane 0e=2x 1 f  
in the H  plane @^=2x20°
The cross polar pattern in the H  plane is shown in fig .8.14; it is similar to the one 
obtained for the 2x4 array. The peak of the pattern was referenced to zero dB for a 
better reading. 20 dB should therefore be substracted when reading it with the copolar 
pattern.
The copolar patterns in the E plane at frequencies 2.96 GHz , 2.9 GHz and 2.85 GHz 
were also measured and are given in figures 8.15 8.16 8.17 respectively. They are 
not much different from the copolar E plane pattern given in fig .8.10.
The test range, the simplified test arrangement and the control panel used in the 
measurements are shown in figures 8.18-8.21 to give an idea of the environment 
where the measurements were performed.
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S I M P L I F I E D  T E S T  ARRANGEMENT
I lO  905 
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O XX tor STEPS
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D IG IT A L  s y n c h r o
DISPLAY STEP DATA
SYSTEM
COMPUTER
MODEL 4180 
POSITIONER 
CONTROL UN IT
MODEL 4 100 
REMOTE 
CONTROL UNIT
Fig.8.19 Simplified test arrangement.
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Fig.8.20 Control rack front connections.
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Fig.8.2 1  Control rack rear connections.
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The appearance of some kind of circular polarization in the H  plane patterns 
(fig.8. 9 ) may indicate the existence of an adjacent mode at the same time as the 
dominant mode on the patch elements. This is mainly due to the slight shift in the 
exact position of the coupling feedline underneath the patch. Also, the fact that the 
side lobe levels are higher than expected, are explained as follows;
1. The phases across the elements were assumed to be uniform. This is also the first 
requirement for the antenna test range. The transmission lines in the feed 
network, however, cause phase errors across the lines which in turn change the 
uniformity of phase distribution across the array elements.
2. Especially for the large array, the test range is very much short in length. This 
brings extra phasing errors in the far field measurements affecting altogether the 
overall radiation pattern.
3. The cut and stick copper pieces are soldered to the coupling transmission lines 
underneath the patch elements contained in the vertical board. These soldered 
pieces are high risk areas from diffraction point of view and should be avoided 
altogether if  possible. The 90° bends or abrupt changes in the line widths are all 
sources for diffraction and therefore spurious radiation which w ill in turn degrade 
the overall antenna pattern.
4. The diffraction from the ground plane edges may also be contributing adversely. 
The assumption of infinite ground plane in approximate analysis of microstrip 
antennas w ill have a serious effect on the correct prediction of the radiation 
patterns, particularly for angular ranges beyond 45 ° off the main beam. It is also 
quoted [1] that the prediction of the cross polarisation w ill be impossible. 
Therefore the ground plane should be made as large as possible.
5. The surface waves on the substrate diffract from the edges of the dielectric 
substrate. To avoid this, the conductors on the dielectric substrate can be enclosed 
within a window of removed copper areas surrounded by a conducting ground 
plane.
6. The transmission lines in the feed network might also receive signals which w ill 
then add extra ripples in the pattern. Therefore it is suggested to cover the feed 
lines in the open area with an absorbing foam material.
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7. The feed points behind the patches need to be located precisely, in the design as 
well as during the printed circuit board processing. This is very important in order 
to suppress the excitation of adjacent modes and purify the polarization.
8. Another important point is that the feed network should be made and tested 
separately before connecting it to the coupling lines of the antenna section. Each 
output port of the feed network should be terminated by 50 ohm impedance and 
the input reflection coefficient should be measured. This w ill show if  the required 
distribution across the outputs is obtained. However, the radiation loss from the 
microstrip lines which form the network w ill not affect the input return loss but 
degrade the pattern when these ports are connected to the antennas.
The main problem in the high level of side lobes seems to be arising from the phase 
errors across the elements. This can be overcome with a more careful design of the 
power divider including the phasing of the elements. Since the shape of the patterns 
are similar to the theoretical ones, the amplitude distributions across the array seem to 
work well according to the design.
Gain measurements
The absolute gain of the antennas were measured by comparison to a standard gain 
horn antenna which has aperture dimensions of ag=325mm and aH=240mm. the 
dimensions of the standard gain horn is shown in fig.8.23.
240 mm«%-----------
375 mm
375 mm
375 mm
Fig.8.23 Dimensions of standard gain horn. 
The directive gain of the horn is given by [2]:
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47ce„„/4„D =  — -f-e -  (8.2)K
where Ap is the physical aperture
Ap =  (8.3)
and 8gp is the aperture efficiency, £ap=0.6 approximately. The free space wavelength at 
3 GHz is 100 mm. Replacing these values in equation (8.2), the directive gain of the 
standard horn is found to be
P = 4^tx0.6 x 325 x 240^^^ (8.4)
1(X)'
which is
D =  101og(60) =  17dB. (8.5)
in decibels relative to an isotropic antenna..
The directive gain of an antenna with an aperture can be approximated by [1]
_  4jt(sr) _ 41000(deg^)
e y e /
where the solid angle is expressed approximately in terms of half power 
beamwidths in the H  and E planes, 0^ and 0 g , respectively.
(8.7)
The unit (sr) denotes steradian and 4tc steradians is equal approximately to 41000 
square degrees.
The values for 6^ and Og for 2x8 array are measured from the pattern curves was 
0 ^  =  2 2 °  a n d 0 H  =  4 O °  . ( 8 .8 )
Replacing these values into the equation (8.6), the directive gain is found to be
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which is
D = 101og47 = 17dB. (8.10)
The difference between the gains of the standard horn and the 2x4 array is measured 
to be + 13 dBi while the difference between the gains of the same horn and 2x8 array 
is measured to be +21 dBi. According to these measurement results the gains have to 
be +4 dBi for 2x4 array and -4dBi for 2x8 array. There exists a substantial amount of 
loss in the system especially for the larger array.
The main bulk of these losses are thought to be due to the transmission lines in the 
feed network. Especially the soldering on the cut and stick copper pieces joining the 
feed network to the vertical side of the board containing the patch elements causes a 
major contribution to the loss factor. Besides, the diffraction from the edges and the 
bends on the transmission lines is considerably aggravating the situation.
In order to overcome this, a high dielectric constant substrate can be used to support 
the feed network and the soldering joints between the lines should be completely 
avoided. Thus the whole circuitry including the antennas section should be planar.
Also the power divider can be redesigned more carefully in order to reduce the abrupt 
changes in the line widths which are causing dispersion effects.
Basically, the longer the transmission lines are, the more w ill be the losses caused by 
these lines. This effect is also noticeable between the difference of loss in these two 
arrays.
8.4 CONCLUSION
Finally it is concluded that more investigation and further measurements on the power 
divider network is necessary in order to verify its performance and clarify the adverse 
effects resulted in pattern degradation. Further more the precision of the feed point 
location should be closely checked during PCB application. Finally, a better test 
arrangement more suitable to the basic requirements should be used for exact 
measurements.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The EM  coupling of microstrip lines to patch radiators was analysed. The improved 
transmission line method was investigated, further developed and used to model the 
patch radiator. The coupling feedline was modelled by broadside coupled structures. 
These two models were used together to describe the electromagnetic wave behaviour 
of the asymmetrical EM  coupled structure as well as to derive its equivalent circuit 
model.
The line parameters of this equivalent transmission line circuit were determined using 
a simplified but accurate set of formulas which were incorporated into PC programs 
using NAG libraries. In this way, a great deal of time and effort was saved in 
numerical computations and simulations of these structures.
A number of EM  coupled patches were designed, manufactured and tested using 
HP8510 network analyser. The results were in agreement with the theoretical 
predictions. Return loss between -12 dB to - 22dB were obtained for SWR<2 within 
an average bandwidth of 150 M Hz. Good impedance match points were achieved for 
some of the samples (see fig.6.19g, fig.6.20d, fig.6.26.c). For other samples, 
however, even though a good match point was not found, the predicted impedance 
curves were in good agreement with the measured curves [see fig.6.19 (a and f), 
rig.6.20 (a and c), rig.6.21a,b,c,d].
Although the main thrust of the work was EM  coupling, one small and one larger 
arrays formed by EM  coupled patch elements were manufactured to test the final 
performance of these patches in an array environment. In addition, feed networks 
were designed and implemented to provide the required amplitude distribution across 
the patch elements.
A very good match point for the input impedance of small array (2x4 elements) was 
achieved at 3 GHz. The return loss was -20 dB within a bandwidth of 185 M Hz 
which corresponds to 6.2 % of the resonant frequency (see rig.7.21 and 7.22).
Also a good match for the larger array (2x8elements) was obtained at 2.85 GHz. The 
return loss was -12 dB within a bandwidth of 270 M Hz corresponding to 9.2 % of the 
resonant frequency, (see rig.7.23 and 7.24).
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Antenna pattern measurement results were in agreement with the expected pattern 
shapes in both E and H  planes for both arrays. Side lobe levels, however, were higher 
than expected values. For the small array with close to uniform distribution, it was 
around -11 dB (rig.8.4) and a gain of +4 dBi was obtained. For larger array, side lobe 
levels were measured to be around -10 dB in spite of 30 dB design level for Taylor 
distribution (see rig.8.10-13). Pattern shape however, was close to the predicted curve 
(see rig.8.11). The gain of the large array represents rather a loss figure and needs to 
be further investigated.
The impedance and standing wave ratio measurements were in good agreement with 
theoretical results, thus supporting the validity of the simplified theory derived in this 
work. There exists, however, a constant frequency shift in the predictions which 
needs to be adjusted in the computer programs.
The pattern measurements, shows that a greater scrutiny is required to reduce losses 
and phase errors in the transmission lines in the feed network. Further refinement is 
needed on this matter.
The assumption that the substrate and the ground plane dimensions are relatively 
large does not introduce a severe difficulty in impedance calculations since microstrip 
geometries are inherently resonant structures and their impedance characteristic is 
primarily controlled by the printed elements. However, difficulty arises in predicting 
the radiation patterns, where small antenna dimensions and diffraction effects alter 
the side and back radiations.
One other point to take into consideration when examining the factors which affect 
the overall antenna performance is the effect of the tolerances on the material 
dimensions. The standard nominal values for the material characteristic parameters 
were used to design the antenna at the exact operating frequency. Slight changes in 
these values such as dielectric constant and the thickness of the dielectric substrate 
material w ill shift the frequency from its design value. Thus affecting the line 
parameters which are involved in determining the impedance and radiation 
characteristics.
Further research into the various techniques to reduce the level of side lobes seems to 
be necessary in order to achieve very low side lobe levels.
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The lack of antenna pattern measurement facilities meeting with test requirements and 
poor manufacturing conditions did not allow us to produce more than one board for 
each array so that various iterations for material tolerances as well as other crucial 
points in the feed network could be tested for a better performance. This was a major 
disadvantage encountered during this work. One can conclude that the design of such 
antennas is a big challenge to realise and measure without further facilities and 
resources.
Finally, a simple and practical computer aided design of EM  coupled patches, using 
simplified expressions derived for the equivalent circuits, was achieved in this work. 
PC NAG libraries were incorporated into the developed computer programs to 
provide accurate computations. Various software packages such as TOUCHSTONE 
and M IC AD from EES OF were used to produce the design artworks. This work could 
be a basis for further research on the simplification of EM  coupled structures 
combined with active devices such as amplifiers on the same substrate.
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ABBREVIATIONS
aie
A„
B IM L
B
B.
m
BSML
^10
c
CAD
Cdc
'-fe
Cfo
Coo
D
dc
dl
d„
Cl
Co
E
E(8,(|))
EESOF
ED
EM
Ev
4wz
7(P)
fcr
Normalised power ratios
Amplitude coefficients of the basis functions
Element excitation coefficients
Broadside coupled inverted microstrip line
Mutual susceptance between the slots
Self susceptance of the slot
Broadside coupled suspended microstrip line
Capacitance at resonant T M jq mode
Velocity of light
Computer aided design
Patch capacitance for direct currents
Line capacitance to the ground for even modes
Fringing capacitance
Fringing capacitance in even modes
Fringing capacitance in odd modes
Line capacitance to the ground for odd modes
Directivity
Direct current
Unit current source
Distance to the element 'n' from a reference point
Distributed line capacitance
Distributed line capacitance in free space
Electric field
Far field electric intensity
Electrical Engineering Softwares
Elec trodeposited
Electromagnetic
Electric field in x direction
Electric field in amplitude
Electric field in the slot
Electric field in z direction
Element factor
Charge density distribution
Cut-off frequency for lowest order transverse resonant mode 
Upper frequency lim it for dispersion 
Operating frequency
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fg Lim it frequency for surface waves
fyM Cut-off frequency for lowest order TM  mode
g(P) Function of dielectric constants of different layers
g(r) Excitation function
G(r,r') Green's function
Gcu Conductance due to copper losses
Gjji Conductance due to dielectric losses
Gj)(0,(t)) Directive gain
Gg Gain of a single array element
Gin Input conductance
Gjn Mutual susceptance between the slots
Gg Self susceptance of the slot
H  Magnetic field
h Dielectric substrate height
h(S>) Function of heights o f different dielectric layers
HBSL Homogeneous broadside coupled stripline
HPBW H alf power beam width
[I] Current matrix
IF  Intermediate frequency
In Amplitude of expansion mode
(amplitude of current excitation on element 'n') 
iy Unit vector in y direction
J(x ,y) Electric current density
Jn(x,y) Basis functions (expansion modes)
Jm Bessel functions of the first Idnd of order m
kg Real free space wave number
kj Complex wave number in dielectric substrate
kj Complex wave number in air
kg Wave number of expansion mode
L Patch lenght
/ Lenght of the expansion mode
Lg Effective lenght
Lp Net series inductance
n Number of side lobes having equal amplitude
NAG Numerical Algorithms Group
NEC Numerical Electromagnetic Code
PC-NAG NAG for Personal Computers
PCB Printed Circuit Board
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Pin Input power
Pq Total radiated power
PTFE Poly Tetra Fluor Ethylene
PWS Piece wise sinusoidal
Qio Quality factor for T M ^  mode
q Filling factor
Qc Total charge
q  ^ Correction for shielding
q^ o Filling factor for open microstrip line
q-P Correction for finite conductor thickness
R 1 ,R2 Dipole resistances
RF Radio frequency
Rg Surface resistance
s Slot width
S(0) Array factor
SD A Spectral domain approach
SLL Side lobe level
SWR Standing Wave Ratio
t Copper thickness
tanS Loss factor
TE Transverse Electiic
TEM  Transverse electromagnetic
TLM  Transmission Line Method
TM  Transverse magnetic
[V] Voltage matiix
Vp Phase velocity
Vpe Phase velocity for the even modes
Vpo Phase velocity for the odd modes
Vg Slot excitation voltage
Xp Capacitive reactance
X l Series inductive reactance
W  Patch width
Wiine Feed line width
Wgff Effective width
[Z] Impedance matrix
Zg Characteristic impedance of microsnip feed line (50 ohm)
Zee Characteristic impedance of microstrip feed line (71 ohm)
Zjn Input impedance
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^mn Mutual impedance between basis functions n and m
Zq Free space wave impedance
Z qq Characteristic impedance for even modes
Zqo Characteristic impedance for odd modes
Zqoo^  Characteristic impedance for odd modes
Yg Characteristicadmittance
Yin Input admittance
Y;n Slot mutual admittance between the slots
Fnj Bessel functions of the second Idnd of order m
Yg Slot self admittance
a  Attenuation constant
P Phase constant
A/ Electrical lenghtening
AZqoo^  Correction factor for shield
6n Phase on element 'n' in an array
Ggff Effective dielectric constant
Ggg Effective dielectric constant for even modes
Egg Effective dielectric constant for odd modes
Eg Permittivity in free space
Ef Relative dielectric constant
S g Fourier transform of the electric field in the slot
T] Antenna efficiency
Ym Chebyshev pattern zeros
Vm' Taylor pattern zeros
7p Propagation constant
A,g Wavelength in a guided transmission line
|i Permeability of the medium
Po Permeability in air
a  Conductivity
0n Angle at the first null in the far field pattern
0g Angle at the side lobe maximum in the far field pattern
CO Angular frequency
cOm(r) Weigthing functions
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APPENDIX A
M ETHO D OF MOMENTS
The method of moments is a procedure for reducing an integral equation of the form: 
jG (r ,/- ') /( r ')d r ' =  « (r) (A .l)
to a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations in terms of the unknown 
function f(r').
G(r,r') represents the Green's function and g(r) is the known 'excitation* term or 
inhomogeneous source term. And f(r) is the unknown function of the problem. The 
variables r and r* correspond to the observation and source point respectively.
Any arbitrary function can be defined uniquely in terms of known basis functions. 
The set of orthogonal functions which can accurately represent and resemble the 
anticipated unknown function are called basis functions.
Theoretically there are many possible basis functions which can be gathered in two 
general classes. The first class consists of subdomain functions, which are non zero 
only over a part of the domain of the unknown function; its domain is the surface of 
the structure. The second class contains entire domain of the unknown function. The 
entire domain basis function can be expanded in a similar way to the well known 
Fourier series expansion method.
The first step in the Moments Method is to expand the unknown function f(r) in terms 
of a linear combinations of known basis functions of f„(r) where n=l,2,3,..N .
=  f  (A .2)
Ajj is the unknown coefficient to be determined. When (A .2) is substituted into (A .l) 
the following expression is obtained:
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The second step is to take the inner products of the above equation with weighting 
functions of w,„(r), where m =l,2 ,3 ,-N  on both sides.
K ^  =  < w jr ) ,J G ( r y  )/„(r' )d r' >
Then the set of linear algebraic equations are obtained as follows:
=  (A.5)
The symbol < > indicates the inner product and is typically an integral with respect to 
r over the conducting region !..
Several choices are available for the basis functions f^(r') and the weghting functions 
Wjjj(r). Some set of these functions may give faster convergence than others or give 
matrices easier to evaluate or give acceptable results with smaller matrices etc. A 
particular choice where the basis and weighting functions are equal (w„^= f„) is 
known as GaleMdn's method.
The accuracy of the results depends on the proper choice of the basis function. It is 
also possible to improve the accuracy of the approximation of the unknown function 
f(r) simply increasing the matrix size N, but proper choice of the basis function is still 
of great importance.
GREEN'S FU N C T IO N
The potential due to a unit source is known as the space-time Green's function and 
represented by G(R,x) where R is the relative distance between the observation and 
source points and x is the relative time difference at those points.
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APPENDIX B
NUM ERICAL CODE FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE  
INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD TO A 2X2 ARRAY OF 
DIPOLES
A numerical code named IMP.FOR was written in FORTRAN in order to evaluate the 
mutual impedances and the current distribution of an array of 2x2 dipoles as 
shown in fig.B .l.
Fig.B. 1 2x2 array of printed dipoles.
The program has three separate modules:
1. Calculation of Z(nn impedances.
2. Formulation of the impedance matrix [Z] with elements Z^n.
3. Solution of linear algebraic matrix equation for the currents I„.
m U M Y ] (B .l)
Calculation o f mutual impedances between the modes
One PWS (Piece wise sinusoidal) mode is assumed to exist on each dipole (single 
mode approximation) to reduce numerical complexity as shown in fig.B.2.
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J(O.y)
J(x,0)
x l y l
Fig.B.2 Layout of single PWS current mode on a printed dipole.
The mutual impedance between the PWS modes on each dipole is given in the 
following equation;
= Aie-k J  *(K.k,)dk,dk, ( B .2 )
The double integration in this equation has to be evaluated numerically. It can be 
facilitated by changing the integration range to polar coordinates  ^ where
=  pcosa ky =  Pcosa 
The expression in (B.2) then becomes
(B.3)
— 2k
= - f ^ !  !  * {k „ k ,)m d o .  (B.4)
0 0
The integration range for p is form 0 to whereas the range for a  is from 0 to 2tc.
The integrand in the expression (B.4) has a singularity at a particular value of p where 
a TM  mode pole occurs. The integration should thén be evaluated separately at this 
pole Po which lies within the interval
^Chap.l, ref. 14
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^0 ^  Po ^ (B.5)
The position of this pole can be determined using the Newton-Raphson root seeking 
procedure and then the integration in the vicinity of this pole can be evaluated in 
analytical form. The vicinity of this pole will be represented as:
Po -  A < Po < Po + A (B.6)
where A =  0.001A:o is referring to the small distance around Pg. The existence of this 
pole nécessites the division of the integration range over p, in three different intervals 
in order to exclude the vicinity of the pole and evaluate this separately. These 
intervals are as follows:
0 < p < p o ” A 
Po“ A < p < P o  +  A 
Po +  A < p < p ^
(B.7a)
(B.7b)
(B.7c)
Pmax represents the maximum value for the integration range over p and chosen to be 
around p= 150kg.
In order to increase the convergency of the integration, the expression in (B.4) is 
separated into two parts as follows
/Z .
4tc k„ 0 0
(B.8)
where
and
% hapl.ref.l4
Q \x ,y )  = (B.9)
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i^ i2 2kXcos(k,L)-cos(k,L)) s\n[wkyl2)
W kyll
with
= -y V P " -e « rV (B .11)
Sx and Sy are defined as the distances between the modes m and n in the x and y 
directions respectively. L is the dipole length and W  is the dipole width.
The first term in (B.8) is defined as the mutual impedance in a homogeneous medium 
and can be evaluated in closed form. The second term corresponds to the 
nonhomogeneous part. If  we define these two terms as and Z^^"^ , respectively, 
Z^n can be represented simply as:
+ Z ^ nk (B.12)
For large values of p, the expression for Q*» becomes
Q 2p 2Pe (B.13)
The term Q is given as:
)fh cos(^A) +  jk^(à :/ -  ) sin{k^h)
T J „
where
(B.14)
Tg = [k^  cos(k^h)+jk2  sin(^/*)] 
Tm= [e A  CQsXh)+jk^ sin(A:,h)]
(B .I5 )
(B.16)
and
t ,= (V+*/)>eA (B.17)
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2^ = (B.18)
/:„ =  I k^ iLqE^  and Z = (B.19)
Within the interval (B.7b) where the pole occurs, the integrand at the pole only should 
be calculated rather than the integration overall p values. A root seeking subroutine 
based on Newton-Raphson method is inserted into the program to determine the exact 
location of this pole. Then the term which brings the pole is replaced by its 
derivative at Pq.
Formulation o f the fZI matrix
Dipoles are numbered as shown in fig.Bl fiom 1 to 4. Since only one PWS current 
mode is assumed on each dipole, the distances and Sy can be considered as 
between the dipoles th^nselves. There are four possibilities for and Sy distances 
regarding the distance of the mode on dipole 1 to the modes on other dipoles:
Tlie distance of the mode on dipole 1 to itself 
The distance to the mode on dipole 2 
The distance to the mode on dipole 3 
The distance to the mode on dipole 4
S% = 0 and Sy = 0 
Sjj’ — a and Sy — 0 
S% = 0 and Sy = b 
Sj^  — a and Sy — b
Since there are N=2 dipoles on each row and column the entire impedance matrix Z  
containing elements is of size 4x4 with the single mode assumption.
[Z ] =
■z,. ^ 1 2 Z,3 Zh '
Z« ^ 2 2 Z34
Z31 ^ 2 Z33 Z34
Z . Z42 Z43 Z4 4 .
(B.20)
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The elements in the first row of [Zj matrix are calculated first and then the entire 
matrix [Z] is formed using the symmetry properties overall the matrix. The symmetries 
concerned here are
• Toeplitz type symmetry where
Zÿ -  Z,-, y_, 
Reciprocity where
(B-21)
Zÿ -  Zy, (B.22)
There is another type of symmetry which should be considered here. If  the [Z] matrix 
is subdivided in 2X2 submatrices and numbered as in (B.23), the submatrices 3 and 2 
are symmetrical as well as the ones numbered 1 and 4. The elements in each submatrix 
are also symmetrical.
[Z]= [: :] [ 
[[ ] [
(B.23)
These symmetry properties allow us to form the entire [Z\ matrix by calculating cmly 
the first row elements.
In the program a 2X2 matrix [ZZ] is built up in order to contain the Z^ ^^  impedance 
elements of the first row of [Z] matrix and they are represented as follows:
[zz] = zz„ZZ,,
ZZ,
ZZ"J (B.24)
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ZZji ,  Z Z |2 , ZZ2 1 , ZZ2 2  correspond to the first row elements of the [Z] matrix; Zjj, 
Z 1 2 , Z 1 3, Z j 4 respectively each of which showing mutual impedance elements 
with m =l and n=l,2,3,4.
Three different matrices are built in this module each for a particular integration range 
of P as given in (B.7). These matrices are represented as [ZZ]j, [ZZ ] 2  and [ZZ]^. The 
final [Z] matrix will be the sum of these three matrices.
[ZZ ] = [ZZ], + [Z Z ], + [Z Z ] 3  (B.25)
Each of these matrices are formed by the elements which are the sum of homogeneous 
and nonhomogeneous parts of the mutual impedance as given in equation (B.12) 
earlier.
Gaussian quadrature is used to evaluate the double integral in the equation (B.8 ). The 
subroutine called QGAUSY evaluates the integrand over the oc range first then returns 
this value to the subroutine QGAUSX for evaluation over P range. The process is 
repeated for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous parts of the mutual impedance 
elements of [ZZ] matrix in three stages according to the three ranges of interval in 
(B.7).
Since the integrand except the exponential terms in (B.8 ), remains the same for each 
Z^in value, the double integration is evaluated once for each (ct,p) couple. Then the 
four impedance values of [ZZ] matrix given in (B.24) are formed simultaneously 
using the same integrand but different exponential value for each element for a 
particular (a,p) couple.
Finally the impedance matrix [Z] is formed using the symmetry and reciprocity 
properties mentioned earlier with the elements of [Z2 ^ matrix.
Sniution o f linear algebraic matrix equation for the currents
A subroutine ZM A T solves the matrix equation given in (B .l) once the impedance 
matrix [Z] is built. The excitation vector [V] is set to unity as:
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1
0
[ V ] =  0 (B.26)
0 
0
The matrix inversion procedure is used to solve the elements of the current vector [I].
[ V ] [ Z p  = [ / ]
The extension of this method to the patch antennas was also worked out. The 
numerical results from the program, however were not satisfactoiy enough to proceed 
on this method. The inaccuracy of the results is thought to be due to the rather large 
sizes of patches compared to dipoles.
IMP.FOR
c IMP.FOR 25 april 1990
c THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE [Zmn] MUTUAL IMPEDANCE M ATRIX  
ELEMENTS
c AND SOLVE THE LINEAR ALGEBRAIC M ATRIX EQUATION
c [Zmn][In]=[Vn]
c FOR THE CURRENTS In.
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  M / jN  PROGRAM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Real *8 c,f,lnd,cr,ee,d,h,aa.bb,theta,phi 
Real*8 xl,x2,yl,y2,bo,do,keJco,pi,\v 
real*4 kt
complex*16Zl(4.4),Z2(4.4),Z3(4,4),Z(4,4)
compIex*16 ü,con,X(4),Y(4),YY{4)Zinl,Zin2,V(4)
common /A B / aa,bb
common /dat/ pi,ee,er,d,h,w Jce
common/kkb/ kt,ko,bo
common/aci/ theta.phijj
open(6,FILE='zmnv3.dal',status='oId')
Write(*.10)
10 Formate Beta max = K*ko ')
Write(*,20)
20 Format( ’ Enter K to give the maximum value of beta integration')
Read(*,*) K
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  d a t a  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Zo=377
bo=8.0579D-2
pi=31415926D-7
lhela=0.0
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phi=0.0 
y 1=0.0 
y2=pi/2 
N =I
N N =N **2
c= 3D ll
f=3D9
Ind=c/f
aa=lnd/2
bb=aa
er=255D-2
d=(19D-2)*ind
h=(39D-2)*Ind/2
w=(ID-2)*lnd
ko=2*pi/Ind
ee=(er+l)/2
ke=ko*sqrt(ee)
jj=cmplx(0,0,1.0)
con=jj*Zo*(l/(ko*(pi**2)))
do=(lD-3)*ko, *********** prjRS'p in t e r v a l  *************************
kt=0.0
X 1=0.0
x2=bo-do
call INT2D(x 1 ,x2,y 1 ,y2,ZJ<J^N,V) 
do 30 1=1.NN  
do 40 j= l,N N  
Zl(iJ)=Z(iJ )
40 continue 
30 continue
, * * * * * * * * * * *  sgco N D  INTERVAL * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
xl=bo+do 
x2=K*ko
call INT2D(xM2,yl.y2.Z4^J^N.V) 
do 50 i= l,N N  
d o 60 j= l,N N  
Z2(iJ)=Z(iJ)+Zl(iJ)
60 continue 
50 continue
, * * * * * * * * * * *  pQL£ REGION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
kt=1.0 
xl=bo-do 
x2=bo+do
call INT2D(xl.x2.yl.y2.ZJ4,NN.V) 
do 70 i= l,N N  
do 8 0 j= l,N N  
Z 3 (iJ )= Z (ij> Z 2 (ij)
, * * * * * * * * * * * *  f in a l  RESULT FOR IMPEDANCE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Z3(ij)=con*Z3(iJ)
W rite(*.*)Z3(iJ)
80 continue 
70 continue
« * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
write(6,*) 'Solution of linear matrix equation [Z].[I]=[V]*‘ 
write(6,*) The elements of [Z] matrix 
write(6,*) ((z3 (ij) j= l,N N ),i= l.N N )  
write(6,'“) The elements of (VJ excitation vector' 
w rite(6 .*)(V (i).i= l.NN )
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Call ZM AT(Z3,V.NN,X) 
wrile(6,*) The elements of [I] vector:'
WRITE(6,*) (X (i),i= l,N N ) 
write(6,*) The elements of [V] vector:' 
w riie (6 /) (V (i).i= I,N N ) 
end
g * * * * * * * * *  end of main program * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Q * * * * * * *  Subroutines * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
S UB ROUTINE INT2D(x 1 ,x2,y 1 ,y2;S.N,NN, V)
Real *4 kt
Real*8 xl,x2,yl,y2,aa,bb,sx(4),sy(4),uu,vv,ph,theta,phi,ko,bo 
Complex* 16 Z(NN,NN)ZZ(2,2),CF1(2,2).CF2(2,2),V(NN) j j  
common /AB / aa.bb 
common /kkb/ kt,ko,bo 
common /sxy/ sx.sy 
common /aci/ theta,phi j j  
c * * *  CALCUALTION OF Sx Sy DISTANCES AND EXCITATION VECTOR V(n) * * *  
uu=dsin(theta)*dcos(phi) 
vv=dsin(theta)*dsin(phi)
Do 9 0 i= l,N
Do 100 j= l,N
m =j+2*(i-l)
sx(m)=aa*(j-l)
sy(m)=bb*(i-l)
ph=ko*(uu*sx(m)+vv*sy(m))
V(m)=cdexp(ph*jj)
100 continue 
90 continue
IF (kt.EQ.0.0) THEN
c * * * * * * * *  QGAUSX OR QGAUSY RETURNS THE INTEGRAL VALUE * * * * * * * * * * * *  
if(kLEQ.O.O) then 
call qgausx(x 1 ,x2,y I ,y2,N,ZZ) 
else
call qgausy(yl,y2,N,CFl,CF2)
Do 110 i= l,N  
Do 120 j= l,N  
Z Z (iJ )=C F l(ij)+C F2(ij)
120 continue 
110 continue 
endif
c * * * * * * *  THE ELEMENTS OF ZZ  M ATRIX ARE REPLACED * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c * * * * * * *  IN  Z  M A TR IX  AS THE FIRST ROW ELEMENTS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Do I3 0 k = l,N  
Do 1401=1,N  
m =l+2*(k-l)
Z(l,m )=ZZ(k,l)
140 continue 
130 continue
c * * * * * * * * *  z  M A TR IX  IS FORMED USING THE SYMMETRY PROPERTIES * * * * *  
Z(2,3)=Z(1,4)
Z(2,4)=Z(1,3)
Z(3,4)=Z(1,2) 
do 1501=1,3 
Z (i+ l,i+ l)= Z (i,i)
150 continue 
do 160i= l,N N  
do 170 j= l,N N  
ZO .i)=Z(ij)
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170 continue 
160 continue
c * * * * * * * * *  z  M ATRIX IS RETURNED TO THE M AIN PROGRAM * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
return 
end
c * * * * * * * * * * *  t h e  INTEGRANDS CORRESPONDING TO HOMOGENEOUS PART * * * * *
c * * * * * * * * * * *  a n d  t o  NONHOMOG. p a r t  o f  IMPEDANCE EXPRESSION ARE * * * *
c * * * * * * * * * * *  CALCULATED IN  THIS SUBROUTINE AND RETURNED IN * * * *
c * * * * * * * * * * *  CFUNCl AND CFUNC2 TO QGAUSY. * * * *
SUBROUTINE FF(cfuncl,cfunc2) 
common /kxy/ kx jcy.x.y 
common /kkb/ kl,ko,bo 
common /dat/ pi,ee,er,d,h,w,ke 
Real*8 pi,ee,er,dJi.w,ko,ke,kx,ky,x,y,xl,x2,yl,y2,bo 
complex* 16 cpi,cee,cer,cd,ch,cw,cko,cke,ckx,cky,cx,cy 
complex* 16 jj,ckle,cqhl,cqh2,cqh,cfpl,cfp2,cfp,cfu,czh,cag 
complex* 16 ctest.ckl,ck2,cTe,cql,cq2,cq3,cq4,cqm,cf,caa,cbb 
complex* 16 cTm,cTmp,cq,cqf,cfuncl,cfunc2 
c * * * * * *  CHECKING FOR THE REGION OF POLE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
IF(kt.EQ.1.0) THEN  
x=bo 
ENDIF
c * * * * * *  TRANSFORMATION OF DATA TO COMPLEX ARITHM ETIC * * * * * * *  
cpi=dcmplx(pi,0.0) 
cee=dcmplx(ee,0.0) 
cer=dcmplx(er,0.0) 
cd=dcmplx(d,0.0) 
ch=dcmplx(h,0.0) 
cw=dcmplx(w,0.0) 
cko=dcmplx(ko,0.0) 
cke=dcmplx(ke,0.0) 
cx=dcmplx(x,0.0) 
cy=dcmplx(y,0.0) 
jj=dcmplx(0.0,1.0) 
kx=x*dcos(y) 
ky=x*dsin(y) 
ckx=dcmplx(kx,0-0) 
cky=dcmplx0cy,0.0)
c * * * * * *  CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAND FOR Zmn HOMOGENEOUS * * * * * * *  
ck 1 e=cdsqrt(cee*(cko* *2)-cx* *2) 
ckle=dcmplx(dreal(ckle),-dimag(ckle)) 
c * * * * * * *  checking for large beta values * * * * *  
ctest=cdexp(-2*cd*cx)
EF(dreal(ctest).LE.lD-3) THEN  
cqh=cko * *2/(2*cx)-ckx *  *2/(2*cee*cx)
ELSE
cqh I=cee*(cko**2)-ckx**2  
cqh2= l-cdexp(-2*ck le*cd*jj) 
cqh=cqh 1 *cqh2/(2 *ji *cee*ck 1 e)
ENDIF
c * * * * * * * *  Fourier transforms of the current distributions * * * *  
cfp 1 =2*cke*(cdcos(ckx *ch)-cdcos(cke’*‘ch)) 
cfi)2=(cke* *2-ckx * *2) *cds in(cke*ch) 
cfp=cfpl/cfp2
IF(ky.EQ.O.O,OR.kx.EQ.O.O) THEN  
cfu=dcmplx(lD0,0.0) /
ELSE
cfu=cdsin(cw/2*cky)/(cw/2*cky)
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ENDIF
c * * * * * * *  integrand for Zmn homogeneous * * * * * * * *  
czh=cqh*(cfu**2)*(cfp**2)*cx 
cfuncl=czh
c * * *  CALCULATION OF THE INTEGRAND FOR THE REST OF THE INTEGRAL ♦*♦
c * * * * * *  Checking for large beta values * * * * * * * *
IF(dreal(ctest).LElD-3) THEN 
cq=cko**2/(2*cx)-ckx**2/(2*cx*cee)
ELSE
ck 1 =cdsqrt(cer*(cko* *2)-cx**2) 
ctest=cko*cdsqrl(cer)
IF(x.LE.dreaI(ctest)) THEN 
ck 1 =dcmplx(dreal(ckl ),0.0)
ELSE
ck l=dcmplx(dreal(ck I),-dimag(ck 1 ))
ENDIF
ctest=cko
ck2=cdsqrt(cko**2-cx**2)
EF(x.LE.real(ctest)) THEN  
ck2=dcmplx(dreal(ck2),0.0)
ELSE
ck2=dcmpix(dreal(ck2),-dimag(ck2))
ENDIF
cag=ckl*cd
cTe=ckl*cdcos(cag)+ii*ck2*cdsin(cag)
cq 1 =cer*cko**2-ckx* *2
cq2=ck2*cdcos(cag)
cq3=cko**2-ckx**2
cq4=ck 1 *cdsin(cag)
cqm=cq 1 *cq2+jj *cq3 *cq4
cqm=cqm*cdsin(cag)/cTc
c * * * * * *  CHECKING FOR THE REGION OF POLES * * * * * * * *
IF(kt.EQ .1.0)THEN
cf=cqm*(cfp**2)*(cfu**2)*cx
caa=cer/ck2 +jj*cd
cbb=(cer*cd*ck2-jj)*cx/ckl
cTmp=-cx*caa*cdcos(cag)+cbb*cdsin(cag)
cq=-jj*cpi*ctfoTmp
c * * * * * * *  Integrand for F2 In the region of pole * * * * * *  
cfunc2=cq 
ELSE
cTm=cer*ck2*cdcos(cag)+jj*ckl*cdsin(cag)
c * * * * * * *  Integrand for F2 outside the region of pole * * * * *  
cq=cqm/cTm 
ENDIF
c * * * * * * *  Integrand for the nonhomogeneous part of the impedance * * *  
cqf=cq-cqh
cqf=cqf*(cfp**2)*(cfu**2)*cx
cfunc2=cqf
ENDIF
return
end
c * * * * * * *  INTEGRATION OVER BETA IS DONE HERE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
SUBROUTINE qgausx(A3,yl,y2,NZZ) 
RcaI*8XX(5).WW(5),XM,XR,DX,x.y4cxJcy,yi,y2,A,BJco.bo 
complex*16 CF1(2,2),CF2(2.2).CG1(2.2).CG2(2.2).CG3(2.2).CG4(2.2) 
complex*16 ZZ(N,N). ZF1(2.2)ZF2(2,2)
Real*4 kt
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common /kxy/ kx Jcy,x,y 
common /kkb/ kt,ko,bo
DATA X X /  1.488743389D-1,4.33395394ID-1.6.794095682D-1 
+ ,8.6506336660-1,9.7390652850-1/
DATA W W  /  2.955242247D-1,2.692667193D-1,2.1908636250-1 
+ ,1.4945134910-1,0.6667134430-1 /
XM =(5D-1)*(B+A)
XR=(5D-1)*(B-A)
Do 1 80 i= l,N  
Do 190 j= l,N  
Z F l(ij)= 0 .0  
ZF2(iJ)=0.0 
190 Continue 
180 Continue 
do 200 jj= l,5  
D X =X R *X X (ij)  
x=XM +D X
c * *  calls the integration over alpha (y) for this value of beta(x) * *  
call qgausy(yl,y2,N,CFl,CF2) 
do 210 i= l,N  
do 2 2 0 j= l,N  
C G l(iJ )=C Fl(iJ )
CG2(ij)=CF2(iJ)
220 continue 
210 continue 
x=XM -D X
c * *  calls the integration over alpha(y) for this value of beta(x) * *  
call qgausy(y 1 ,y2,N,CF 1 ,CF2) 
do 230 i= l,N  
d o 2 4 0 j= l,N  
C G 3 (ij)= C F l(ij)
CG4(iJ)=CF2(ij)
240 continue 
230 continue 
Do250k=IJSf 
Do 2 6 0 1=1,N
c * * * *  Z F l contains the integration values of the integrand F I * * * * *
c * * * ’*' ZF2 contains the integration values of the integrand F2 * * * * *
ZFl(k,l)=ZFl(k,l)+W W (ij)*(CG l(k4)+CG 3(k,l))*XR  
ZF2(k,l)=ZF2(k.l)+WW(jj)*(CG2(kJ)+CG4(k.l))*XR  
260 Continue 
250 Continue 
200 CONTINUE  
DO 270 i= lj^
DO 280 j= l,N
c * * * *  Z Z  contains the final integral values for each of four
c impedances coresponding to the first row elements of Zmn matrix * * * * *
ZZ(iJ)=ZF l(iJ)+ZF2(ij)
280 Continue 
270 Continue 
RETURN  
END
c * * * * * * * *  INTEGRATION OVER ALPHA IS DONE HERE * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
SUBROUTINE qgausy(A3.N,CFl ,CF2)
Real *8 X X (5 ),W W (5 )A 3
Real *8 YM,YR,DY,pl,p2,p3,p43x4ty/l/2,sx(4),sy(4),x,yJko,bo 
Real*4 kt
complex* 16 CF1(N,N),CF2(NJ^,CF1 A(2,2),CF1B(2,2)jj
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complex* 16 CF2A(2,2),CF2B(2.2),ctl,ct2.ct3,ct4,cfuncl,cfunc2 
common /kxy/ kx,ky,x,y 
common /kkb/ kt.ko.bo 
common /sxy/ sx,sy
DATA X X  /1.488743389D-1,4.333953941D -1.6.794095682D-1 
+ ,8.6506336660-1,9.739065285D-1 /
DATA WW /2.955242247D-1,2.692667193D -1.2.190863625D-1 
+ ,1.4945134910-1,0.666713443D-1 /
YM=(5D-1)*(B+A)
YR=(5D-1)*(B-A) 
do 290 1=1,N 
do 300 j= l,N  
C Fl(ij)=0 .0  
CF2(iJ)=0.0 
300 continue 
290 continue 
do310j= l,5  
D Y=Y R *XX (i) 
y=YM+DY
c * * * *  calls FF for the calculation of integrands for this alpha(y) * *
CALL FF(cfuncl,cfunc2)
cll=cfuncl
ct2=cfunc2
pl=kx
p2=ky
y=YM -DY
c * * * *  calls FF for the calculation of integrands for this alpha(y) * *
CALL FF(cfuncl,cfunc2)
ct3=cfuncl
ct4=cfunc2
p3=kx
p4=ky
jj=dcmplx(0.0,l.) 
do 3 20kk= lj^  
do 330 nn=l 
m=nn+2*(kk-l) 
r l=p 1 *sx(m)+p2*sy (m) 
r2=p3 *sx(m)+p4*sy(m)
CFl A(kk,nn)=ctl *cdexp(ij*rl)
CF2 A(kk,nn)=ct2*cdexpQj *r I)
CFl B (kk,nn)=ct3 *cdexp(ii *r2)
CF2B(kk,nn)=ct4*cdexp0*r2) 
c * *  C F l and CF2 contain the integration values over alpha for a 
c given beta in qgausx * * * * * * * * *
CFl(kk,nn)=CFl(kk,nn)+WWa)*YR*(CFIA(kk,nn)+CFlB(kk,nn))
CF2(kk,nn)=CF2(kk,nn)+WW(j)*YR*(CF2A(kk,nn)+CF2B(kk.nn))
330 CONTINUE  
320 CONTINUE  
310 CONTINUE  
RETURN 
END
c * * * * * * * * *  SOLUTION OF LINEAR ALGEBRAIC M A TR IX  EQUATION * * * * * * * * * *  
SUBROUTINE ZMAT(Z3.V,NN,X) 
c This subroutine solves the linear algebraic equation of form 
c [Z1.[I]=[V]
c [Z] and [V] are known, [I] is searched. [Ref. Numerical Recipies]
C0M PLEX*16 Z(4,4)33(NN,NN),V(NN),X(NN) 
do 55 1=1,NN
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do 60 j= l,N N  
Z (ij)= Z 3 (ij)
60 continue 
55 continue
Cali LUDCMP(Z,NN J N D X 3 )
Call LUBKSB(Z.V,NN.INDX,X)
CALL TEST(Z3,V,NN,X)
End
SUBROUTINE LUDCMP(ZJsfN,INDXJD)
PARAMETER (NMAX=100,TINY=1.0D-20)
DIMENSION INDX(NN)
COMPLEX* 16 Z (N N .N N ),W (N M A X ).C TIN Y  
COMPLEX* 16 SUM.DUM,ZZMAX  
CTINY=DCMPLX(TINY.O.O)
D = l.
DO 121=1,NN 
ZZMAX=0.
DO 11 J=1,NN
IF (CDABS(Z(IJ)),GT.CDABS(ZZMAX)) ZZM A X=Z(IJ)
11 CONTINUE
IF (ZZMAX.EQ.O.) PAUSE 'Singular matrix.' 
W (I)= 1 7Z Z M A X
12 CONTINUE  
DO 19 J=1,NN
IF (J.GT.l) THEN  
DO 14 I=1,J-1 
SUM =Z(IJ)
IF  (I.GT.1)THEN  
DO 13K=1,I-1
SUM=SUM-Z(I,K)*Z(KJ)
13 CONTINUE
Z(I,I)=SU M
ENDIF
14 CONTINUE  
ENDIF
ZZMAX=0.
DO 16 I=JJSIN 
S U M = Z a j)
IF (J.GT.I)THEN  
DO 15 K=1 J-1
SUM =SUM -Z(I,K )*Z(KJ)
15 CONTINUE
Z(I.J)=SUM
ENDIF
D U M = W (I)*S U M
IF (CDABS(DUM).GE.CDABS(ZZMAX)) THEN  
IM A X =I
ZZM A X=D U M
ENDIF
16 CONTINUE
IF (J.NE.IMAX)THEN  
DO 17 K=1,NN  
D U M =Z(IM AX.K )
Z (IM A X ,K )=Z (J3 )
Z(J,K)=DUM
17 CONTINUE  
D=-D
W (IM A X )= V V (J )
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ENDIF
INDX(J)=IM AX
IF(J.NE.NN)THEN  
1F(Z(J,J).EQ.0.) Z(J.J)=CTINY 
DUM=1./Z(JJ)
DO 18 I=J+1,NN  
Z(I,J)=Z(1J)*DUM
18 CONTINUE  
ENDIF
19 CONTINUE  
IF(Z(NN,NN).EQ.O.)Z(NN.NN)=CTINY  
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE LUBKSB(Z.V3fN,INDX,X) 
DIMENSION IN D X(N N)
COMPLEX* 16 Z(N N JW ).V(N N),X (N N ),SU M  
11=0
DO 12I=1,NN  
LL=IN D X (I)
SUM=V(LL)
X(LL)=V (I)
IF  (II.NE.0)THEN  
DO 11 J = II,M
SUM=SUM-Za.J)*X(J)
11 CONTINUE
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.) THEN  
II= I 
ENDIF
X(I)=SUM
12 CONTINUE  
DO 14 I=NN,1.-1
SUM =X(I)
IF(I.LT.NN)THEN  
DO 13 J=I+1,NN  
SUM =SUM -Z(I,J)*X(J)
13 CONTINUE  
ENDIF
X(I)=S U M /Za.I)
14 CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END
SUBROUTINE TEST(Z3,V,NN,X)
C0M PLEX*16 Z3(N N ,N N)3)(4),X(N N ).V(N N ),SU M
DO 23 1=1,NN
SUM=0.0
DO 22J=I,N N
D(J)=Z3(IJ)*X(J)
SUM=SUM + D(J)
22 CONTINUE  
V(I)=SUM
23 CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  THE END * * * * * * * *
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APPENDIX C
EQ UIVALENT CAPACITANCE IN INHOMOGENEOUS  
M EDIA
The capacitance between the two parallel plates in an homogeneous dielectric medium 
as shown in fig.C.l, is given in transmission line theory as:
C = eW (C.1)
w
Fig.C.l Parallel Plate Capacitance.
When these plates are embedded in an inhomogeneous dielectric medium shown in 
fig.C.2, the equivalent capacitance of the upper plate to the ground plane can be 
expressed in terms of the series capacitances between each plate.
(C.2)
ground plane
Cl ki )  
G 2 (pz)
Fig.C.2 Equivalence of capacitances in inhomogeneous media.
Using equation (C .l), the series capacitances are expressed as follows:
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_ 1 = _ ^  c, z,W
—  = Jh .
C, £,W
1 _  h,+h. (C3)
When these series capacitances are substituted in equation (C.2), the following is 
obtained:
(C.4)
Finally the equivalent dielectric constant can be derived as:
-
{h, +  hj^E^E'^ 
h,E, +  /ijE ,
(C.5)
For parallel plates with unequal size as shown in flg.C.3, with the assumption that the 
fringing fields from the edges of the larger plate can be neglected, the series 
capacitances are expressed in terms of Wj.
Fig.C.3 Parallel plates of unequal size.
The equivalent capacitance, however, will still be between the larger plate and the 
ground plane, therefore W, is used in its expression. Equation (C.4) then becomes
(C 6)
Finally, the equivalent dielectric constant in inhomogeneous media for unequal 
parallel plates can be approximated as:
= (h^+h,)e,e^(wA
h,E, +
(C.7)
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APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS DEVELOPED IN  THIS W ORK
All of the program presented here were developed during the process of design.
PATTERN.FOR
This program calculates the normalised element excitation coefficients and the 
corresponding normalised power ratios for a discrete Taylor pattern.
Data to draw the far field patterns in the E and H  planes of an array of rectangular 
patches are also calculated in this program which then uses the Taylor pattern as an 
array factor.
While running this program the following information needs to be entered via the 
keyboard:
1. Side lobe level
2. Number of equal level side lobes
3. Number of elements in the E plane
4. Number of elements in the H  plane
5. Pattern for E plane
6. Pattern for H  plane
7. Array factor only
8. New array coefficients
Items 5, 6 and 7 are optional and will be produced if  entered 1, Item 8 is referring to 
an input data file which stores the rounded values of the element excitation 
coefficients rather than their exact values.
Input data is in INPUT1.DAT:
Patch width W  
Patch length L  
Free space wavelength
Normalised distance between the patch centres in H  plane dHAo 
Normalised distance between the patch centres in E plane dEAo
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Output data to draw the far field pattern is stored in PAT.DAT and transferred to the 
graphic software GRAPHER for a graphic output.
Output data for the element coefficients, power ratios and radiated power in dB 
versus beam width angles are stored in the following files for each array:
• for 2x4 element array;
Coeffa.doc for E plane
Coeffaa.doc for H plane
• for 2x8 element array:
Coeffb.doc for E plane 
Coeffbb.doc for H plane
The INPUT1.DAT values for:
2x4 element array 2x8 element array
30 31
30 31.5
92 97
0.72 0.69
0.8 0.72
The new excitation coefficients (rounded values) are in A P I.D A T  for 2x4 and 
AP2.DAT for 2x8 element array.
AP1.DAT: 4 15 35 35 15
AP2.DAT: 8 1.38 6.51 16,69 25.4 25.4 16.69 6.51 1.38
$ NOTRUNCATE
Q * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  PATTERN.FOR * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C Bilge BELENTEPE
C This program calculates the data to draw the antenna pattern 
C with TAYLOR current distribution on the antennas.
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  28 JUNE 1991 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
R EA L*4PI3TA ,U O ,AM 3IQ .S IG M A ,M U LT1.M U LT231U £T3,M U LT4.A PP(50) 
REAL*4SUM JEO ,DEN,DENUM ,NUM ,E(I0)w \P(50)ARG ARG Q 3SI3PO 3P(205)
REALM  SOM M EAC(50),TETA3PD(205),EPE(205)3PH(205)
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REAL*8 LENG TH.W IDTH,LD0.DX,DY3Y0.FX0  
INTEGER N ,ND,K .M .I,P.NT0T,SLL.KK  
COMPLEXES C S U M J3Y 3X  
COMMON AP
W R ITE (* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R ITE (* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R ITE(*.*)'A N TEN N A  PATTERN W ITH TAYLOR CURRENT DISTRIBUTION* 
W R IT E (*,*)
W R IT E (*,*) ' PATTERN DATA IS STORED IN  PAT.DAT’
W R IT E (*,*)' TO BE USED IN  GRAPHER’
W R ITE (* *) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R ITE (* ’*') ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R IT E (*,*)
W R IT E (*,*) 'SIDE LOBE LEVEL IN  dB?'
R E A D (*,*) SLL 
O P E N (lfIL E = 'IN P U T l .D A T)
W R iT E (*.*) 'PLEASE ENTER OUTPUT FILE  NAM E’
0P E N (33ILE = ' ')
O PEN (43ILE=’PAT.OUT’)
R EA D (1,*) WIDTHJLENGTHJLD0,DX3>Y
C ’*‘******length,w idth are patch dimensions and idO is free space wavelength. 
C’^ ******DX=dH/lam bda DY=dE/Iambda 
J=CMPLX(0.0.1.0)
P I=3.1415926
W R IT E (*/) 'NUMBER OF EQUAL LEVEL SIDELOBES EX:ND=6' 
R E A D (*,*) ND
WRITEC^,») 'HOW  M ANY ELEMENTS IN  E PLANE NE'
R E A D (*/) NE
W R IT E (*/) *HOW M AN Y ELEMENTS IN  H PLANE N H
R E A D (*/) NH
NTOT=NE
W RITEC^*) FOR E PLANE PATTERN ENTER I*
W R IT E (*,*) 'FOR H p l a n e  PATTERN ENTER 2'
W RITEC^/) *FOR ARRAY FACTOR O NLY ENTER O'
R E A D (*/) KF
KK= 1-(NTOT-2-^(NTOT/2))
Q * * * * * * * * * * *  k K=0 f o r  ODD NUMBER OF ELEMENTS * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
( 2 * * * * * * * * * * *  KIC=1 FOR EVEN NUMBER OF ELEMENTS * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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W R IT E (3 /) ‘PATTERN.FOR PROGRAM RESULTS'
W RITE(3.*) 'SIDE LOBE LEVEL',SLL,'dB'
W RITE(3,*) 'NUMBER OF ELEMENTS'.NTOT 
W RITE(3,*)
W RITE(3,*) NORMALISED COEFFICIENTS ♦***♦♦♦♦♦'
W RITE(3,*)
N =(N T0T-l+K K )/2  
NA=2*N-KK*1 
NB=2*N+1-KK*1 
ETA= 10**(SLL* 1.0/20.0)
UO=COSH(LOG(ETA+SQRT(ETA**2-1.0))/NA)
ARG=(2*ND- 1)*P I/(2*NA)
SIGMA=NTOT*ACOS(COS(ARG)/UO)
SIGMA=ND*PI/SIGMA  
FY0=0.0
D O 3 0 I= lj^ T O T  
P=-N-1+I+KK  
SUM=0.0 
D O 2 0M = l,N D -l 
AM =M *PI/NTOT  
MULT1=1 
MULT2=1 
MULT3=1 
MULT4=1 
DO 10K=1.ND-1 
ARGQ=(2*K-1)W (2>^NA) 
nO=2*ACOS(COS(ARGQ)/UO)
FIQP=SIGMA*FIQ
M ULT1=SIN(AM-HQP/2)*SIN(AM+FIQP/2)*MULT1 
IF(K.NE.M ) THEN
M ULT2=M ULT2*SIN ((M -K)*PI/NTO T)*S IN ((M +K)*P I/NTO T) 
ENDIF
MULT3=MULT3 *(SIN (FIQ P/2))**2  
M ULT4=M ULT4*(SIN(K*P1/NT0T))**2  
10 CONTINUE
EO=NTOT*MULT3/MULT4 
DEN=SIN(AM )*SIN(2*AM )
DENUM=DEN*MULT2
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NUM=MULT1 *N T O T *((-1 )**M )
E(M )=NUM /DENUM
SUM =SUM +E(M )*COS((P-0.5*KK)*2*AM )
20 CONTINUE
AP(I)=(EO+2*S UM )/NTOT 
FYO=FYO+AP(I)
W R ITE (*,*) I.A P (I)
30 CONTINUE
FXO=NH*AP(N)
EPO=FXO*FYO
SUM=0.0
DO 50 I= l,N + l-K IC  
APPa)=AP(N+2-KK-I)/AP(N+l-KK)
SUM =SUM +APP(I)**2 
W R riE (3,*) I,APP(I)
50 CONTINUE
S O M M E=2*S U M -(l-K K )*(A P P (l)**2)
SUM=0.0
W RITE(3,»)
W RITE(3,*) * * * * * * *  POWER D IV IS IO N  COEFFICIENTS * * * * * * * *
W R IT E (3 /)
DO 100 I=1,N+1-KK  
A C(N+I)=(APP(I)**2)/SO M M E  
AC(I)=(APP(N+2-KK-I)**2)/SO M M E  
SUM =SUM +AC(I)+AC(N+I)
W R ITE(3,*) I,A C (I)*100.’ %\10*^LOG10(AC(I)),'dB'
100 CONTINUE
SUM=SUM-( 1-KK)*^ AC(N+1)
W R IT E (3 /)
W R ITE(3.*) "TOTAL POWER*,SUM*^ 100,' %'
WRrrE(3,*^)
WRITE(1,*“) NTOT 
DO 250 1=1,NTOT 
WRITECl,***) AC (I)*100  
250 CONTINUE
d a t a  t o  DRAW  THE PATTERN IS CALCULATED HERE.»'^'^'^'"***'***'^**'*'*'^**'C 
WRITE(*.*^) "PATTERN FOR NEW COEFFICIENTS? 1 FOR YES 0 FOR NO" 
R EA D (*,*) KJ
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IF (KJ.EQ.l) THEN
W R ITE(*,*) "PLEASE ENTER DATA FILENAME FOR NEW COEFFICIENTS’ 
OPEN(2,FILE=' ’)
W RITE(3.*) "NEW ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS'
W RITE(3,*)
W R IT E (3 /)
READ(2,*) NTOT 
READ(2,*) (AP(K),K=l,NTO T)
FY0=0.0
DO 500 K=1,NT0T
W RITE(3,*) K A P (K ),' %',10*LOG10(AP(K)/100.).'dB'
FY0=AP(K)+FY0 
500 CONTINUE
FX0=NH*AP(N)
EPO=FYO*FXO
ENDIF
SUM=0.0
D O 80K =l,N TO T
SUM=SUM+AP(K)
80 CONTINUE  
W RITE(3,*)
W RITE(3.*) 'VARIOUS BEAMW IDTHS VERSUS POWER IN  dB*
W RITE(3,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W RITE(3,*)
D 0  70M = U 01
TE TA =-P I/2.0+(M -l)*P I*lD -2/2.0
PSIY=2*PI*DY*SIN(TETA)
PSIX=2*PI*DX*S INCIETA)
FY=CMPLX(0.0.0.0)
FX=CMPLX(0.0.0.0)
DO 601=1.NE 
P=-N-1+I+KK
FY=FY+AP(I)*CEXP(J*P*PSIY)
60 CONTINUE
DO 90 I=1,NH  
P=I
FX=FX+AP(N) *CEXP(J*P*PS IX )
90 CONTINUE
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EPE(M)=CABS(FY)*FXO/EPO
EPH(M)=CABS(FX)*FYO/EPO
GTE=COS((PrLENGTH/LDO)*SIN(TETA))
ARG=(PPW IDTH/LDO)*SIN(TETA)
IF(ARG.EQ.ODO) THEN  
GTH=C0S(TETA)
ELSE
GTH=(SIN(ARG)/ARG)*C0S(TETA)
ENDIF
FOR E PLANE * * * * * *
IF(KF.EQ .l) THEN
EP(M)=EPE(M)*GTE
ELSE
C * * * * * *  FOR H PLANE * * * * *
IF (K F£Q .2) THEN
EP(M)=EPH(M)*GTH
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF(EP(M ).LT.(5E-4)) THEN
EPD(M)=-65.0
ELSE
EPD(M)=20*LOG10(ABS(EP(M)))
ENDIF
W R ITE(4,*) TETA *180/P I3PD (M )
IF(EPD(M),GE.-10,0) THEN  
B W =2*ABS(TETA)/PI* 180
W R ITE(3.*) •DELTA=',BW ; degrees at’3PD(M ),'dB '
ENDIF 
70 CONTINUE  
END
POWDIV.FOR
This program calculates the characteristic impedance values and widths of the 
microstrip lines to design the power divider network with output power ratios which 
will provide a Taylor distribution across the array elements connected to it. The 
power ratios are produced in PATTERN.FOR and stored in the input file 
INPUT2.DAT.
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INPUT2.DAT
Substrate height h
Dielectric constant 
Characteristic impedance Zq
Free space wavelength Xq
Distance between the centres of patches in the H plane dH
Distance between the centres of patches in the E plane dE
Number of array elements N
Power ratios at each output x %
The INPUT2.DAT values for 2x4 element array and 2x8 element array are:
2x4 element array
1.57 2.2 50 92 65 74.25 4 15 35 35 15 
2x8 element array
1.53 2.5 50 97 67 70 8 1.38 6.51 16.69 25.4
25.4 16.69 6.51 1.38
The output file is stored in POWDIV.OUT,
(2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  POW DIV FOR * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C Bilge BELENETEPE
C This program is to design the power division network
C for symmetrical case and even number of antennas;4,8,16.
G * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  14 OCTOBER 1991 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
REALM N ET(10,20)3  
REAL*8 P132.K,A(20)
REAL*8 HEIGHT3PSR,DH3>E;Z0
INTEGER LDOJD
0PEN(1 fILE=TN PU T2.D A T)
O PEN (2fILE=TO W D IV .O U T)
W RITE(* *) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’
W R ITE (*,*) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
W R IT E (*/) ' POWER D IVIDER  DESIGN FOR SYM M ETRICAL CASE ' 
W RflEC*,*) ‘ AND W ITH  EVEN NUMBER OF ANTENNAS’
W R ITE (*,*)
W R ITE (*.*) ’ OUTPUT FILE IS IN  PO W DIV.O UT  
W R ITE (*.*) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
W R ITE (*,*) * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
W R IT E (**)
W RITE(2.♦) 'POW DIVPOR PROGRAM RESULTS’
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W R ITE(2,*)
W R ITE(2,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
READ(1.*)HEIG HT.EPSRZ0.LD0.DH,DE.N  
READ(1.*) (A (I),I=1,N )
W R ITE(2,*) ' POWER RATIOS DISTRIBUTION IN  THE D IVIDER '
W RITE(2 *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W RITE(2,30) HEIGHT3PSR  
W RITE(2,31) ZO 
W RITE(2,33) LDO 
W RITE(2,34) DH*LD0  
W RITE(2,35) DE*LD0
W R ITE(2,*) 'REFERENCE IS 100 % POWER ENTRANCE POINT'
W RITE(2,«)
W RITE(2,») "POWER D IV IS IO N  AT UPPER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT'
W R IT E (2 /) '....................................................... '
Y=0 
P1=ODO 
P2=0D0 
DO 501=1,N/2 
P1=P1+A(I)
50 CONTINUE  
P2=P1 
Z=1
NET(Z,1)=1+Y
NET(Z,2)=N/2+Y
N ET(Z,3)=N /2+l+Y
NET(Z,4)=N+Y
CALL NETW O RK(Z3132,ZO ,NET3PSR,HEIG HT)
20 IF(N.NE,4) THEN  
PI=0D0  
P2=0D0 
DO 100 1=1,N/4 
P1=P1+A(I)
P2=P2+A(I+N/4)
100 CONTINUE
EFCY.EQ,N/2) THEN  
P1=NET(2,12)
P2=NET(2.I1)
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ENDIF
Z=Z+1
NET(Z,1)=I+Y
NET(Z;2)=N/4+Y
NET(Z,3)=N /4+l+Y
NET(Z,4)=N/2+Y
CALL NETWORK(Z31.P2,ZO.NET,EPSR.HEIGHT)
C...................IF  FOR N=16................................
IF(N.EQ.16) THEN
PI=ODO
P2=0D0
DO 150 1=1,N/8
P1=P1+A(I)
P2=P2+A(I+N/8)
150 CONTINUE
IF(Y.EQ.N/2) THEN  
P1=NET(Z-5,12)
P2=NET(Z-5,11)
ENDIF
Z=Z+1
NET(Z,1)=1+Y
NET(Z,2)=N/8+Y
N E T(Z3)=N /8+l+Y
NET(Z,4)=N/8+2+Y
CALL NETWORK(ZJP1.P2,ZO,NET3PSR,HEIGHT)
P1=0D0
P2=0D0
DO 2001=1,N/8
P1=P1+A(I+N/4)
P2=P2+A(I+N/4+N/8)
200 CONTINUE
IF(Y.EQ.N/2) THEN  
P1=NET(Z-7,12)
P2=NET(Z-7,11)
ENDIF
Z=Z+1
N E T(Z ,l)=N /4+ l+Y
NET(Z,2)=N/4+2+Y
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NET(Z,3)=N/4+3+Y
NET(Z.4)=N/4+4+Y
CALL N E TW 0R K (Z31.P2.Z0.NET,EPSR.HEIGHT)
ENDIF
C.......................... ENDIF FOR N = I6 ............................
ENDIF
P1=0D0
P2=0D0
DO 250 1=1,N /2-1,2 
P1=A(I)
P2=A(I+1)
IF(Y.EQ,N/2) THEN  
Pl=NET(Z-l-(N /4-2),12)
P 2=N E T(Z-I-(N /4-2),ll)
ENDIF
Z=Z+1
NET(Z,1)=I+Y
NET(Z,2)=I+Y
NET(Z,3)=I+1+Y
NET(Z,4)=I+1+Y
CALL NETW O RK(Z3132,ZO,NET3PSR.HEIGHT)
250 CONTINUE
IF(YEQ.N/2) THEN 
WRITE(2,*)
W R ITE(2,*) 'IMPEDANCE VALUES ARE IN  U N IT [ohm] W IDTHS ARE IN  [mm]'
STOP
ENDIF
Y=N/2
W RITE(2,*)
WRITE(2,*) "POWER DIVISION AT LOWER SIDE OF THE REFERENCE POINT
W R ITE(2,*) '....................................................... ’
GO TO 20
30 FORMAT(2X,'S UBSTRATE HEIGHT='35.3,'[m m ]',4X,EPSR='JF5.3,/)
31 FORMAT(2X,'ZO='38.3V)
33 FORMAT(2X,'LAMBDA FREE SPACE='J3,'[mm]'V)
34 F0RMAT(2X,'H PLANE DISTANCE DH='f83,'[mm|'V)
35 F0RMAT(2X;E PLANE DISTANCE DE='38.3,'[mm]'7)
END
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CCCC SUBROUTINES.........
SUBROUTINE NETW0RK(Z,P1 .P2^0,NET3PSR.HEIGHT)
REAL ZEI.AA,BB,W HI,W H2,NET(10.20)
REAL*8 KJ>2.P1.Z0.HEIGHT’EPSR 
INTEGER J1.J2,J3J4 
PI=3.1415926 
JI=NET(Z,1)
J2=NET(Z,2)
J3=NET(Z,3)
J4=NET(Z,4)
K=P2/P1
K=DSQRT(K)
NET(Z,5)=Z0*((K /( 1+K* *2 ))* *0.25)
N ET(Z,6)=Z0*((K **0.75)*(1+K **2)**0.25)
N E T(Z,7)=Z0*(((1+K **2)**0.25)/(K **L25))
NET(Z.8)=Z0*SQRT(K)
NET(Z.9)=Z0/SQRT(K)
NET(Z.10)=Z0N*((1+K**2)/K)
NET(Z.11)=P1 
NET(Z,12)=P2 
DO 500 M=5,9
A A =N E T(Z^/60.0*((EP S R +l)/2)**0.5+(E P SR -l)/(E P SR +l)*(0.23+0.11/ *EPSR) 
BB=60*PI*PI/(NET(Z.M)*SQRT(EPSR))
W Hl=8*EXP(AA)/(EXP(2*AA)-2)
W H2=2/PI*(BB-1-LOG(2*BB-1)+(EPSR-1)/(2*EPSR)*(LOG(BB-1)+0.39-O.61*/EPSR)) 
IF(W H1EE.2) THEN  
NET(Z,M+8)=WH1 *HEIGHT  
ENDIF
IF(WH2,GE.2) THEN  
NET(Z,M+8)=W H2*HEIGHT 
ENDIF 
500 CONTINUE
W RITE(2,3) JI.J2JPI 
W RITE(2.4) J3.J4J>2 
W RITE(2,*)
W R ITE(2*)'N ETW O R K ELEM EN T VALUES'
W RITE(2.*) •ZI='.NET(Z,5).' W 1=',NET(Z,13)
W RITE(2.*) •Z2=’,NET(Z,6),' W2=’,NET(Z,14)
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W R ITE(2,*) •Z3=’,N ET(Z,7); W 3='.NET(Z.15)
W R ITE(2,*) ’Z4=:’,N ET(Z,8); W 4=',NET(Z,16)
W R ITE(2,*) 'Z5=',NET(Z,9),’ W 5=’.NET(Z.17)
W R ITE(2,*) 'R=',NET(Z,10)
W R ITE(2,*)
3 FORMATCUPPER BRANCH ',I2 .2X .TO '.2X .I2 ,2X ,'P I= 'fS .2)
4 FORMAT('LOW ER BRANCH ',12,2X,TO',2X,I2,2X.'P2=*,F5.2)
RETURN
END
DIVIDER.C
This program was written in C language by a German MSc. student called Berthold 
Soestwoehner in order to help the project. It calculates the same thing as 
POWDIV.FOR but for a different configuration of power divider. The input values 
for dielectric constant, substrate height and characteristic impedance of the main 
input line (50 ohm) are written in the program. The power ratios are entered on the 
screen while program is running. The output file is in DIV.OUT.
DIVIDER.C  
/ *  program for calculation of a power-divider * /
/ *  using cascaded two-way Wilkinson-power- * /
/*  dividers * /
/*  Berthold Soestwoehner August 1991 * /
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <conio.h>
/^definition of global-variables*/ 
int n,i,j,z,symmetry; 
float anfield[50],odd,pl,p2; 
double netfield[49] [21],actual, vater;
/*  description of netfield: 
netfield contains element values of Wilkinson divider, antenna groups 
parted on both sides and information about binary tree 
netfield[z][0] : Nr. of left border antenna left output of divider z 
netfield[z][l] : " right "
netfield[z][2] : Nr. of left border antenna right output of divider z 
netfield[z][3] : " right 
netfield[z][5]-[10]: values of Z1-Z5,R
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netfield[z][l 1]: Left son of divider z 
netfield[z][12]: Right son of divider z 
netfieid[z][13]: Father of divider z 
netfield[z][14]-[15] : p i &p2
netfield[z][16]-[20] : width per height for microstrip-lines */ 
double k,start,stop;
static int z0=50; /*  wave-resistance * /  
static double er=2.5; 
static double height=1.53; 
char answer;
/^functions used in this program*/
void eingabe( );
void klassifizierung( );
void kopfteiler( );
void symmteiler( );
void erstteiler( );
void optpoint( );
void network( );
void savenet( );
void nwberechnen( );
void eingabe( )
/*  data input function * /
{ float sum.p; 
char infile[12];
FILE *a; 
clrscr( );
putsC'Name of the input file");
gets(infile);
a=fopen(infiIe,"r");
n=0;
while(fscanf(a,"%f\n",&p) !=EOF)[ 
n+=l;
anfield[n]=p;
)
sum=0;
for(i=l; i<=n; i++)
{ sum+=anfield[i];
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}
printf("\ntotal power-percentage is %.2f !",sum); 
if(sum>98.0)
{if(sum< 102.0)
{printf("\ninput-data is OK");
i= i;}
else{i=0;
printf("\n\n Repeat data input!"); 
scanf("%c",&answer);}
}
else i=0;
}
* * * * * * * * *
/*array classification function*/ 
void klassifizierung( )
/*function is needed for special treatment of symmetric arrays * /
{/*array symmetry*/ 
for(i=0; i<(n/2); i++)
{if(anfield[i] ==anfield [n+1 -i] )
{symmetry=l;} 
else {sy mmetry=0; 
break;)
}
if(symmetry==l)
{printf("\n\nantenna-array is symmetric!");} 
else
{printf("\n\nantenna-array is not symmetric");}
/*number of antennas odd or even*/
odd=fmod(n,2);
if(odd!=0)
{odd=l;
printf("\n\nnumber of antennas odd!");
)
else{printf("\ri\nnumberof antennas even!");}
scanf("%c",&answer);
scanf("%c",&answer);
)
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y
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/*  first two-way divider at signal input for odd and symmetric networks */ 
void kopfteiler( )
/*  antenna in the middle is seperated first, therefore two dividers * /
/*  are calculated ==>CRITICAL VALUES POSSIBLE * /
{j—b/2;
pl=0;p2=0;
for(i=l; i<=(j-f-l); i-H-f-)
{pl=pl+anfield[i];} /^percentage of antennas left of the middle * /  
p2=pl-anfield[j+l]; /^percentage of antenna in the middle + antennas right*/ 
/*o f the middle * /
netfield[z][0]=l;
netfield[z][l]=j+l;
netfieldfz] [2]=j+2;
netfield[z][3]=n;
netfield[z][ll]=l;
network( );
z=l;actual++;
netfield[z][0]=l;
netfield[z][l]=j;
netfieldfz] [2]=j+1 ;
netfield[z][3]=j+l;
pl=p2;
p2=anfield[j+l]; 
network( );
)
void symmteiler( )
/ *  first power divider at signal input for evem and symmetric networks * /
{j=n/2;
pl=0;p2=0;
for(i=I; i<=j; i++)
{pl=pl+anfield[i];}
p2=pl;
netfield[z][0]=l; 
netfieldfz] [l]=j; 
netfield[z][2]=j+l; 
netfieldfz] [3]=n; 
network( );
}
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void erstteiler( )
/*  first pow-div for non-symmetric networks */
{start=l; 
stop=n; 
optpoint( ); 
network( );
)
void nwberechnen( )
/*  repeats dividing-procedure until all antennas are isolated * /
/*  uses a binary tree function programmmed with a scalar array * /
/*  program is stopped, when divider for n &  (n-1) is calculated * /  
(while(!((netfield[z][0]==(n-l))&&(netfield[z][l]==(n-l))&&(netfield[z][2]==n))) 
/ *  dividing to left side of array * /
{while((netfield[z] [0] ! =netfield[z] [ 1 ] )&&(netfield[z] [11] ==0))
{start=netfield[z][0]; 
stop=netfield[z][l]; 
vater=z; 
actual++;
netfield[z][l l]=actual; 
z=actual;
netfieldfz] [13] =vater; 
optpoint( ); 
network( );
1
/ *  dividing to right side of array * /  
if((netfieldfz]f2]!=netfieldfz]f3])&&(netfieldfz]fl2]==0))
{start=netfieldfz] [2] ; 
stop=netfieldf z] [3] ; 
vater=z; 
actual++;
netfieldfz] [12]=actual; 
z=actual;
netfieldfz] f 13]=vater, 
optpoint( ); 
network( );
}
/ *  one step back in the tree * /  
else z=netfieldfz]fl3];
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)
void optpoint( )
/*  calculation of optimal dividing-point * /  
{double obersum,untersum,delta[2],min; 
obersum=0; untersum=0; min= 100;
/*  optimal dividing point is found, * /
/*  when difference betwen pi an p2 is min * /  
for(i=start; i<=(stop-l); i++)
( for(j=start; j<=i; j++) 
{untersum=untersum+anfield(j];} 
for(j=(i+l); j<=stop; j++) 
{obersum=obersum+anfield[j]; ) 
delta[0]=fabs(obersum-untersum); 
if(delta[0]<min)
(min=delta[0];
delta[l]=i;
obersum=0;untersum=0;
}
)
netfield [z] [0]=s tart; 
netfieldfz] f 1 ]=deltaf 1 ] ; 
netfieldfz] f 2] =del taf 1 ]+1 ; 
netfieldfz] f3]=stop;
/*  calculation of left/right side power * /  
pl=0;p2=0;
for(i=netfieldfz]fO]; i<=netfieldfz]fl]; i++) 
pl+=anfieldfi];
for(i=netfieIdfz]f2]; i<=netfieldfz]f3]; i++) 
p2+=anfieldfi];
)
void networkQ
/*  calculation of network-elements*/
(double aa,bb,whl,wh2; 
static double pi=3.141592654; 
k=(double)p2/pl; 
k=sqrt(k);
netfieldfz] f5]=z0*pow((double)k/( 1+k*k),.25);
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netfield[z][6]=z0*(pow((double)k,,75)*pow((double)(l+k*k),.25));
netfield[z][7]=z0*(pow((l+k*k),.25)/pow(k,1.25));
netfîeld[z][8]=zO*sqit(k);
netfield[z][9]=z0/sqrt(k);
netfield[z][10]=z0*((l+k*k)/k);
netfieldfz] [14]=pl;
netfieldfz] f 15]=p2;
for (i=5; i<=9; i++)
{ aa-netfield[z][i]/60.0*pow(((er+1.0)/2.0),0.5)+(er-1.0)/(er+1.0)*(,23+.ll/ëf); 
bb=60*pi*pi/(netfieldfz][i]*sqrt(er)); 
whl=8*exp(aa)/(exp(2*aa)-2);
wh2=2/pi*(bb-l-log(2*bb-l)+(er-l)/(2*er)*(log(bb-l)+,39-0.61/er));
if(whl<=2)
netfieldfz] f i+ 11 ]=wh 1 *height; 
i f  (wh2>=2)
netfieldfz] fi+11 ]=wh2*height;
}
clrscrO;
printf("\n\n\nPower ratios parted in divider:");
printf("\n Left side for antennas %-.01f to %-.01f 
% .2 f ' .netfieldfz] fO] .netfieldfz] f 1 ] ,p 1 );
printf("\nRight side for antennas %-.01f to %-.01f
%.2f',netfieldfz]f2],netfieldfz]f3],p2);
printf("\n\nnetwork element values:\n");
printf("\nZl -  %lf W  = %ir,netfieldfz]f5],netfieldfz]fl6]);
W  = %lf,netfieldfz]f6],netfieldfz]f 17]);
W  -  %lf'.netfieldfz]f7],netfieldfz]f 18]);
W  = %ir.netfieldfz]f8],netfieldfz]f 19]);
W  = %lf'.netfieldfz]f9].netfieldfz]f20]);
printf("\nZ2 = %lf 
printf("\nZ3 = %lf 
printf("\nZ4 = %lf 
printf("\nZ5 = %lf
printf("\n R = %If',netfieldfz]f 10]); 
printf("\n\nall values in unit Ohm and mm\n"); 
scanf("%c".&answer);
)
void savenet( )
/ *  function for saving network in data file * /  
(char filenamef 13];
F ILE *p ;
printf("\n\nName of data file:");
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scanf("% 12s",&filename); 
p=fopen(filename,"w"); 
fprintf(p,"\nFilename: %-s\n",filename);
fprintf(p,"\nNetwork file for power-divider network using cascaded"); 
fprintf(p,"\n two-way Wilkinson-Power-Dividers"); 
fprintf(p,"\n\nPower-percentages of the antennas:\n"); 
for(i=l; i<=n; i++)
(fprintf(p,"\nantenna %d : %.2f percent",i,anfield[i]);} 
for(z=0; z<=actual; z++)
{fprintf(p,"\n\n\nPower ratios in percent parted in divider:");
fprintf(p,"\nLeftsidefor antennas %-.01f to %-.01f:%-.21f',netfield[z][0],netfield[z][l], 
netfieldfz] [14]);
fprintf(p,"\nRight side for antennas %-.01f to %-.01f : %-.21f',netfieldfz]f2], 
netfieldfz]f3],netfieldfz]fl5]); 
fprintf(p,"\n\nnetwork element values:\n"); 
fprintf(p,"\nZl = % lf W  = %lf',netfieldfz]f5],netfield[z]f 16]); 
fprintf(p,"\nZ2 = % lf W = %lf',netfieldfz]f6],netfield[z]f 17]); 
fprintf(p,'\nZ3 = % lf W = %lf',netfieldfz][7],netfieldfz]f 18]); 
fprintf(p,'\nZ4 = %lf W = %ir',netfieldfz]f8].netfieldfz]fl9]); 
fprintf(p,"\nZ5 = % lf W  = %lf\netfieldfz][9],netfieldfz]f20]); 
fprintf(p,"\n R = %lf',netfieldfz][10]);
)
fclose(p);
}
/ *  main program * /  
void main( )
fi=z= 0;start=stop=actual=vater=0.0; 
while(i==0) 
fclrscr( ); 
eingabe( );) 
for(i=0; i<=n; i++)
{for(j=0; j<=13; j++) 
netfield[i](j]=0;) 
klassifizierung( );
/ *  special treatment forsymmetric antenna-arrays * /  
if(symmctry==l) 
fif(odd== 1)
(kopfteilerf );}
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else {symmteiler( ); )
)
else{erstteiler( );} 
nwberechnen( ); 
savenet( );
printf("\n\nProgram finished correctly ?!?!?");
}
PEACE.FOR
This program calculates the input impedance of a coaxial fed. inset fed or edge fed 
microstrip patch antenna. The input file is INPUT.INP.
$ NOTRUNCATE
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  PEAGE FOR * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c Bilge BELENETEPE
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INPUT IMPEDANCE OF A MISCROSTRIP 
C SQUARE PATCH OR QUARTER W AVELENGTH PATCH. IT  ALSO SEARCHES FOR
C THE M IN IM U M  VALUE OF THE IM AGINARY PART OF THE IMPEDANCE USING  
C ROOT SEEKING PROCEDURE TO ADJUST FOR THE FINAL LENGTH VALUE.
C BOTH CO AXIAL AND MICROSTRIP LINE FEED ARE CONSIDERED.
C 6 AUGUST 1992 (When reformed)
^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  m a in  PROGRAM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
REALMS W IDTH.HEIGHT,THICK.EPSRfI.W PRIME,VELOC.RR,A,BJETA.EPS.LF 
REAL*8 UFREQLFREQ,RES0LTN.W LINEJLLINE.DUM M Y.ZR.ZI.X.FZ;z;C1 .ZC2 
REAL*8EPSREFF.W IDTHEFF,DELTALINE.IM ZIN(400)JŒ ZIN(400).W FF,W D  
REAL*8 ZCHAR.BETA2CLINJLAMEFF.W 1 .W 2.DUM M Y140UM M Y2.XXX(400) 
REAL*8 GS3S,G M .BM ,REZJŒ ZTJ.ARR(400),W DUM .EEFLL1J.L2JIYN  
REAL*8 LOSSTANG.CONDUCJDELTALAMBDAEFFfERCENT 
REAL*8 EPSREFFO.WIDTHEFFOJIO 
REAL*8 FREQJLENGTH,KO,DUMMYB.ER.HH
REAL*8 BSUS A LPH A ,YC H AR ElL10JL2;ZC O A XLA M BD A .XM A X.YM A X  
INTEGER IF (400)J^ M B ,N IN fIN N U M B  
COM PLEX* 16 ARG.Cl ,C2,COTH,CSCH,CSH, YF.ZN  
COM PLEX* 16
YIN ,YS.YM .J.G AM M A,NUM d)ENUM ,ZIN ,ZINT.DEN I ,DEN2,ZINCOAX  
EXTERNAL EEFF,W EFFEXLINE,PINLOCAT /
EXTERNAL BSUSCEP,CCONDUC,BMUTUAL,CMUTUAL 
EXTERNAL ALPHACAL.GRAPHIC  
EXTERNAL FZ,OPEN,SHORT,TRANSFORM
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EXTERNAL C05ADF,CHARACIMP,W IDTHLIN
COMMON /LINPRM/ W IDTH.HEIGHT.THICK.EPSR.PI.W PRIME.VELOC
COMMON /EFFECT/ EPSREFF.WIDTHEFF.DELTALINE
COMMON /ALPH/ LOSSTANG.CONDUC.DELTA
COMMON /EFFO/ EPSREFFO.WIDTHEFFO.RO
COMMON /R A C I/ YCHAR.GAM M AL 1
COMMON /RAC2/KK.ZR,ZI.KO,J,ZCOAX
COMMON /A D M IT/ GS.BS.GM.BM
(2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  d a t a  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C DO NOT USE UNIT 25 TO OPEN A F IL E . UNIT 25 IS USED FOR PIN.DAT
C IN  SUBROUTINE PINLOCAT.FOR (EXTERNAL)
OPEN(l fILE='IN PU T.IN P')
0P E N (2fIL E = 'C 0A X l .D A T)
0PEN(3 3 L E = 'C 0  AX2.DAT')
0PEN(4,FILE='INSET.0UT’)
OPEN(5fILE;='M LINE.O UT)
O PEN(6fILE='PATDIM .O UT)
0PEN (14fILE ='IN SETLD A T)
O PEN(15fILE='INSET2.DAT)
W R ITE (*,*) •***♦♦**♦*♦ p a t c h  ANTENNA ANALYSIS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
^VRITE(*,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R ITE (*,*)
W R TIE (*,*) ' ENTER 0 FOR CO AXIAL FEED'
W R ITE (*.*) ' ENTER 1 FOR EDGE M ICROSTRIPLINE FEED'
W R ITE (*,*) ' ENTER 2 FOR INSET M ICROSTRIPLINE FEED'
R E A D (*/) KK
W R ITE (*,*) 'PATCH DIMENSIONS ARE IN  PA TD IM .D A T  
READ(1,*) RESOLTN.HEIGHTJSPSR
C.............................CONSTANTS............................
J=DCMPLX(0D0,1D0)
VELO C =3D ll 
R0=377D0 
PI=3.141592654D0 
CONDUC=0.556D5 
LOSSTANG=0.001 
DELTA=0JD-3 
THICK=0.035 
C........................ FREQ. ADJUSTMENTS........................
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W R IT E (*/) 'ENTER CENTER FREQUENCY IN  GHz'
R E A D (*,*) FREQ
IF(FREQ.LE.0.1.OR.FREQ.GE.12) THEN
W R ITE (*,*) 'PLEASE ENTER FREQUENCY BETWEEN 0.1 AND 12 GHz' 
ENDIF
IF(FREQ.GE.4.AND.FREQ.LE.8) THEN
PERCENT=0.85D0
ELSE
PERCENT=0.95D0
ENDIF
FREQ=FREQ*1D9 
MRESOL=RESOLTN 
C W R ITE(* *) 'ENTER 1 FOR FREQUENCY SWEEPING ELSE O'
C R E A D (*,*) LK
LK=0
DF(LK.EQ.l) THEN
W R IT E (*,*) 'ENTER LOW ER FREQUENCY IN  GHz'
R E A D (*,*) LFREQ
W R IT E (*» ) ENTER UPER FREQUENCY IN  GHz'
R E A D (*,*) UFREQ
LFREQ=LFREQ*1D9
UFREQ=UFREQ*ID9
STEP=(UFREQ-LFREQ)/RESOLTN
ELSE
MRES0L=1
LFREQ=FREQ
ENDIF
C..............FREQENCY LO O P.......................................
DO 10 I=1,M RES0L  
FREQ=LFREQ+(I- 1)*STEP 
W R IT E (*,*) FR EQ *lD -9  
LAMBDA=VELOC/FREQ  
K0=2*PI/LAM BDA
ZCOAX=(RO/DSQRT(EPSR))*DTAN(KO*HEIGHT)
LF=LAMBDA/(2*DSQRT(EPSR))
W IDTH=LF
LENGTH=LF
W R IT E (*,*) ' ANY SPECDFIC W IDTH OR LENGTH ? (1/0)'
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READ(*,*) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.l) THEN
W R ITE (*,*) 'ENTER WIDTHJLENGTH'
REA D (*,*) W IDTHLENG TH  
IF(KK.EQ.2) THEN 
LF=2*LENGTH  
ELSE
LF=LENGTH
ENDIF
ENDIF
C .................  OPERATIONS START H ER E..................
MAXVAL=RESOLTN
KL=10*LF/2.0
A=LF*PERCENT
B=LF
IF(KK.EQ.O) THEN
WRITE('*‘,'*‘) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
Wr iT E (*,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W R ITE (*.*) ' CO AXIAL FEED CASE
W R ITE (*.*) • OPEN END HALF WAVELENGTH PATCH '
W R ITE (*,*)
W R ITE (*,*) 'L I Versus INPUT IMPEDANCE at CO AXLO UT '
W R ITE (*.*) "LI Versus INPUT IMPEDANCE at C O A X2.0U T '
W R ITE (*,*) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
WRITEf*,"*") ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
PAUSE
ENDIF
ÇAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA KK=2 CASE ASSIGNMENTS AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF(KKEQ .2) THEN  
WRITE!
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INSET MICROSTRIPLINE FEED CASE '
SHORT CIRCUITED QUARTER W AVELENGTH PATCH '
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
W RITE
WRITE
WRITE
Output for this case is at INSET.OUT 
Data for pin locations is at P IN .DA T '
E l Versus INPUT IMPEDANCE at IN SETl.O U T ' 
E l Versus INPUT IMPEDANCE at IN SET2.0U T '
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W RITE(* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W RITE(* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
PAUSE
W R ITE(4,*) ' * * * * * * * *  INSET FEED LINE QUARTER W AVELENGTH * * * * * * '  
W R ITE(4.*) ' * * * * * * * *  PATCH RESULTS FROM PEACE.FOR * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R ITE(4,*) ' * * * * * * * *  Fo=3.25GHz * * * * * * * * * '
W R ITE(4,*) ' * * * * * * * *  PRINTOUT * * * * * * * * * *
W RITE(4,’^ )
W R ITE(4,*)
W R ITE(4.*) E L I [mm] : LENGTH OF THE FIRST MICROSTRIPLINE FEED' 
W R ITE(4,*) *LL2 [mm] : LENGTH OF THE SECOND M ICROSTRIPLINE FEED' 
W R ITE(4,*) Z C l [ohm] : CHARAC. IMPEDANCE OF THE FIRST FEEDLINE' 
W R IT E (4 /) ZC2 [ohm] : CHARAC. IMPEDANCE OF THE SECOND FEEDLINE' 
W R ITE(4,*) 'ZIN  [ohm] : INPUT IMPEDANCE AT L2 DISTANCE '
W R ITE(4,*) •ZN [ohm] : INPUT IMPEDANCE A T FEEDLINE JO IN T  
W R ITE(4,*) ' INCLUDING  FEEDLINE RA'nO'
W R ITE(4,*)
W R IT E !*/) "MAXIMUM  PIN NUMBER FOR SHORT CIRCUIT ?'
W R IT E !*,*) "enter 0 for default(8) else enter I '
R E A D !*,*) PINNUMB
EP(PINNUMBEQ.O) THEN
PINNUMB=8
ENDIF
W D=W IDTH
CALL CHARACIMP(FREQ,ZCHAR.BETA,W D,EEF) 
LAMBDAEFF=LAMBDA/DSQRT(EPSREFF)
CALL PINLOCAT(PINNUMB,W IDTH.LAMBDAEFF)
LENGTH=LF/2.0
KL=10*LF/2,0
A=LF*PERCENT/2D0
B=LF/2.0
ENDIF
CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA K K r s l  CASE ASSIGNMENTS AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF (K K .E Q .I) THEN
W R ITE!* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * '
W R ITE !*,*)
W R ITE !*,*) ' MICROSTRIP LIN E FEED CASE 
W R IT E !*.*) • OPEN END HALF W AVELENGTH PATCH '
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W R IT E !*/)
W R IT E !*/) 'Output for this case is at M LINE.O UT  
W RITE!* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W RITE!* *) ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '
W R IT E (5 /) * * * * * * *  MICROSTRIP LINE FED SQUARE HALF * * * * * * * * * * * *  
W R IT E (5 /) ' * * * * * *  W AVELENGTH PATCH RESULTS * * * * * * * * * * * *
W R IT E (5 /) * * * * * * *  FROM PEACE.FOR Fo=3.25 GHz * * * * * * * * * * * *
W R IT E (5 /) * * * * * * *  PR INTO UT * * * * * * * * * * '
W R IT E (5 /) *ZC1 [ohm]: CHARAC. IMPED. OF THE 1 st FEEDLINE’
W R IT E (5 /) ZC2 [ohm]: CHARAC. IMPED. OF THE 2 nd FEEDLINE’
W R IT E (5 /) *W1 [mm] : W IDTH OF THE FIRST FEEDLINE'
W R IT E (5 /) *W2 [mm] : W IDTH OF THE SECOND FEEDLINE’
W R IT E (5 /) 'L I [mm] : LENGTH OF THE FIRST FEEDLINE'
W R IT E (5 /) *L2 [mm] : LENGTH OF THE SECOND FEEDLINE'
W R IT E (5 /) Z IN  Lmm] : INPUT IMPEDANCE AT EDGE OF THE PATCH*
W R IT E (5 /) Z N  [ohm] : INPUT IMPEDANCE AT FEEDLINE JO INT  
W R IT E (5 /) * INCLUDING FEEDLINE RATIO"
W R IT E (5 /)
W R IT E (5 /) Z IN ",ZIN
W R IT E (5 /)*Z C 2  W2 LL2 Z C l W1 L L l 
*  REAL ZN  IM A G ZN*
W R I T E ( 5 / ) * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *1
KL=1
MAXVAD=1
ENDIF
QAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA Q Q  LOOP FOR L I STARTS H F .R F  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
DUMMYB=B
DUM M Y=W IDTH
D O 3 0 K = l , K L
L1=0.001+(K-1)*0.1DO
L2=LENGTH-L1
LARR(K)=L1
W D=W IDTH
CALL CHARACIMP(FREQZCHAR,BETA.W DEEF)
YCHAR=1/ZCHAR
CALL BSUSCEP(BSUSZCHAR.BETA)
BS=BSUS
CALL ALPHACAL(FREQ,BETA,ALPHA)
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G A M M A = A L P H A + J *B E T A
L A M B D  A E F F =L A M B  D A /DS Q RT(EPSREFF)
IF A IL = 1  
E P S =  l.O D -5  
E T A = 0 .05 D 0
C A L L  C 0 5 A D F (A ,B .E P S ,E T A .F Z ,X ,IF A IL )
IF (K )= IF A IL
X X X (K )==X
YS=G S+J*BS
IF (X X X (K ).E Q .B .A N D .IF (K ).E Q .l)  T H E N  
IF ((K -l).N E .O ) T H E N  
X X X (K )= X X X (K -1 )
B = X X X (K -1 )
X = X X X (K -1 )
E LS E
B = X
E N D IF
IF A IL = 1
C A L L  C05 A D F (A ,B  .EPS E T A J Z ^ X  J F A IL )
IF (K )= 0
B = D U M M Y B
E N D IF
L E N G T H = X
IM Z IN (K )= Z I
R E Z IN (K )= Z R
Z IN = D C M P L X (R E Z IN (K ).IM Z IN (K ))  
w rite (* ,* )  'zin'JZIN  
R Y N = 1 /R E Z IN (K )
Y IN = 1 /Z IN
IF (L 1 .E Q .0 .0 ) T H E N  -
W R IT E (6  * )  < * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R IT E (6 ,* )  ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  p a t c h  D IM E N S IO N S  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
W R IT E (6 ,9 99 7 ) W ID T H E E N G T H  
W R IT E (6 ,9 99 8 ) H E IG H T E P S R
W R IT E ( 6 / )  ' T H E  IN P U T  IM P E D A N C E  A T  T H E  E D G E  O F T H E  P A T C H  [ohm] ' 
W R IT E ( 6 / )  Z IN
VVRITE(6/) '* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * '  
^VRriE(6
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9997 F O R M A T (2 X ;W ID T H = '.F 8 .3 .'[m m ]’,5X .'L E N G T H =*E 8 -3;[m m ]’)
9998 F O R M A T (2 X .'H E IG H T = ’.F8,3,’[m m ]*,5X;EPSR ='E8.3)
E N D IF
ÇAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA K.K=0 O P E R A TIO N S  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF (K K E Q .O ) T H E N
IF (R E Z IN (K ).L T .5 2 .A N D .R E Z IN (K ).G T .4 8 ) T H E N
W R IT E ! * / )  Z IN 'E IN
W R IT E ! * / )  'at L2 [m m ]',L2
E N D IF
E N D IF
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA KJC=2 O P E R A T IO N S  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF !R E Z IN !K ).G T .9 5 .A N D .R E Z IN !K ).L T . 105) T H E N  
Z C 1 = R E Z IN !K )
ER=EPSR
H H = H E IG H T
C A L L  F E E D L IN E (W 1 .Z C 1 E R .H H )
W D = W 1
C A L L  C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q E C H A R ,B E T A .W D .E E F )
Z C 1= Z C H A R
L L 1 = L A M B D A /!4 *D S Q R T (E E F ))
W F F = W ID T H E F F
C A L L  T R A N S F 0 R M (Z C 1 ,W 1 .Y S .W F F E Y N E C 2 E N )
C A L L  F E E D L IN E (W 2 E C 2J E R ,H H )
W D = W 2
C A L L  C H A R A C IM P !F R E Q E C H A R 3 E T A .W D ,E E F )
Z C 2= Z C H A R
L L 2 = L A M B D A /!4 *D S Q R T (E E F ))
W R IT E !4 /)  R ea l Z IN  and L 2  [m m ]'3 E Z IN !K )E 2  
W R IT E ( 4 / ) 'Z C 2  W 2  L L 2  Z C l  W 1 L L l  
* R E A L Z N  IM A G Z N *
WRITE!4,*) ' * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *  ***** *** *
W R IT E (4 ,9995) Z C 2 .W 2 E L 2 E C  1 ,W 1 E L I  ,D R E A L (Z N ).D IM A G !Z N )
E N D IF
CAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA K K = 1  O P E R A T IO N S  ^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IF (K K JE Q .l) T H E N  
W R IT E ! * / )  "program is running*
D O  40 N =  1,45 
W 1=0.5+ (N -1 )*0 .1
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W D = W I
C A L L  C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q Z C H A R ,B E T A .W D ,E E F )
Z C 1 = Z C H A R
L L  1= L A M B D A /(4 *D S Q R T (E E F ))
W F F = W ID T H E F F
C A L L  T R A N S F O R M (Z C  L W l ,YS .W F F R Y N Z C 2 Z N )
ER=EPSR
H H = H E IG H T
C A L L  F E E D L IN E (W 2 E C 2 E R ,H H )
W D = W 2
C A L L  C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q E C H A R .B E T A .W D .E E F )
Z C 2 = Z C H A R
L L 2 = L A M B D A /(4 *D S Q R T (E E F ))
W R IT E (5 ,9995) Z C 2 ,W 2 ,L L 2 E C  1 ,W  1 E L  1 ,D R E A L (Z N ),D IM A G (Z N )
40  C O N T IN U E
E N D IF
W ID T H = D U M M Y  
30 C O N T IN U E
(^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA E N D  O F  D O  LO O P  O P E R A T IO N S  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
N U M B = K -1
W R IT E (2 + K K *6 ,9 9 9 2 ) (L A R R (K ),R E Z IN (K ),K = 1  / lU M B )  
W R IT E (3 + K K *6 .9 9 9 2 ) (L A R R (K )J M Z IN (K ),K = 1  EBJM B)
10 C O N T IN U E
C ......................F O R M A T T IN G .................................................................................................
9996 F O R M A T (3 X ,Z C 2 ',5 X .'W 2 '.5 X ,‘L L 2 ',7 X ,‘Z C l',5 X ,’W r .5 X ,* L L r ,5 X ,
*  'R E Z IN ’^ X . ’IM Z IN ’T)
9995 F O R M A T (3 F 8 .3 ,3 X ,3 F 8 .3 .3 X E 8 .3 ,3 X E 8 3 y )
9993 F O R M A T (F 5 ,2 ,2 x .F 5 ,2 ,2X ,2F 8 .3 ,2X E 8 .37 )
9991 F O R M A T (2 F 8 .3 ,2x 457 )
9992 F O R M A T (2 F 8 .3 ,4 x /)
E N D
(^AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA e n d  o f  m a i n  P R O G R A M  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
(]AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA S U B R O U T IN E S  A N D  F U N C T IO N S  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  F U N C T IO N  F Z (X )
R E A L *8  X ,O P IM ,S H IM ,zco ax
R E A L *8  R O J P IE E ,D E L T A L IN E E L 3 S .W W .K O .C C O N ,W ID T H E F F ,G S  ,BS
R E A L *8  c m u t ,g m .b m u t ,b m ,e p s r e f f z r ;z i
C O M P L E X * 16 Y S ,Y M J
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E X T E R N A L  C C O N D U C ,C M U T U A L ,B M U T U A L
C O M M O N  /L S W / LL .S S .W W
C O M M O N  /A D M IT / G S .B S .G M .B M
C O M M O N  /R A C 2 / k k Z R .Z I.K O  J,zcoax
C O M M O N  /E FF E C T / E P S R E F F .W ID T H E F F .D E L T A L IN E
RO=377dO
PI=3.14I5926d0
L E = X + D E L T A L IN E
L L = K O *L E
S S = K 0 *D E L T A L IN E
W W = K O *W ID T H E F F
C A L L  C C O N D U C (C C O N )
G S=C CO N
G S=G S/(PI*RO )
C A L L  C M U T U A L (C M U T ,G S )
G M = C M U T
C A L L  B M U T U A L (B M U T )
B M = B M U T *(-K 0 /(R 0 *2 D 0 )) *W ID T H E F F
YS=GS+J*BS
Y M = G M + J *B M
IF (K K .E Q .b .O R .K K .E Q .l) T H E N  
CALL  O P E N (X .Y S .Y M .O P IM )
F Z = O P IM
ELSE
C A L L  S H O R T (X ,Y S ,S H IM )
F Z = S H IM
E N D IF
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q 7 C H A R 3 E T A .W D J E E F )
R E A L *8  W ID T H .H E IG H T .T H IC K .E P S R .P I.W P R IM E ,V E L O C .W D  
R E A L *8  EPS REFF, W ID T H E F F .D E L T A L IN E  
R E A L *8  E P S R E F F O ,W ID T H E F F 03 0
R E A L *8  R 1 3 2 .F R E Q Z C H A R .B E T A 3 E F .W E F 3 X L N E A M B D A ,K 0  
C O M M O N  /L IN P R M / W ID T H .H E IG H T .T H IC K 3 P S R 3 I.W P R IM E .V E L O C  
C O M M O N  /E F F E C T / E P S R E F F .W ID T H E F F X > E L T A L IN E  
C O M M O N , /EFFO/ EPSRE FFO .W ID TH EFFO 3 O
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W ID T H = W D  
R 1 = T H IC K /H E IG H T  
R 2 = W ID T H /T H IC K  
W P R IM E = (1 /P I)* *2  
W P R IM E = W P R IM E /((R 2 + 1.1 ) *  *2 )
W P R IM E = W P R IM E + R 1  * * 2  
W P R IM E = D S Q R T (W P R IM E )
W P R IM E = 4 D 0 /W P R IM E
W P R IM E = D L O G (W P R IM E )
W P R IM E = (T H IC K /P I)* (1 + W P R IM E )+ W ID T H  
C A L L  E E FF(FR E Q ,E EF)
EPSRE FF=EEF  
C A L L  W E FF (FR E Q ,W E F)
W ID T H E F F = W E F  
C A L L  E X L IN E (E X L N )
D E L T A L IN E = E X L N
ZC H A R =R O /D SQ R T(EPSR EFE)
Z C H A R = Z C H A R *(H E IG H T A V ID T H E F F )
L A M B D A = V E L O C /F R E Q
K 0 = 2 *P I/L A M B D A
B E T A =K O *D S Q R T(E E F )
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  O P E N (X ,Y S .Y M ,O P IM )
R E A L *8  x e i .y c h a r ,o p i m ,k o ; z r ;z i .z c o a x
C O M P L E X *1 6 A R G ,Y S ,Y M J ,C l,C 2 .C O T H ,C S C H ,C S H
C O M P L E X * 16 N U M .D E N 1  J D E N 2 ,D E N 3 .D E N U M ,Y IN ;Z IN ,G A M M A
C O M M O N  /R A C I/  Y C H A R .G A M M A E l
C O M M O N  /R A C 2 / k k ^ R Z L K O  J,zcoax
A R G = G A M M A *X
C 1 = C D E X P (A R G )
C 2 =C D E X P (-A R G )
C O T H = (C l+ C 2 )/(C l-C 2 )
C S C H =2D 0/(C 1-C 2)
A R G = 2 *G A M M A *(X /2 d O -L l)
C S H =(C D E X P (A R G )+C D E X P (-A R G ))/2d O
N U M = (Y C H A R **2 )+ (Y S * *2 ) - (Y M * *2 )+ 2 *Y S *Y C H A R *C O T H -2 *Y M *Y C H A R *C S C H
D E N 1 = (Y C H A R **2 )+ (Y S **2 ) - (Y M **2 )
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D E N 2 = (Y C H A R **2 )-(Y S **2 )+ (Y M **2 )
D E N 3 = Y S + Y C H A R *C 0 T H
D E N U M = D E N 1 *C 0 T H + D E N 2 *C S C H *C S H + 2 *Y S *Y C H A R
IF (K K E Q .O ) T H E N
Y IN = 2 *Y C H A R *(N U M /D E N U M )
ELSE
Y IN = N U M /D E N 3
E N D IF
Z IN = 1 /Y IN + J * (1 -K K )*Z C 0 A X
Z R = D R E A L (Z IN )
Z I= D IM A G (Z IN )
O P IM = Z I
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  S H O R T (X ,Y S ,S H IM )
R E A L *8  X ,L lE 2 .Y C H A R .K 0 Z R Z I.S H IM ,z c o a x
C O M P L E X * 16 G A M M A  J .A R G  1 A R G 2 ,C O T H l,C O T H 2 ,IN V C O T H  1
C 0 M P L E X *1 6  Y IN Z IN .Y S  A R G .C O T H
C O M M O N  /R A C I/  Y C H A R .G A M M A E l
C O M M O N  /R A C 2 / K K .Z R Z IE O  J Z C O A X
L 2= X -L 1
A R G = G A M M A *X
A R G 1 = G A M M A *L 1
A R G 2 = G A M M A *L 2
C O T H = (C D E X P (A R G )+ C D E X P (-A R G ))/(C D E X P (A R G )-C D E X P (-A R G ))
C 0 T H 2= (C D E X P (A R G 2)-K :D E X P (-A R G 2))/(C D E X P (A R G 2)-C D E X P (-A R G 2 ))
IF (L1.E Q .0D 0) T H E N
IN V C O T H 1= 0 .0
E LSE
C 0 T H 1= {C D E X P (A R G 1 )+ C D E X P (-A R G 1 ))/(C D E X P (A R G 1 > C D E X P (-A R G 1 ))
IN V C O T H l= l/C O T H l
E N D IF
Y IN = (Y S + Y C H A R *C O T H )*(1 D O + C O T H 2 *IN V C O T H 1 )/(Y C H A R + Y S *IN V C O T H 1 )
Y IN = Y IN *Y C H A R
Z IN = 1 /Y IN
Z R = D R E A L (Z IN )
Z I= D IM A G (Z IN )
S H IM = Z I
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R E T U R N
E N D
S UB R O U T IN E  T R A N S F O R M (Z C  1 ,W  1 .Y S ,W F F R Y N ;Z C 2 Z N )
R E A L *8  Z C 1 ,W I.W F F Z C 2 .R R .R E Z 3 E Z T .R Y N
C O M P L E X * 16 Y N ,Y F ,Y S ,Z N
R R =1D 0-W 1A V FF
Y F = (R R -1D 0)*Y S
Y N = R Y N + Y F
Z N = 1 /Y N
R E Z = D R E A L (Z N )
R E Z T = (Z C 1 **2 )/R E Z
Z C 2 = D S Q R T (R E Z T *50 D 0 )
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  Q U A R T E R (Z C  1 ,W  1. YS .W F F R  Y N Z C 2 .Z N )
R E A L *8  Z C 1 ,W 1 ,W F F ,Z C 2 ,R R ,R E Z 3 E Z T ,R Y N
C O M P L E X * 16 Y N .Y F ,Y S ,Z N
R R = 1 D 0-W 1 /W F F
Y F = (R R -1D 0)*Y S
Y N = R Y N + Y F
Z N = 1 /Y N
R E Z = D R E A L (Z N )
R E Z T = (Z C 1 **2 )/R E Z
Z C 2= D S Q R T (R E Z T *50 D 0 )
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  F E E D L IN E (W 2 .Z C 2 ,E R .H H )
R E A L *8  W 2 Z C 2 ,E R 3 H ,P I,A A ,B B ,W H ,C K  
P I=3.1415926D 0
A A =(Z C 2 /6 0 .0 )*D S Q R T ((E R +  1.0)/2.0)
A A = A A + (E R -1 .0 )/(E R + l .0 )*(0 .2 3 + 0 .11/ER)
B B = 3 7 7 *P I/(2 *Z C 2 *D S Q R T (E R ))
W H = 8 *D E X P (A A )/(D E X P (2 *A A )-2 .0 )
IF (W H .G T .2 .0 ) T H E N
C K = (2 /P I)* (B B -1 .0 -D L O G (2 *B B -1 .0 )+ (E R -1.0 )/(2 *E R )*C K )
E N D IF
W 2 = W H *H H
R E T U R N
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E N D
SELAM.FOR
This program calculates the input impedance values versus frequency of an EM  
coupled patch element. The input file is in INPUT.DAT and is presented within the 
program itself. The output information is given in SELAM.OUT as follows (Please 
refer to fig.7.9 in Chapter 7):
The input impedance locii after Lov is in  Z IN I.S IP
The input impedance locii at reference plane Lx is in  ZIN2.S IP
The input impedance locii after Iqr transform is in  ZIN3.S IP
The parallel input impedance (Iqr+ld) transform is in  ZIN4.S IP
The parallel input impedance after matching (+ls) is in  ZIN5.S IP
The final input impedance after ( If l)  transform is in  ZIN6.S IP
The standing wave ratio (swr) plot is in  SWR.S1P
Run the circuit file IM P.CKT in DNEESOFVTOUCHSTN to plot the 
impedance loci versus frequency on Smith Chart by inserting the 
corresponding *.S1P data file in it. Run the SW RT.CKT file with SWR.SRP 
data in it to plot the standing wave ratio.
Thanks.
$ N O T R U N C A T E
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  s e l a m . f o r  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c B ilge B ELE N TEP E
C  T H IS  P R O G R A M  C A LC U L A T E S  T H E  V A R IA T IO N  O F  T H E  IN P U T  IM P E D A N C E  O F
C  E M  C O U P L E D  M IS C R O S T R IP  SQ U A R E  P A T C H  W IT H IN  T H E  F R E Q U E N C Y  B A N D .
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  10 JU LY  1992 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
(AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA M A IN  P R O G R A M  AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
C  V A R IA B L E S
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H .O -Z )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (L )
R E A L *8  KO
C O M P L E X *1 6  Z IN Z IN F Z IN F T ;Z M 2 M A T C H Z F F (8 0 ) .B T A (8 0 ) .T Y  
C O M P L E X *1 6  C T T 3 J ,G A M M A 1 .G A M M A 2 .G A M M A L ;Z IN F T 1  .Z IN F T 2
C   E X T E R N A L  SU B R O U TIN E S  A N D  F U N C T IO N S
E X T E R N A L  E E F F .W E F F 3 X L IN E .A L P H A C A L
E X T E R N A L  B S U S C E P .C C 0 N D U C 3 M U T U A L .C M U T U A L
E X T E R N A L  Z IM P .C H A R A C IM P
C O M M O N  /A L P H / L O S S TA N G .C O N D U C JD E LTA
C O M M O N  /R A C / Y C H A R I,Y C H A R 2 ,G A M M A 1 ,G A M M A 2
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C O M M O N  /E F F E C T / K O .W E F .E X LN  
C O M M O N  /L S W / LL.SS .W W .B S.G S
C O M M O N  /Z Z / Z C O .Z O O L
C ................................ M A IN ...............................................
C  Data file
O P E N (1 0 3 IL E = T N P U T .D A T ')
C  Output files
O P E N ( I  3 IL E = Z IN P  1 .S IP )
W R IT E (1 .1 I1 1 )
0 P E N (2 3 IL E = Z IN P 2 .S  IF )
W R IT E (2 .1 I1 1 )
0 P E N (3 3 IL E = Z IN P 3 .S  IF )
W R IT E (3 .1 11 1 )
0 P E N (4 f IL E = Z IN P 4 .S  I F )
W R IT E (4 .1 11 1 )
0 P E N (5 3 IL E = Z IN P 5 .S  IP ')
W R IT E (5 .1 11 1 )
O P E N (6 fIL E = Z IN P 6 .S  I F )
W R IT E (6 .1 I1 1 )
O P E N (73 IL E = *S W R .S  I F )
W R IT E (7 .1 11 1 )
O P E N (8 fIL E = 'D S G N P M .D A T )
W R IT E ( * / )
W R IT E ( * / )  P L E A S E  C A L L  IN P U T .D A T  F IL E  IF  Y O U  W A N T  T O  C H A N G E ' 
W R IT E ( * / )  'A N Y  O F  T H O S E  F O L L O W IN G  IN P U T  D A T A S ’
W R IT E ( * / )
W R 1 T E (* / )  'FREQO Operating frequency [G H z]'
W R IT E ( * / )  *MR Resolution for sweeping frequency’
W R IT E ( * / )  E P S R l Dilecetric constant o f upper substrate*
W R 1 T E ( * / )  *EPSR2 Dilecetric constant o f lower substrate'
W R IT E ( * / )  "HI Height o f the upper substrate [mm ]'
W R 1 T E (* ,* )  H 2 Height o f the upper substrate [mm ]'
W R IT E ( V ‘) *H0 A ir thickness between the substrates [mm]'
W R IT E ! * / )  Z C  Charac. imp. o f coupling line [ohm]'
W R IT E ! * / )  z e e  Charac. imp. o f quarter wave trafo [ohm]'
W R IT E ! * / )  'FR E Q L Low er frequency lim it [G IÎz ] '
W R IT E !* .* )  'FR E Q U  Upper frequency lim it [G H z]'
W R IT E !* ,* )  "Lx Distance from the patch edge to*
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W R IT E ! * / )  TOO ohm point [m m ]’
W R IT E ! * / )  'W ID T H  Patch wldüi [mm]'
W R IT E ! * / )  'L E N G T H  Patch length [mm]'
PAUSE
W R IT E ! * / )
C  Reading the input file
R E A D ! 1 0 / )  FREQO.M R.EPSRl JE P S R 2 .H L H 2 .H 0Z C ,Z C C ,F Q L 3Q U . 
*  L x ,W ID T H ,L E N G T H L R E F
C  Screen information
W R IT E ! * / )
W R IT E ! * / )  'Please read the output information file  selam.out ' 
W R IT E ! * / )
W R IT E ! * / )  ' Program is running Insallah '
W R IT E ! * / )
C  Constant parameters
JJ=DCMPLX!ODO, 1 DO)
P I=3.141592654D0
V E L 0C = 3D 11
RO=377DO
C O N D U C =0.556D 5
D E L T A =0.5D -3
T H IC K =0.035
LOSSTANG=0.001
PER C EN T=0.95D 0
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 0 ) FREQO
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 1 ) E P S R I
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 2 ) EPSR2
E P S R 1=(H 1+H 0)*EPSR 1/(H 0*EPSR 1+H 1)
G A P =H 1+H 0  
H TO T=H 1+H 2+H O  
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 3 ) H T O T  
W R ITE (8 .4445) H I  
W R ITE (8 .4446) H 2  
FR E Q 0=FR E Q 0*1D 9  
LA M BD A=V ELO CyFR EQ O  
K 0 = 2 *P I/L A M B D A
E P S R A V = (H 1 + H 2 + H 0 )*E P S R I*E P S R 2 /(H 2 *E P S R I+ (H I+ H 0 )*E P S R 2 )
L F= LA M B D A /!D S Q R T(E P S R A V ))
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B T = 2 *P I/L F
W R IT E (8 .3 33 6 ) W ID T H
W R IT E (8 .3 33 7 ) L E N G T H
D U M W = W ID T H
F R E Q U = F Q U *ID 9
F R E Q L = F Q L *ID 9
S T E P =(F R E Q U -F R E Q L )/M R
C .................................F R E Q U E N C Y  S W E E P IN G ...........................
D O  1 0 0 I= 1 ,M R  
W R IT E (* .* )  ’S U B H A N A L L A H ’
F R E Q =F R E Q L +S T E P *(I-1 )
K O = 2*P I*F R E Q /V E L O C
C ................................S E C T IO N  A  ...........................................
C  The effective parameters and characteristic impedance o f the patch
C  are calculated here.........................................................
H E IG H T = H T O T
EPSR =EPSR A V
C A L L
C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q ,W ID T H ,H E IG H T ,T H IC K ,E P S R .V E L O C ;Z C H A R .W ID T H E F F .
B E T A ,W P R IM E .E P S R E F F 0 ,W ID T H E F F 0 3 P S R E F F ^ IN )
C  A L P H A C A L  returns attenuation constant value
C A L L  A L P H A C A L (F R E Q ,B E T  A ,W ID T H .H E IG H T ,T H IC K JE P S R ,W P R IM E ,
*  E P S R E F F O ,W ID T H E F F O ^ S R E F F .A L P H A )
C  G A M M A  is the propagation constant
G A M M A ! = D C M P L X (A L P H A .B E T A )
B E T A 1 = B E T A
IF (E P S R 1£Q .E P S R 2) TH E N
Z C H A R 1 = Z C H A R
E LS E
E1=EPSR1
E 2=EPSR 2
W L IN E = W ID T H /2 .0
C A L L  B D M L (W L IN E ,G  A P .H 2.TH IC K .E 1 J E 2 ^ 3 P R E F )
Z C H A R I= Z O
EPSREFF=EPREF
c a l l w e f f (f r e q ,w i d t h j h e i g h t ,p i .w p r i m H^Ve l o c ^ s r e f f ,w i d t h e f f o ,
*  W ID T H E F F )
C  E X L IN E  returns the extension line
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C A L L  E X L IN E (W ID T H .H E IG H T ,E P S R ,E P S R E F F ;K L IN )
E N D IF
EEF=EPSREFF
W E F = W ID T H E F F
E X L N = X L IN
Y C H A R 1=1 /Z C H A R 1
C  Calculation o f YS and G A M M A ......................................
Z C H A R = Z C H A R 1
S S=K O *E X LN
W W = K O *W E F
C  C C O N D U C  returns the conductance o f the IT L M  modelled patch
C A L L  C C O N D U C (C C O N .S S .W W )
G S=C C O N
C .......BSUSCEP returns susceptance o f IT L M  modelled patch
C A L L  b s u s c e p (b s u s ;z c h a r .b e t a .x l i n )
BS=BSUS
C ...........................S E C T IO N  B .................................................
C  The odd mode characteristic impedance o f the patch is calculated.
H E IG H T =G A P /2 .0
EPSR=EPSR1
W ID T H = W ID T H
C A L L
c h a r a c i m p (f r e q .w i d t h .h e i g h t ,t h i c k ^ s r .v e l o c ^ c h a r .w i d t h e f f .
*  b e t a ,w p r i m e ^ s r e f f o .w i d t h e f f o e p s r e f f ;x l i n )
C A L L A L P H A C A L (F R E Q .B E T A ,W ID T H 3 E IG H T ,T ff lC K 3 P S R .W P R IM E ,
*  E P S R E FF 0,W ID T H E F F 0,E P S R E F F A L P H A )
G A M M A 2 = D C M P L X (A L P H A ,B E T A )
B E T A 2 = B E T A
Z C H A R 2 = Z C H A R
Y C H A R 2 = 1 /Z C H A R 2
C ...............................S E C T IO N  C ............................................
C  Tlie odd and even mode characteristic impedances o f the coupling
C ....... feed line are calculated here along with the line w idth...........
H 2 = H T 0 T -G A P
C A L L  F E E D L IN E (W L IN E fP S R 2 % C J i2 )
W L = W L IN E
E1=EPSR1
E2=EPSR2
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S=G A P/2.0
B=H2+S
W L IN E = W L /2 .0
C A L L  B S M L (W L IN E ,B ,S  .T H IC K .E l  ^ 2 ^ 0 E ^ 0 . E R E E R 0 )
Z O O L = Z O O
Z C O = (Z O E -Z O O )/2 .0
W L IN E = W L
W ID T H = W L IN E
EPSR=E2
H E IG H T = H 2
C A L L
C H A R A C IM P (F R E Q ,W ID T H .H E IG H T ,T H IC K ,E P S R .V E L O C ^ C H A R ,W ID T H E F F ,
*  B E TA ,W P R IM E .E P S R E FFO ,W ID TH E FFO JE P S R E FF^LIN )
C A L L A L P H A C A L (F R E Q ,B E T A ,W ID T H ,H E IG H T ,T H IC K J E P S R ,W P R IM E , 
» EPSEiEFFO ,W IDTHEFFO JEPSREFFALPHA) 
G A M M A L = D C M P L X (A L P H A .B E T A )
B E T A L = B E T A
B T A (I)= B E T A L
W ID T H = D U M W
C .......Input impedance at the coupling edge is calculated here (Z IN F )
L l= L E N G tH /2 D 0  
L o v = L E N G T H -L l  
C A L L  Z IM P (Z R ^ I.L lj : .E N G T H )
z i n = d c m p l x (z r ;z i )
A R G = B E T A L *L ov
C T T = J J*D T A N (A R G )
Z IN F = Z C O *(Z IN + Z C O *C T T )/(Z C O + Z IN *C T T )
Z IN F = Z IN F + Z O O L /C T T
A R G = B E T A L *L x
C T T = J J*D T A N (A R G )
Z IN F T 1 = Z C *(Z IN F + Z C *C T T )/(Z C + Z IN F *C T T )
A R G = B E T A L *(2 *P I/K 0)/(D S Q R T (E P S R E F F ))
C  Impedance scaling is needed her.....
C TT=:JJ*D TA N (A R G )
Z IN F T 2 = Z C *(Z IN F + Z C *C T T )/(Z C + Z IN F ’*'CTT)
Z IN F T = (Z IN F T 1 *Z IN F T 2 )/(Z IN F T 1 + Z IN F T 2 )
IF (F R E Q X T .F R E Q O ) T H E N  
A R G = 0 .7 5 *B E T A L *(2 *P I/K 0 )/(D S Q R T (E P S R E F F )),
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C T T =JJ*D TA N (A R G )
Z IN F T = Z C *(Z IN F T + Z C *C T T )/(Z C + Z IN F T *C T T )
E N D IF
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F r,Z C .T Y R ,T Y I)
W R IT E ( 1,5555) F R E Q *1 D -9 .T Y R ,T Y I
A R G = B E T A L *L R E F
C T T =JJ*D T A N (A R G )
Z IN F T = Z C *(Z IN F T + Z C *C T T )/(Z C + Z IN F T *C T T )
Z F F (I)= Z IN F T
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T ,Z C ,T Y R ,T Y I)
W R ITE (2 .5555) F R E Q *1 D -9 ,T Y R ,T Y I
C  This section is necessary to calculate the matching stub at operating frequency.
IF(FREQ.EQ.FREQO) T H E N  
L A M B D A E F F= LA M B D A /D S Q R T(E P S R E FF )
L D 2= L A M B D A E F F /2D 0  
L D 4= L A M B D A E F F /4D 0  
L D 8= L A M B D A E F F /8D 0  
W R rTE (8.4442) Zc 
W R IT E (8 ,4447) Zee  
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 5 ) W L IN E  
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 8 ) L A M B D A E F F  
W R IT E (8 .4440) L D 2  
W R IT E (8 3 3 3 9 ) LD 4  
W R IT E (8 .4441) L D 8  
W R IT E (8 ,4443) L o v  
W R IT E (8 .4456) Lx  
LQ R =ld4  
L D = L Q R + L d 2  
L T = L o v+L x  
L F l= ld 4
L F 2 = ld 4+ L Q R + W ID T H /2 .0  
D E = L E N G T H + L x + L F l+ ls p  
D H = L Q R + L D  
W R IT E (8 .4450) L Q R  
W R IT E (8 .4 4 5 I)  L D  
W R IT E (8 .4452) L F l  
W R1TE(8.4453) L F 2  
W R ITE (8 .4454) D E
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W R IT E (8 .4455) D H  
W R IT E (8 ,4 46 0 ) L A M B D A  
W R IT E (8 ,4 46 1) D E /L A M B D A  
W R IT E (8 ,4 46 2) D H /L A M B D A  
A R G = B E T A L *L D 4  
C T T = J J*D T A N (A R G )
Z M = Z C C *(Z IN F T + Z C C *C T T )/(Z C C + Z IN F T *C T T )
Z M = Z M /2 D 0
B IM A G = D IM A G (Z M )
IF (B IM A G .LT.O D O ) T H E N
KC =1
E LS E
K C = 0
E N D IF
L S T U B = (A T A N (Z C C /B IM A G )+ P I*K C )/B E T A L
A R G = B E T A L *L S T U B
Z M A T C H = -J J *Z C C *D C O T A N (A R G )
W R IT E (8 .4 44 4 ) L S TU B  
W R IT E (8 ,* )  'Z M A T C H 'A M A T C H  
E N D IF  
100 C O N T IN U E
C  T he input impedance at distance L qr=L D 4 (or L d = L D 2+ L D 4) is calculated here (Z IN F T ).
D O  50 K = 1 ,M R  
F R E Q = F R E Q L + S T E P *(K -1)
A R G = B T A (K )*L D 4
C T T = J J*D T A N (A R G )
Z IN F T = Z C C *(Z F F (K )+ Z C C *C T T )/(Z C C + Z F F (K )*C T T )
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T ,Z C ,T Y R .T Y I)
W R IT E (3 ,5 55 5 ) F R E Q *1 D -9 ,T Y R ,T Y I 
C  .The impedance at match point is the parallel equivalent o f
C ..... impedances at L qr and L D . Since those two are equal, it is simply h a lf o f these impedances.
Z IN F T = Z IN F T /2 .0
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T ,Z C C ,T Y R .T Y I)
W R IT E (4 .5 55 5 ) F R E Q *1 D -9 .T Y R .T Y I
C  .The input impedance after matching stub reactance is added.
Z IN F T = Z IN F T + Z M A T C H
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T ,Z C C ,T Y R .T Y I)
W R IT E (5 ,5 5 5 5 ) F R E Q *1 D -9 ,T Y R ,T Y I
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c  Final input impedance at a half wave length distance after match point.
A R G = B T A (K )*L D 2
C T T =JJ*D T A N (A R G )
Z IN F T = Z C * (Z Ih n ^ + Z C *C T T )/(Z C + Z IN F T *C T T )
C A L L  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T A C .T Y R .T Y I)
W R IT E (6 ,5555) F R E Q *1 D -9 ,T Y R ,T Y I 
T Y = D C M P L X (T Y R ,T Y I)
S W R = (1+ D A B S (T Y ))/(1 -D A B S (T Y ))
W R IT E (7 .5555) F R E Q *1D -9 .S W R ,0 .0  
50 C O N T IN U E
C A L L  F E E D L IN E (W L IN E ,E P S R 2,Z C C ,H 2 )
W R IT E (8 ,4 44 7) Zee 
W R IT E (8 ,4 44 8 ) W L IN E  
C  Formatting........
1111 F 0 R M A T (2 X ;#  G H z S R I R 5 0 )
5555 F O R M A T (2 X .(4 F 8 .2 3 X ))
3330 FO R M A T(2X ,*F req= ’J ^ .3 ,‘[G H z]’)
3331 F O R M A T (2 X ,E p s r l= 'f8 .3 )
3332 F 0 R M A T (2 X .E p s i2 = 'f8 .3 )
3333 F O R M A T (2 X ,'H to t= 'f8 .3 /[m m ]')
3335 F 0 R M A T (2 X ,'W lin l= 'f8 .3 /[m m ]', ' fo rZ c ')
3336 F 0 R M A T (2 X .'W id th = 'f8 .3 .'(m m ]')
3337 F 0 R M A T (2 X ,"L e n g th = 'f8 .3 ,'[m m ]')
3338 F 0 R M A T (2 X ,'L a m b d a e ff= 'f8 .3 /[m m ]')
3339 F O R M A T (2 X .‘Lambdaeff/4=’,F8.3;(m m ]')
4440 FORM AT(2X.'Lam bdaeff/2='JF8.3.'[m m ]')
4441 F O R M A T (2X ,'L am bd ae fG ^ = 'f8 .3 ,'[m m ]')
4442 FO R M AT(2X,*Zc=*JF8.3; [ohm]')
4443 F O R M A T (2 X ,"L o v= 'f8 .3 .'[m m ]')
4456 F 0 R M A T (2 X ,'L x = 'f8 .3 /[m m ]')
4444 FORM AT(2x,'Lstub='JF8.3,'[m m ]')
4445 F 0 R M A T (2 x ,'h l= 'f8 .3 .'[m m ]')
4446 F O R M A T (2 x .'h 2 = 'f8 .3 .'[m m ]')
4447 F O R M A T (2 x ,"Z cc = 'f8 .3 ,' [ohm]')
4448 F O R M A T (2 x /w lin 2 = 'f8 .3 ,' [m m ]\' for Zee')
4450 F O R M A T (2 x ,'L q r= 'f8 .3 .'[m m ]')
4451 F O R M A T (2 x .'L d = 'f8 .3 .'[m m ]')
4452 F 0 R M A T (2 x ,'L f l= 'f8 .3 , '[m m ]')
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4453 F O R M A T (2 x .’L f2 = ’4^8.3;[mm]')
4454 F O R M A T (2 x ;D e = 'E 8 .3 ;[m m I')
4455 F O R M A T (2 x ,’D h= 'E 8 .3 ,'[m m ]’)
4460 F 0R M A T (2x ,'L am b d a  A T  F R E Q 0= 'f8 .3 ,'[m m ]')
4461 FO R M A T(2x,'D e/lam bda= \F8 .3 ;[m m ]*)
4462 F O R M A T (2 x ,’D h/lam bda='E8.3;[m m ]')
W R IT E (* ,* )  'Program has ended Elhamdullillah.'
E N D
C  S U B R O U T IN E S  A N D  F U N C T IO N S ...........................................
S U B R O U T IN E  R E F L E C T (Z IN F T Z C .T Y R ,T Y I)
R E A L *8  T Y R ,T Y I,A T Y ,B T Y .Z C  
C O M P L E X * 16 Z IN F T .T Y  A IN F T M  
PI=3.141592654D 0  
T Y =(Z 1N F T -Z C )/(Z 1N F T + Z C )
T Y R = D R E A L (T Y )
T Y I= D IM A G (T Y )
A T Y = C A B S (T Y )
B T Y = (D  A T A N (T Y I/T Y R )/P I)*  180D0
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  Z IM P (Z R ,Z I,L 1  J -E N G T H )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H ,0 -Z )
R E A L *8  L I  JLENG TH.LLJ,E ,KO
C O M P L E X *1 6 Y S .Y M ,A R G l,A R G 2 ,C l,C 2 ,C O T H l,C O T H 2 ,C S C H l,C S C H 2 ,G A M M A l
C O M P L E X * 16 Y IN ,Z IN ,Y S C 1  ,Y S C 2 ,V 2 V 3 ,V  1V 3  A R G Z IN F .C T ,Z A D D  JJ ,G A M M A 2
E X T E R N A L  C M U T U A L .B M U T U A L
C O M M O N  /E F F E C T / K O ,W E F,E X LN
C O M M O N  /R A C / Y C H A R 1 .Y C H A R 2 .G A M M A  1 .G A M M A 2
C O M M O N /L S W / LL,SS.W W ,BS.G S
C O M M O N /Z Z /  Z C O ,Z O O L
JJ=D C M P L X (0D 0 , 1 DO)
R 0=377D 0
P I=3 .141592654D 0
L E = L E N G T H + E X L N
L L = K O *L E
C ........C M U T U A L  returns the real part o f mutual admittance o f the patch
C A L L  C M U T U A L (C M U T )
G M = C M U T
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c  B M U T U A L  returns the imaginary part o f mutual admittance o f tlie patch
C A L L  B M U T U A L (B M U T )
B M = B M U T *(-K 0 /(R 0 *2 ))*W E F
C  S elf and Mutual admittances.
Y S =D C M P L X (G S .B S )
Y M = D C M P L X (G M .B M )
A R G 1 = L 1 *G A M M A I
C l= C D E X P (A R G l)
C 2 = C D E X P (-A R G I)
C O T H  1=(C 1+C 2)/(C  1 -C2)
C S C H 1=2D 0/(C 1-C 2)
Y S C I =  Y S + Y C H A R 1 *C O T H  1 
A R G 2 = G A M M A 2 *(L E N G T H -L 1 )
C 1=C D E X P (A R G 2)
C 2=C D E X P (-A R G 2)
C O T H 2 = (C l+ C 2 )/(C l-C 2 )
C S C H 2=2D 0/(C 1-C 2)
Y S C 2 = Y S + Y C H A R 2 *C O T H 2
V 2 V 3 = (Y M *Y C H A R I*C S C H U Y C H A R 2 *C S C H 2 *Y S C 1 )/(Y S C I*Y S C 2 -Y M **2 )
V 1 V 3 = Y C H A R 1 *C S C H 1 /Y S C 1 + (Y M /Y S C 1 )*V 2 V 3
Y IN = -Y C H A R 1 *C S C H 1 *V 1 V 3 -Y C H A R 2 *C S C H 2 *V 2 V 3 + Y C H A R 1 *C 0 T H 1
Y IN = Y IN + Y C H A R 2 *C O T H 2
Z IN = 1 /Y IN
Z R = D R E A L (Z IN )
Z I= D IM A G (Z IN )
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  C H A R A C IM P  (F R E Q .W ID T H ,H E IG H T .T ff lC K 3 P S R .V E L 0 C ,
*  Z C H A R ,W ID T H E F F .B E T A ,W P R IM E ,E P S R E F F 0 .W ID T H E F F 0 3 P S R E F F ,X L IN )  
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H ,0 -Z )
R E A L *8  KO
R 0=377D 0
PI=3.141529654D 0
R 1 = T H IC K /H E IG H T
R 2 = W ID T H /T H IC K
W P R IM E = (1 /P I)* *2
W P R IM E = W P R IM E /((R 2 + 1 .1 ) *  *2 )
W P R IM E = W P R IM E + R  1 * * 2
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W P R IM E = D S Q R T (W P R IM E )
W P R IM E = 4 D 0 /W P R IM E
W P R IM E = D L O G (W P R IM E )
W P R IM E = (T H IC K /P I)*(1 + W P R IM E )+ W 1 D T H
C  E E F F  returns the effective dielectric constant (T L M L IB  routine)
C A L L E E F F(F R E Q ,W ID T H .H E IG H T.T H IC K .E P S R ,P I,W P R IM E ,E P S R E F F O ,E P S R E FF )
C  W E F F  returns the effective width (T L M L IB  routine)
C A LL W E F F (F R E Q ,W ID T H ,H E IG H T ,P I.W P R IM E ,V E L O C .E P S R E F F .W ID T H E F F O ,
*W ID T H E F F )
C  E X L IN E  returns the extension line (T L M L IB  routine)
C A L L  e x l i n e (w i d t h .h e i g h t ,e p s r ,e p s r e f f a :l i n )
C  Characteristic impedance
ZC H A R =R 0/D S Q R T(E PS R E FF)
Z C H A R = Z C H A R *(H E IG H T A V ID T H E F F )
K O = 2*P I*F R E Q /V E L O C
B E T A =K 0*D S Q R T (E P S R E FF )
R E T U R N
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  F E E D L IN E (W LIN E .E P S R 2,ZC JH 2)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -Z )
EPSR=EPSR2
P I=3.141592654D 0
A A = (Z C /60 .0 )*D S Q R T ((E P S R + 1,0)/2.0) 
A A =A A +(E P S R -1.0)/(E P S R +1.0)*(0 .23+0.11/E P S R )
B B = 3 77 *P I/(2 *Z C *D S Q R T (E P S R ))
W D = 8 *D E X P (A A )/(D E X P (2 *A A )-2 .0 )
IF (W D .G T .2 .0 )T H E N  
C K =D LO G (B B -1 .0 )+0 .39-0 .61/E P S R
W D = (2 /P I)* (B B -1 .0 -D L O G (2 *B B -L 0 )+ (E P S R -1.0 )/(2 *E P S R )*C K )
E N D IF
W L IN E = W D *H 2
R E T U R N
E N D
Some of the routines called in this program are stored in a specific library named 
TLM LIB . These subroutines are given as foolows:
SUBROUTINES FOR BESSEL FUNCTIONS
S U B R O U T IN E  B ESJO (A R G R ESU LT)
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D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  X , Y ,A R C ,R E S U LT
IN T E G E R  IF A IL
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  S17AEF
E X T E R N A L  S17AEF
X = A R G
IF A IL  = 1
Y  =  S I7 A E F (X ,IF A IL )
R E S U L T = Y
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  BESJ1(ARG,R E S U LT )
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  X . Y .A R G .R E S U L T
IN T E G E R  IF A IL
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  S17AFF
E X T E R N A L  S 17AFF
X = A R G
IF A IL  =  1
Y  =  S 1 7 A F F (X ,IF A IL )
R E S U L T = Y
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  B ES Y O (A R G JŒ SU LT)
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  X . Y .A R G .R E S U L T
IN T E G E R  IF A IL
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  S17ACF
E X T E R N A L  S17A C F
X = A R G
IF A IL  =  1
Y  =  S 1 7 A C F (X ,IF A IL )
R E S U L T = Y
E N D
S U B R O U T IN E  B E S Y 1(A R G ,R E S U LT )
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  X . Y .A R G J^E S U LT
IN T E G E R  IF A IL
D O U B L E  P R E C IS IO N  S 17A D F
E X T E R N A L  S 17A D F
X = A R G
IF A IL  =  1
Y  =  S 17A D F (X ,IF A IL >
R E S U L T = Y
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E N D
SUBROUTINES FOR OTHER FUNCTIONS 
SUBROUTINE BSUSCEP 
$ N O T R U N C A T E
C   T H IS  R O U T IN E  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  S U S C E P TA N C E  BS A T  T H E  IN P U T  E D G E
C   O F  T H E  P A T C H ,U S IN G  A D M IT T A N C E  T R A N S F O R M A T IO N  F R O M  O P E N  E N D .
C   IT  R E T U R N S  BSUS B A C K .
S U B R O U T IN E  BSUSCEP(BSUS A C H A R ,B E T A L IN E X T )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H L -Z )
Y C H A R = 1 /Z C H A R
A R G = B E T A *L IN E X T
B S U S = Y C H A R *D T A N (A R G )
R E T U R N
E N D
SUBROUTINE CCONDUC 
$ N O T R U N C A T E
C   T H IS  R O U T IN E  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  S ELF C O N D U C T A N C E  GS O F  S L O T
C   IT  R E T U R N S  B A C K  C C O N .
S U B R O U T IN E  C C O N D U C (C C O N ,S S .W W )
IN T E G E R  L W . L IW ,K O U N T ,IF A IL  
P A R A M E T E R  (L W = 8 0 0 L IW = L W /8 + 2 )
IN T E G E R  IW (L IW )
R E A L *8  S ,W W ,C C 0 N ,S I.D Ü M M Y J D U M M Y 1 ,A ,A B S E R R 3 J E P S A B S ,E P S R E L J Œ S U L T  
R E A L *8  U P L M ,W (L W )
E X T E R N A L  FN C .D O IA JF  
EPSABS =  O.ODO 
E P S R E L =  l.O D-04  
A  =  O.ODO 
B =  W W  
IF A IL  =  1
C A L L  D O l AJF(FNC ,A ,B ,EPS ABS 3 P S R E L  J Œ S U L T .A B S E R R .W ,L W ,IW L IW ,IF A IL )  
IF ( IF A IL .G T .O )T H E N
W R IT E  ( * , * )  ’IF A IL  From Subroutine C C O N D U C
W R IT E  ( * . * )  IF A IL
STOP
S I= R E S U L T
D U M M Y = W W *S I+ D S IN (W W )A V W + D C O S (W W )-2 .0
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DUMMY=DUMMY*( 1 -(S S * *2)/24 DO)
DUMMY1=(SS**2)/12D0
DUMMY1=DUMMY1*(1/3DO+(DCOS(WW)/WW**2)-(DSIN(WW)/WW**3))
CCON=DUMMY+DUMMY 1 
RETURN 
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FNC(X)
DOUBLE PRECISION X
FNC = DSIN(X)/X 
RETURN 
END
SUBROUTINE BMUTUAL 
$ NOTRUNCATE
C THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE SUSCEPTANCE OF MUTUAL ADMITTANCE
C  IT RETURNS BMUT BACK.
SUBROUTINE BMUTUAL(BMUTLL,SS)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
REAL*8 LL i*
EXTERNAL BESYO.BESYI 
BK=1-DEXP(-WW*0.21D0)
ARG=LL '*■
CALL BESYO(ARGJŒSULT)
YO=RESULT
ARG=LL
CALL BESY1(ARG,RESULT)
Y1=RESULT
Y2=(2D0/LL)*(Y1-Y0)
DUMMY=1-(SS**2)/24D0 
BMUT=DUMMY*Y0+Y2*(SS **2)/24D0 
BMUT=BMUT*BK
RETURN &
END
SUBRQILTINE CMUTUAL 
$ NOTRUNCATE
C  THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE CONDUCTANCE GM OF THE MUTUAL
C  ADMITTANCE YM BETWEEN TWO SLOTS OF THE PATCH. *
C  IT RETURNS CMUT BACK.
SUBROUTINE CMUTUAL(CMUTLL.SS,GS)
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IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -Z )
E X T E R N A L  BESJ0,BESJ1 
A R G = L L
C A L L  BESJO(ARG.RESULT)
JO=RESULT
A R G = L L
C A L L  BESJ1(A RG ,R ESULT)
J1=R E S U LT
J2=(2D 0/LL)*(J1-J0)
FG=(SS **2 )/(24D 0-S S  *  *2 )
FG=J2*FG +J0
C M U T = G S *F G
R E T U R N
E N D
S U m O U T IN E S  FOR U NE PARAMETERS 
SUBROUTINE EEFF  
$ N O T R U N C A T E
C  T H IS  S U B R O U T IN E  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  E F F E C T IV E  D IE L E C T R IC  C O N S T A N T  
C  E PSR E FF FO R  A  G IV E N  F R E Q U E N C Y  V A L ID  F O R  1<ER<20  
C  0 < H E IG H T /L A M B D A < 0 .1 3  A N D  0 .1 < W ID T H /H E IG H T < 1 0 0  
C  IT  R E T U R N S  EPSREFF A N D  EPSREFFO V A L U E S  B A C K .
S U B R O U T IN E  E E F F (F R E Q .W ID T H ,H E IG H T ,T H IC K ,E P S R fL W P R IM E ,E P S R E F F O ,
*  EPSREFF)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H .O -Z )
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F E F F E C T IV E  D IE L E C T R IC  C O N S T A N T  F O R  Z E R O  F R E Q U E N C Y .
C   E P S R E F F 0= (E P S R + I+ (E P S R -l)*G )/2
C  T H E  P A R A M E T E R S  IN V O L V E D  A R E  G . A  A N D  B.
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  T H E  P A R A M E T E R S  A  A N D  B.
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F A
R A T IO = W ID T H /H E IG H T
D U M M Y I= (1 /1 8 .7 )*D L O G (1 D O + (R A T IO /1 8 .I)**3 )
D U M M Y 2 = (R A T IO **4 )+ ((1 /5 2 D O )**2 )* (R A T IO **2 )
D U M M Y 3 = (R A T IO **4 )4 0 .4 3 2
A =  1+ (1 /49D O )*D L O G (D U M M  Y 2 /D U M M Y 3 )+ D U M M Y  1
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  B
B =0.564*D E X P (-0 .2 /(E P S R +0.3))
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  G
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R A T10=  1/RA TIO
D U M M Y  1=-A*B
D U M M Y 2= D L O G (4D O )/P I
D U M M Y 3 = D S Q R T (W ID T H *H E IG H T )
G = ((1 + 1 0 *R A T IO )**D U M M Y 1 )-D U M M Y 2 *T H IC K /D U M M Y 3
C  E F F E C T IV E  D IE L E C T R IC  C O N S T A N T  A T  Z E R O  FREQ  (EPSREFFO)
EPSREFFO=EPSR+1+(EPSR-1 )*G  
EPSREFF0=EPSREFF0/2D0
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  T H E  E F F E C T IV E  D IE L E C T R IC  C O N S T A N T  EPSREFF A T
C  T H E  IN P U T  FREQ . T H E  P A R A M E TE R S  IN V O L V E D  P l . P 2 f 3 f 4  A N D  P.
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  P I
U = (W ID T H + (W P R IM E -W ID T H )/E P S  R )/H E IG H T
F R = F R E Q *lD -9
F N = F R *H E IG H T
D U M M Y 1=0.63154B .525/((1D O +O .O I57*FN )**20) 
D U M M Y 2 = 0 .0 6 5 6 8 3 *D E X P (-8 .7 5 1 3 *U )
P 1=0.27488+D U M M Y 1 *U -D U M M Y 2
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  P2
D U M M Y 1= 1 .0 -D E X P (-0 .03442*E P S R )
P 2= 0 .33622*D U M M Y 1
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  P3
D U M M Y 1 = 1 .0 -D E X P (-(F N /3 8 .7 )**4 ,9 7 )
P 3 = (0 .0 3 6 3 ♦D E X P (-4 .6 *U ))*D U M M Y  1
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  P4
D U M M Y 1 = D E X P (-(E P S R /1 5 .9 1 6 )**8 )
P 4= 1 .0 + 2 .7 51 *(1 -D U M M Y 1)
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  P
D U M M Y 1=(0.1844+P3 *P4) *F N  
D U M M  Y 2 = D U M M Y 1  ♦ ♦ 1.5763 
P = P 1 *P 2 *D U M M Y 2
C  F IN A L L Y  E F F E C T IV E  D IE L E C T R IC  C O N S T A N T  A T  A  P A R T IC U L A R  F R E Q U E N C Y
EPSREFF=EPSR-((EPSR-EPSREFF0)/(1.0+P))
R E T U R N
EN D
SUBROUTINE WEFF  
$ N O T R U N C A T E
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c T H IS  S U B R O U T IN E  C A LC U L A T E S  T H E  E F FE C TIV E  W ID T H  O F  T H E  P A T C H  FOR A
C  G IV E N  F R E Q U E N C Y  F R E Q U E N C Y . IT  RETU R N S W ID TH E FFO  A N D  W ID T H E F F
C  V A L U E S  B A C K .
S U B R O U T IN E  W E F F (F R E Q .W ID T H ,H E IG H T fI.W P R IM E ,V E L O C E P S R E F F ,
*  W ID T H E F F O .W ID T H E F F )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H .O -Z )
C   C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  T H E  E F F E C T IV E  W ID T H  A T  ZE R O  F R E Q U E N C Y .
C   P A R A M E T E R S  IN V O L V E D  A R E  F .W P R IM E
C   W P R IM E  IS C A L C U L A T E D  IN  T H E  M A IN  P R O G R A M  A N D  T R A N S  FERRED
C   C A L C U L A T IO N  O F F
R A T IO = H E IG H T /W P R IM E
D U M M Y 1 = R A T IO **(3 /4 D O )
D U M M Y 2 = -(4 * (P I* *2 ) /3 D 0 )*D U M M Y  1 
F = 6 D 0 + (2 *P I-6 )*D E X P (D U M M Y 2 )
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  E F F E C T IV E  W ID T H  A T  Z E R O  FREQ  (W ID TH E FF O ).
D U M M Y 1 = l+ (2 *R A T IO ) * * 2
D U M M  Y 2 = D L 0 G (F *R A T I0 + D S Q R T (D U M M Y  1))
W ID T H E F F 0 = (2 *P I*H E IG H T )/D U M M Y 2
C   C A L C U L A T IO N  O F  T H E  E F F E C T IV E  W ID T H  A T  T H E  IN P U T  F R E Q U E N C Y .
C   P A R A M E T E R S  IN V O L V E D  A R E  S W .R W .P W .Q W
C   C A L C U L A T IO N  O F SW JPW .Q W .RW
D U M M Y 1 = 4 D 0 *(F R E Q **2 )*(E P S R E F F -1 )
S W = (V E L O C **2 ) /D U M M Y  1
P W = ((W ID T H /3D O )**3 )+ (S W 72D O )*(W ID T H E F F O -W ID T H /3D O )
Q W = (S W /3 D 0 )-(W ID T H /3 D 0 )**2
R W = D S Q R T ((P W **2 )+ (Q W **3 ))
C  F IN A L L Y  E F F E C T IV E  W ID T H  A T  T H E  IN P U T  F R E Q U E N C Y ,
W E F l= (R W + P W )** ( l /3 .0 )
T E S T = R W -P W
IF  (T E S T .L T .0 .0 ) T H E N
T E S T=D A B S (T E S T)
W E F 2 = (T E S T )**( l/3 .0 )
E LSE
W E F 2 = (R W -P W )** ( l/3 .0 )
E N D IF
W E F 3 = W ID T H /3 D 0
W ID T H E F F = W E F 1-W E F 2 + W E F 3
R E T U R N
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EN D
SUBROUTINE EX U N E  
$ N O T R U N C A T E
C   T H IS  P R O G R A M  C A LC U L A T E S  T H E  L IN E  E X T E N S IO N  A T  T H E  R A D IA T IN G
C   E D G E  O F T H E  P A TC H . IT  RETUR NS B A C K  T H E  L IN E X T  V A L U E .
S U B R O U T IN E  E X L IN E (W ID T H ,H E IG H T .E P S R .E P S R E F F .X L IN )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -H .K -Z )
C  C A L C U L A T IO N  O F K S I PA R A M ETER S K S II,K S I2 ,K S I3 .K S I4 ,K S I5
R A T IO = W ID T H /H E IG  H T
N U M I=E P S R E F F **(0 .81)+0 ,26D O
D E N U M I =EPSREFF* *(0 .8 1 ) -0 .189D 0
N U M 2 = R A T I0 **0 .8 5 4 4 + 0 .2 3 6 D 0
D E N U M 2= R A T IO **0 .8 54 4+ 0 .87 D 0
K S II= 0 .4 3 4 9 0 7 *(N U M 1 /D E N U M 1 )* (N U M 2 /D E N U M 2 )
KSI2=: I D O +(R A T IO **0 .371)/(2 .358*E P S R +1D 0)
D U M M  Y l = 1.9413D0/KSI2
D U M M  Y 2 = 0 .0 8 4 * (R A T IO **D U M M  Y  I )
D U M M Y 3 = 0 .5 2 7 4 D 0 *D A T A N (D U M M Y 2 )
K S I3 = 1D O + D U M M  Y 3/(EP S R EFF**0.9236)
D U M M Y  I  = R A T IO **  1.456
D U M M Y 2 = 0 .0 3 7 7 D 0 *D A T A N (0 .0 6 7 D 0 *D U M M Y 1 )
D U M M Y 3= 6-5 *D E X P (0 .0 36 D 0*(1 -E P S R ))
K S I4 = 1 D 0 + D U M M Y 2 *D U M M Y 3  
K S I5=  1 -0.218D O *D E X P (-R A T IO *7 .5 )
C   L IN E  E X T E N S IO N
X L IN = H E IG H T *K S I 1 *K S I3 *K S I5 /K S I4
R E T U R N
E N D
SUBROUTINE ALPHACAL 
$ N O T R U N C A T E
C   T H IS  R O U T IN E  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  R E A L  P A R T (A L P H A ) O F  T H E  P R O P A G A T IO N
C   C O N S T A N T  G A M M A  FO R  T H E  IN P U T  F R E Q U E N C Y . IT  R E T U R N S  T H E  V A L U E
C   O F  A L P H A
S U B R 0U T IN E A L P H A C A L (F R E Q .B E T A ,W ID T H ,H E IG H T .T H 1 C K .E P S R ,P I,W P R IM E  
*  EPSREFFO ,W ID TH EFFO .R O .EPSREFFALPHA)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L *8  (A -HJL-Z)
C O M M O N  /A L P H / L O S S T A N G ,C O N D U C ,D E L T A  
C ........ P A R A M E T E R S IN V O L V E D  A R E  L P H D A L P H C S .A L P H C G ,A L P H N R S ,F S fD E L T A
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I
c........ A L P H D  IS T H E  A T T E N U A T IO N  C O N S T A N T  IN  T H E  D IE L E C T R IC  LOSSES ‘
C ........ A LPH C S IS T H E  A T T E N U A T IO N  C O N S T A N T  IN  T H E  STR IP  C O N D U C T O R
C   A L P H C G  IS T H E  A T T E N U A T IO N  C O N S T A N T  IN  T H E  G R O U N D  P L A N E
M U 0 = 4 *P I* ID -1 0
R S = D S Q R T (F R E Q *P I*M U O /C O N D U C )
AR G = L 4D 0*((R S  *D E L T A *C O N D U C )**2 )
F D E L T A =  1 DO +(2DO /PI)*D  A T A N (A R G )
R A T IO = W P R IM E /H E IG  H T
FS= 1DO +2DO /RATIO  * (  1 D 0 -( 1 D O /P I)+ (W P R IM E -W I D T H )/T H IC K )  
D U M M Y=R O /(D SQ R T(EPSR EFFO ))
Z C H A R O = D U M M Y  *(H E IG H T /W ID T H E F F O )
IF (R A T IO .L T .I)  T H E N
D U M M Y = (3 2 D O -R A T IO **2 )/(3 2 D O + R A T IO **2 )
A L P H N = D U M M Y /(4 *P I*H E IG H T *Z C H A R 0 )
ELSE
D U M M Y = R A T IO + 0 .6 6 7 D O *R A T IO /(R A T IO + 1.444D0) 
A L P H N = D U M M Y *D S Q R T (E P S R E F F 0 )/(2 .0 *R 0 *W ID T H E F F 0 )
E N D IF
A L P H C G = A L P H N *R S *F D E L T A  
A LP H C S =A LPH C G *FS  
D U M M Y =0 .5 D 0*B E T A *(E P S R /E P S R E F F )
A L P H D = D U M M  Y *((E P S R E F F -1 DO)/(EPSR- 1D O ))*LO SSTANG  
A L P H A =A L P H D +A L P H C S + A L P H C G  
R E T U R N  
E N D
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a p p e n d i x  e
F ig .E l  V a r io u s  E M  c o u p le d  m ic ro s tr ip  patches,
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F ig .E 2  F ro n t  an d  b ack  v ie w  o f  sm a ll a rra y  (2 x 4 ) .
F ig .E 3  F e e d  n e tw o rk
c o u p lin g  to th e  patches.
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Fig.E4 Front view of larger array (2x8).
Fig.E5 Top view showing the feed network.
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